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PREFACE

ABOUT'ENERGY TECHNOLOGY MODULES

The modules were developed by CORD for' use in two-year postsecondary technical institutions

to prepare technicians for employment and are useful in industry for updating employees in company-

spon'sored_training programs. The principles, techniques, and skills, taught in the modules, based

on tasks that energy technidians perform, were obtained from a nationwide advisory committee of

employers of energy technicians. Each module was written by a technician expert and approved by

representatives from industry.
A

A module'contains the following elements:

Introduction, which identifies the topic and often includes a rationale for studying the material.

Prerequisites, which identify the material a student should be familiar with before studying the

module.

Objectives, which clearly. identify what the student is expected to know for satisfactory module

completion. The objectives, stated In terms of action-oriented behaviors, include sucA action

words as operate, measure, calculate, identify, and define, rather than words with many interpre-

tations such as know, understand, learn, and appreciate.

Subject Matter, which presents the background theory and techniques supportive to the objectives

of,the module. Subject matter is written with the technical student. in mind.

Exercises, which provide practical problems to which the student can apply this new knowledge.

References, which are include as suggestions for supplementary reading/viewing for the student.

Test, which measures the student's achievement of prestated objectives.

afr
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INTRODUCTION TO-TECHNICAL COMMUNICATIONS

Communication involves the transfer of an idea from

one mind to another. The communicative process consists

of a sender, a message, .a medium, and a receiver.

First, the sender care .fully 'selects the symbols (usually

words) that form the message. Then, the sender must deter-

mine which method, or medium, of sending the message will

work best. The receiver hears or reads the message and

makes an interpretation'. If the receiver's intetprefation,

matches the sender's intended meaning true communication

has occurred. This seemingly simple pr'Icess is,more diffi-

cult to achieve than one might imagine.

In an ideal situation, the message is clear and the

medium is adequate: Since the sender's portion of the com-

munication process has been well-executed, the receiver

should be able to clearly interpret the intended meaning.

However, the receiver sometimes misinterprets the message

because of the "noise" of selectivity.

Selectivity involVes the human tendency to hear, or.,

l' understand, only that informdtion with which one concurs.

Selectivity takes three forms: selective exposure, selective

perception, and selective retention.

Selective exposure means that an individuaewill usually

choose compatible ideas and attitudes with Which to come

in contact, thereby limiting the environment. 'Selective

perception is 'the prdcess of accepting informatidn'from

the sender and "hearing what one wants tt) hear." Selective

retention is the tendency to remember 'only what one wishes

to remember.

Computers never have a problem with selectivity; people

always do. Therefore, as long as'one'must communicate with

1
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,/ other people, one must realize that selectivity does exist.

The best amm4nition,, with which, to combat selectivity is

clear, precise, interesting, well-organized writing and

speak.

Transference of exact meaning is especially - important

in technical communications. This is because the transfer

of technical knowledge is important to company survival.

Technology feeds on itself, each new development dovetailing

into the next. Each link of the chain whether that link

be a formal technical report or an interoffice memo must

be sound. Not only must the communication be accurate,

it must beclearly written so that there is no room for,

misinterpretation.

The ability to write and speak well is not important

only'fOr the transfer of information; writing cap.abilities,

as well as speaking expertise, often hayean affect on the

efnployee's advanCement. This course, Technical Communications,

shows the technician how to deVelop ideas insa clear, organized

fasshion. The exercises included in each module will help

the student put new skills into practice. Just as in the

development of any new skill, pfactice is imperative to

'refinement and mastery.

Module TC-01,TIntroducing Technical CommuniCations,"

e.xplains the purposse of the course, provides a definition

of technical writing, list.s.the basic principles of technical

writing,'and discusses how audience adaptation, the scentific

attitude, and mechanics contribute to technical writlp style.

Module-TC-02, "Conducting and Reporting Research,"

delineates preliminary research steps, explains how to take

notes and how tO assemble a P.st.of sources, shows how to

utilize the best research tools, clarifies the differ-

ences between reporting in writing and reporting orally,

and between constructing formal and informal report's.



Module TC-03, "Writing Outlines and Abstracts," points

out the importance o.f having a plan, demonstrates- effective

outlining seeps, and illustrates topic and.sentence outline

forms. The module also d'iscusses the types of AstraCts,

gives suggestions for writing abstracts, and explains the

purpose for including an abstract.

Module TC-04, "Writing Definitions," inigrprets what

words should be defined and explains how formal and informal

definitions are constructed. The fourth module also diagrams
41t.

where definitions should be placed within the text.

.
Module TC-05, "Describing Mechanisms," lists the com-

ponents in the description of a mechanism and points' out

some potenti problems.

Module TC-06, "Describing a Process," explains show

to skqtch a process, lists the types,,of processes, and dis-
.

cusses how to write instructions.

Module TC-07,-9Perf mingOral and Visual Presentat'omt,"
4ti

explains the importan of 'considering the audience;: list

suggestions for Using visual aids, discusses how to prepare
.

- 0
... '

fOr and, conduct an interview, gives tips for leading group,

discussions, and shows flow to use and construct chaits and-

graphs.

.
Module TC-08, "Putting Skills Into Practice: Formal

Report and Presentation," allows the student to have an

opportunity to apply new writing and peaking skills in

L.a cohesive effolt. The 'student will klect a'topic suitable

for a formal report, tcondutt preliminary research, construct

and adapt an outline, take notes, Writea rough draft, and

present an oralreNt that
_

includes a defense and,a cidestion

and - answer, session. The eighth module is a culmination
_

of the writing and speakingskills that have been develbped

in modules one. through seven. Therefore5'this module-can.

, .

.
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.
be used-by both the instructor and the student to evaluate

progress;
0-1.

The author of Technical Communications assumes that

'the student is competent in spelling, grammar, and.punctua-

/tion. If this is,not the case, there are many helpful texts

that can assist the student. The focus of this course is

.on teaching the student to communicate clearly, and well

in a technical environment. Topics addressed are those

suitable for the industry- oriented student who wishes to

cultivate writing and speaking skills as these abilities

apply to the workplace.

e

;
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INTRODUCTION

EverY person who wofks in industry must be able to .

communicate with othef§,both orally and in writing. For

. some technicians, ',the task ..of writing'memos and making out

reports is seldommeeded; for other's, it is an everyday duty.

Regardless ofhow often the -skill is used, communicative

ability is a requirement for getting gfa job, for e-eping it,
1

and for being.promoted within the organization. Whether 4

reppit be a onepage, fill-in-the-blank maint ce report

or a 200-page proposal; each is critical to a company. An

oral presentatidri may affect a million dollar climate con-

," troll system... the person-preparing-the written or oral re-

port ip being paid to be accuraterandpffective.

The purpose of this.course. is to prepare the technician

to handle everyday writing and Speaking dutieS, Since writ'.

ing skills are' usually more difficult to acquire and 'perfect,

more time will be, spent disc4sing writing than speaking'.

This module is an introduction,to the Technical Communi-

cations course., Its purpose is to acquaint students with

.five important aspects of feehnical communications: (1) a
Ti

definition of _technical writing,, (2) the basic prindiples of

-,techmical- writing, (3) ,technical writing styles, (4) Meehan-
.

ioo.k and (s)' an` introduction to oral communications.

,

The student sho d haVe complete& at least one semester
,

or ,quaTter English composition.

. PREREQUISITES- .
-

TC-01/Page
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OBJECT1VE8

Upon completion of this module, the studentshoulcP,be

able to:

1. Co pare'an example of technical writing and an example

'of nontechnical, writing, showing similarities and dif-..

Jerences.

2. Define technical writing by listing and defining its

five characteristics.

3. Analyze examples ofitechnical.writing by ,describing

how they contain the five characteristics.

4% List,and define five principles of techaical writing.

S. Analyze an example of technical writing to determine

.if it follows the five principles.

6.. List and explain the main considerations in technical

writing style.

7 .Rewrite poorly writren'items, correcting-errors in

style and mechanics.

8. , List and explain the mostimportant aspects in tech-

nical writing style. ,

9. List thereasons for'studying- oral communications.

.0
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\

Technical communications, which consists primarily of

technical mritin and .oralAiTesentations, may sound as

though itis-practiced only by professionalwriters. Actu-
-
ally, any technically. trained person withAome educatipn

beyond high school is engaged in some form of technical

communications. Experts have ,estimated that for every piece,

of equipment manufacture , 20 pieces, of writing are gener-

ated. If even hal this number is correct, most technicians
f

a volved'fn technical communications in some way. Their
. _ -....i

job end on it. . ,,

any times a person chooses a technidal field without
..

realizing. that tor_alicceed ini.., one will be required to
.:' FL

write-reports, orders,.instrudt bps, letters, memos, and

give oral presentations. Even e most work oriented tech-

mician must communicate with ethers'. Usually, the higher

the salary involved, the mor wrifing and speaking tasks re-,

quired of the technician.

Most to ical communication is prepared to help some-

one do somethin or make decisions. The'tchnician has in-

formation and shares it. This can be exciting for the per-

son who has the ability, to "get things down on paper:' or

"put it-into words." But for the person who knows the in-,

formatioh yet is not capable ok conveying it poor writ-

ing skills often mean staying in a.low-paying job.

Why'studytech4Cal communications? Two Teas

.../Clear. Most technical jobs require it. Promotions and good

( salaries depend on it. furthermore, communicating can be

(

TC-01/Page 3
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fun and exciting for the technician who must explain a proj-

ect to the bosg or pass along test results to the next

technician'. Even when ordering parts, refined communication

skills Will. be helpful.

A
.

discus'sion of technical communications could cover

many 'areas, but this module is restricted,, o a definition,

some basic principles, some characteristics ó technical

writing style and methanicsand a brief in r dqction to

q,ral communication. It is necessary that.the technician

thoroughly understand this information before those essen-

tial on-the-job reports can bedns...txucted. Technical d.

_writing is logical. This quality often makes technical

writing easier than other types, of writing.

41.

'DEFINITION. OF TECHNICAL WRITLNG
N

.

First, what\ is technical writing? dari-usly, technical

7 writing deal with science and technology in some way.

p

-Normally, tecEhical writing isimere exposition (writing that

etplains) about technical and scientific subjects. This

writing can be very sitple or highly complex, but it must,

(1) eal with a scientific s,ubject and (2) reflect; certain

racteristics.

. A sho0 rt example of technical communication could be the

.instruction§.bn.a medicine' battle: "Two capsules three or

four times- daily. No more than a total of eight capsules in

any /12 -hour peridd."

The following excerpt, taken from a'.-curse .on Mechani-

cal Devices and Systems, is an example of mechanical tech:-

nical writing: "The shaft forms an.integral part of almost

all power transmission equipment. Its basic function is to

Page. 4/TC:01
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transmit power from the power source, to drive components

such as pulleys,, sprockets, gears, and coupling6."

Technical communication can result in a number of

end Products, such,as the fo towing:.

Business letters 1

Reports

Journal articles

Abs acts

Or presentations

Instructions

Memos

Brochures

Proposals

Graphic aid

% What characteristics typify technical writing? First,

,as' mentioned prev iously, technical writing always deals

with a scientific matter, whether that subject be how to

start a lawnmower, the progreSs of a lab experiment,- how

clouds form, what procedures, must-be followed in bench test-

ing an air conditioning compressor, or how to build a nuclear

weapon.

The second' characteristic, which represents perhaps the

most outstanding difference between technical writing and

some other types of writing, is that the technician always

has in mind a specific reader or group of readers who have ,

similar backgrounds. In other words, technical communication

is always aimed toward a specific audience (perso or group).
ti

If the technician writes to a target audience, it fol-

lows that every aspect of that writing (or speaking) vocab-

ulary, graphics, everything must be adapted to the level

of -the' person` or persOns Lor whom the comirnication is in.-

tended. This does not nekessarilY mean that the language of

1
4.
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the writing (or speech) should reflect a certain level,

e.g., junior high or college level. It simply means that

the material is aimed carefully and directly at a specific

person or group.

Third,- technical writing follows certain forms, which

various authors refer to as its formal aspect. These

forms special vocabularies, graphic aids, and conventional

report forms are usually specified by, the'organization for

which the writing is being done. For instance, even a daily

log kept on a machine must be recorded in a certain fofm.

In this context, formal should not be confused with formal

vs. informal. "Formal" does not mean'that the writing ,

sounds formal; it simply means that the,writing folloWs

certain forms or forpatS. Although technical writing often

sounds dignified, in this case, formal refers to, form not

dignity. .

"Form" often means style and format specifically re-_

'quired by the organization. It is important that the techni-

cian study the required-fortmat and follow it to the letter

which means adhering to the correct formal aspect. This

could include using bold headings, prescribed punctuation,

designated graphics, or other such items.

Often the communication can sound dignified because of

its foprth characteristic: a scientific point of view.

Most such writing and speaking is clear and concise,

unemotional, and objective.. It is not intended to amuse,

entert,ain, or even educate in the broad sense. The singular

intent isito inform in the clearest possible way.

Consider the following examples.t A service manual is

not intended to be recreational reading. A test report is

not intended for,the general public. A parts order is not

,designed to be interesting. An oral' presentation is not an
. .

-------)
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,after- dinner- speech. In each case, clarity is ofthe.utmost

importance. And clarity, as stated before, is achieved by

writing -for a specific person or group a condition that

cannot be avoided. Clear communication always means having

a partcular audiences mind,

The fifth characteristic of techni al,writing is the

use of certaih techniques definition , descripiions of

mechanic,s, descriptions of operations r actions, classifi-

cations, ,and interpretations which .re the building blocks

of most writing that a technician do's. When the-technician

is familiar with each tool necessary for communication, al-

most any writing assignment is possible. For this reason,

this course includes major discussions of each technique.

For example, consider the following:

Most reports contain a' few definitions, both simple

and complex. w

Although instructions must explain-how 'semething

works ('description of an operation), the writer

must also describe tpe device and it's parts

(descriptionof a mechanism) .

Groups of items must be classified or separated

into "piles" determined by some principle or basis.

Facts, too, must ,be sorted and evaluated. This

,is interpretation.

Iii summary, the preceding has presented important back=

ground details, including a definition of techrTIcal communi-

cation, some reasons for studying technical communication,

a comparison of technical and nontechnical writing, and some

characteristics, of technical communications.

TC-01/Page T
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BASIC PRINCIPLES OF TECHNICAL WRITING

Are.there some basic rules for good technical communi-

cation? The answer is "yes." In fact,. there are many funda-
.,

mental rules and principles for good technical style, but

the following five, selected by Mills and Walter. in Technical

Writing, 4th ed., appear to be the most widely accepted:

1 Always have a specific audience in mind, even if this

audience is an imaginary one. Assume that the audience

is intelligent, but uninformed, on the subject.

2. Have a specific purpose in mind. Be sure that every

sentence, word, and illustration contributes to that

purpose.

3 Use simple, specific, concrete, and familiar language.

4 When beginning each section, tell the audience what

each section Wall,contain. At the end of each section,

summarize. In other words, "Tell them"what you are

gaing:to tell them; tell them, 'and. then tell them what

you fold them." es.

5. Make all reports appropriately attractive and neat.

As previous paNagraphs have stressed, having a,definite

audience_ in mind I'S essential. A technician is never allowed

to write 'a report and then pick out a reader. In addition,'

each piece of communicaZ.ion has a definite purpose. 'Perhaps

the purpose is to instl-uct, perh4sfo inform, perhaps to
,

.

enable theperson to perform an operation. Regardless of

the purpose selected, ,the technici4dsmust leave out anything

that does not contribute to that purflose.

The writer must use clear language. If the term is

targeted to a specific reader, then the writer will know

what-level of-language touse. What -might be a complex term /

. Page 8 /TC -OL
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for one reader, might be the simplest word for another. An

uninterested party can sometimes help find unclear passages

by reading what:the technical writer has written.

Telling the reader or listener what to expect is also

helpful. This can be compared to giving a group a roadmap

of an unfamiliar area and then jiving them a tour. The

tourists know what they are going to see before they see it.

In writing, beginnirig. statements like, "The purpose of this

report is..." or. "Wh'n you examine the project, please look

for these three developments.:-." or "The test produced thege

results..." are ways of preparing the reader for what is to

follow. Since most technical communication is designed to

help another person, it is essential that the reader, or

liStener understand the material. Introductory statements

of purpose and initial or beginning summary statements can

ensure that the reader does not miss anything. A summary

does the same thing. The writer should not worry that he.

OT she is repeating the same items several times, Remember,

the purpose of technical writing is to help ,the reatier under-
,

stand.

The last principle make. all reports appropriately

attractive means that the technician must again evaluate

the audience and the purpose. If the report is a simple log

of the performance of a machine, neatness and accuracy will

probably be enough. If, on the other hand, the report de-

;ails the progress of an important enkgy research project

and will be distributed to the top administration, more time

should be spent on illustrations, binding, typing, and other

aspects. The technician, regardless af revel, never escapes

having .to analyze the audience and the purpose of each piece

of communication. 4

I
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STYLE

4 So far, this module has briefly discussed the defini-

tion of technical communication, its fundamental character-

. istics, and its basic principles. The next topic is style,

.i.e.', how reports and other such end products are presented.

Style is applied to many areas of life: clothing,

hiZses, automobiles, art, dancing, almost anything. Style

can be defined as "a distinctive manner or mode of express-
o.

ing, presenting, or doing something.''A In communipat'on

style is th,e way an idea or explanation is presente . In

other words, style involves the lanapage that is us
0

Style in technical writing can involve audience adapta-

tion, scientific attitude, acid mechanics.

AUDIENCE ADAPTATION 4'

Once the purpose of an item is assigned or selected,

most experts agree that audience adaptation heads the list

of requirements for good technical communication style.

And seeing the subject from the reader' viewpoint is part

of audience adaptation.

.Fir instance, is the:intended reader an individual

or a group? it is a gropp, what kind? Afl\itiis an in-

--dividual, is it one who is known by the writer or one known
-

'Only by reputation? After these-questions are answered,

then everything, terminology, illustrations, calculations

length, the introduction should be adjusteLd and adapted

fit the audience.

The purpose for writing to a target audience is clear.

The likelihood that the writer will be present when the

Page 10/TC-01



reader tackles the report is remote; therefore, the report

should eliminate any need'for explanations. .Similarly,

if the technician is,speaking. to a. group of several hundred

people, eliminating the chance fOr questioh,s.aiterwards,

theJAI report should be clearlo the audi-elice. If it

is pot clear, the technician failed to adapt writing or

speaking to the target audience. ,

Just as a poem and a Inanual for a lawnthower have dif- .

fe-rent purposes, purposes for technicalmmunications dif-

fer: Tot instance, a constructionfocreman'askihg for a

progress report on a solar powered heating unit being in-
.

stalled does not need a lengthy discussion on how to size

tubing. However, the late shift in a cooling system test

labneeds,oncise- information, notigeneralities, from the

first shift. Likewise, the ovner.of a company may need'

a detailed report on a mechanical breakdOWn,or
*
the reasons

for purChasing new equipment to replace outdated equipment.

Perhaps an oraripresentation to several businesspersons

Fr "the reasons for convertingto solar.power, on the other

hand, may needsto be Tather..baAc.

. What elements in -'a technician's° report must be adapted?

Everything. Every part, in some way, is Ofluence& by the

,intended audience Tb be m re.specific, the writer, must

adapt three main elements' vocabulary, sentence structure,.

and organization.

First, how does one adapt vocabulary? The easiest
,

way is to dvdridusing words the audience doesnot know.

Very few bosses complain that reportsfrom their workers

are' too simple. However, if the technician must use a word

that.the audience may not know, the word should be defined.

This important point is discussed in detailtin'a later course

module.

4.t
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What 'about sentence-. ength:r- -Ordinarily, sentences ,

_ should be-relatively -simple. "Relatively" means" ;'it depends.
1

on the reader." Jot-instance, complicated ideas should'-
N ' Cbe in sentences thataverage-no more than 10-to 12 words.

(On the other hand, simpieideas may be 'expressed in sentences
.

that average twice as lopg. The writer should remember

that thetechniciaft!s,task is,to communicate as clearly

as possible, not imkress the reader. .Therefore, if there 'is

a real question in tho."wl.tter's mind about the educational

level of the audience the writes should read Other items

written for the same.person or group of persons, look care

fully at 'the style of the other materials, and then aim
.

. the writing to, the same level. This suggegtion also applies-

to vocabulary, complexity of coverage, and other sentence

structure characteristics.

The third element requiring written adaptation is or-

ganizatiOn. Normallyj,the writer organizes material in

the normal way: introdction, body; and conclusion: In

this order, the writer explaps.'the purpose of an experiment,
.

.describes the experiment, and then states the conclusis.

However, this "normal" organizAtion can'be adalAd'if

writer is not sure howMuch o' the experiment the reader
,

will understand or haVe time to 'read. summary of- the

conclusion can be Stated at.or neai the beginning. The
-

,reader who does not have the backgrOund to, understand the
;experiment, or does not have the time to red the,details,

40

may simply read the introdUctorylFonclusions an4 skip the
.

. rest.

#.%

`he report, may do so. USingithis'procedure, it is possible,

...
. that the mono01., foreman, or- owner of the" company mar read -

only the r ort's Conclusions; whereas the lab technician1,
--. .

may read th entire repcirt.

On the other handi,.the reader who wishes to read all

Page 12/TC-di'
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To summarize this section on audience adaptation, the

following question is- repeated: What musft be ahepted to

Sale audience? Everything. More specifi ally, the technician

should adapt vocabulary, sentence structure, and organization

to the target audience. Nothing takes the place of a few

minutes spenreading,other items prepared for the same

reader. It may save rewriting, confusion, or correcting

another technician's mistakes.

The techniVan should also consider 11(w-tile report

will be used- Is it a'proposal to persuade top management

to make major changes,- or is:it general reference material?

-Will it be used as a guide for several future decisions,

or will itkbe read once.and thrown away?-'. Will it be used

under specific - conditions or in a number oT situations?

Will it be used as ayset'of instructions or just general

in orma ion?' The waiter's ability o know the answers to

the que tions,+ and to:adjust his o her materia-rto suit

the a dien0e, will-make the writing mo e useful ar definitely

impress the person paying for the repor

-771?CItTIFIC ATTITUDE
I

The second characteristicof technical communication

is what is commonly called the "scien4i,it attitude." This

means that technical writing sounds dignified and ab,jective.'

To be more specific, scientific .attitude concerns (1) accu-

racyof facts-, .(Y) care in acquiring and evaluating facts,

and (3) formality ana objectivity in reporting facts. Re-'

ports are not intended to be humorous; they are impersonal..

They usually do not reflect oginiOns, and they,must be

accurate and clear.

I
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The foIlowing three questions are ones often asked

by writing students:. (1) "Can I'use personal pronouns?"

(2) "Do I always have to use active voice?" (3) "Can

I use masculine p4onouns?"

First, can the technician use the personal pronouns

"I'," "we," "you;" "us," or "our?" Modern styli has gofterNe

a little, and.many companies do allow "I"sor "you" under
.1

certain circumstances; but personal pronouns can u§ually

be avoided as follows:

1. I have tested the new machine.

Z. We have tested the new machinse.

3. The lab technician tested the new machine.

4. The new machine was tested.

Ins the sentences above, the first two sentences contain

personal pronouns. These pronouns were replaced in the

last two -sentences..

The personal pronoun "you" is,the most common and most

familiar; therefor-6, "you" slips in the easiest. !bnsider

the first .sentence below:

If you forget to turn on the machine ... .

2. The operator should not forget to turn on the

machine

3. Lt is necessary to turn on the machine.

1141i*, The last two sentences above show ways of omitting

"you"-in technical writing. The writer should avoi -d state-
.

tents such as "The package contains your instru tions" when

a statement likes "The package contains instructions" is

more clear. Most authorities suggest avoiding first and

second person pronouns (I, we,. you) unless one knows they

are acceptable in the organization. .

-The next question as, "Do I always hive to.uses.active

Page 14/TC-01
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voice?" Acilve voice means the subject of'the sentence

is doing the acting, as in "The operator started the machine."

Pass]. voice means the Subject is receiving the actfbn,

as in "Vie machine was started by the operator.". In most

cases, the activevoice is moreforceful, less wordy, and

more interesting. -

- In the following'example,_the-first sentence, which
,

uses the active voice, is. better:

1 . The,fo r experidents produced similar results.

2. Similar results were produced by the four experiments.

In some instances, however, the active vo cemay.;not

be best. In the two sentences below, the second one which

is pasSiVe is shorter and clearer:

They examined the,first machine and found it was better.

2. An'exaMination of the first machine showed :t to be

'better..

Not only is the first sentence longer, it contains the pro-

noun "they,"-without telling to whom "they" refers. In surpir

mary, use active or passive voice, whichever is clearer

and uses fewer words.

"Can use masculine pronouns?".asks the technician.

"Will my company let Me say !The machinist should bring

. -his limmer,' or wilCI have to say, 'The machinis7t will

have to bridg his or her hammer?"' The rules for writing

state that "he," rather than Pile or she," is correct., Modern

trends and pressures have re.qured some companies to-avdid

references to ore sex over another. Check the company style

guide. Consider the audience.' If the item is being distrib-

uted only, ithin the organization, the question pfoably

is not as i octant as if would be if the material were

intended ldr a wider audience. The standard rule applies:

.4

2\-3
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Cd"When in oubt, leave it out" or write around the problem.
___________.------

---- Simply sly, "The mactinis_t_-should bring a hatmer." e.

. .

MECHANICS'

. .

This section on style would not,be complete without.

some comments i mechanics. This course assumes that the

student has finished at least one C.triting.course at the

college level. Therefore, nothing is included concerning

subject-verb agreement, comma splices, spelling, pronouns,

pronoun-antecedent agreement, and similar grammarprob

Nevertheless, some suggestions on the mechanics.of sty

may be helpful:

rk .. Always choose the mbst.precise word.

Adjust length and complexity of sentences to the

reader

Adjust paragraph construction and length to the

reader.
,

Of these three suggestions, choosing the right word

seems to be the most difficult suggeS.tion to follow. Pero-

Q.,.../haps two misconceptions influente the technician: the feel-

ing.that (1) ,the writing of an educated person must sound

a little more sophisticated and be a bit more complex than

the average worker's and that (2) an expert in a subject

should use a large number of technical words that a none

technician does not understand. Neither statement is true,.

As stated previously, good technical iiriting is writing'.-

the reader can understand; the material should infort above
..._, 1 everything else.

'What are some ways of choosing the right word? The

suggestions .are criteria:

Page 26 /TC-01
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1. Choose the most accurate word. There are 'slight dif-

ferences between "advise" and ",inform," . "few" and "less,

"infer"-and "imply,." "theory" and "opiriion.,"

2 ' Be specific. Attached could mean "welded," 'soldered,"

or "bolted." "Device" could be a machine, test in-

strument, or a tool." Choose the exact. term.

3: Leave out unnecessary cords. "This is the definite
,

.

answer" could read, "This is the answer." "The house I

...u., t-
was built for the prpose of providing storage" could I, , '

.1'read "the house was built to provide storage." Modify --'

ing words, such as "appreciable," "comparative," "neg-

ligible," and "relafive," are often ambiguous and can

be avoided. the w itershould Make words like "suit-

able," "reasoffable "and "sufficient have a definite

reference. Tor in ance, "The project will be
\
finish d

in a. reasonable amount of time" is indefinite.

4. Use simple words with which the reader is familiar.

Unless the writer or speaker knows the intended audi,....
t,

ence, this rule means little. The writer must use

simple, clear language. Beginnthg writers often fee

0

that substituting simple words for technical terms

will result in a less precise meaning-or will sound
,

less professional. This is wrong. As,stated previo sly,

t no one ever complained that a report was. too simple.

The writer should'use "begin," not "instigate"; "pad,

not "compensation"; "start," not "activate.:" i

5. Avoi technical jargon when possible. Choosing simpled

words lso means avoiding technical' worts if the rei.dei

or listener may not know what they mean: Such terms

may be familiar to the reader. However;.if they are

not known to the reader, confusion can result. "Pot

(potentiometer), "meg" (mega-hertz), and "mic" (microt-
,
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eter) maybe familiar only to a person in a specific

fie/d; The writer must always choose words with the

audience in mind.

Sentences and paragraphs should also be constructed.

with the reader, in mind. An average sentence should.be

no longer than 20 words. If the reader Is notfathiliar

with the subjeit, shorter sentences are in order. Precise

instructions often require short sentences.

Paragraph length is dictated by-the subject being dis7
.,

cussed. A paragraph normally starts with a topic ntence.

rThe remainder of the papagraph,develops the first idea.

One other consideration is eye relief. Long paragraphs,

even if they are only about one subject, do not make easy

reading. It is difficult for a reader to follow a page-'

long paragraph.

If the writer really wants the reader to know and under-

stand til material, the material should be divided into

till

shorter paragraphs. For instance, in a tepor ofthree

lab test results, the reader could more easily nderstand

three short paragraphs' than one long one.

r

INTRODUCTION TO ORAL COMMUNICATIONS

Even though the major portion of this course is devote&

t the written aspects of technical,communications, this

in no way less.ens the importance of oral communication for

. the technician. Most people spend more job time speaking

t4an.writing. Thep technician is no exception. Instructions

are usually given orally first and then in writing. The

.technician may also need to explain written items to other

:employees.

Page 18/TC-01
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Only one module is directed toward oral communication

because many of the suggestions for written communication

apply: audience adaptation,scientific attitude, and organ-

izatien,just to name a few. Although the technician will

spend more time ,communicating orally than in wri,ting, writing ,

skills usually seem to require more study and practice'.

The module on oral communication concentrates on the

organiiation of oral presentations. As- in written materials,

oral reports should,be clear and informative above all else.

The listener must understand the speaker; this is Often.

critical for the organiza,tion.

Clear and informative presentations also involve suit-
,

able graphics; therefore, visuals receive major emphasis

in the module covering oral presentations. The listener

who hears the presentation only once must be appealed to

through as many senses' as time and resources 17i11 permit.

2a
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EXERCISES

1. Choose an example of technical writing and an example

of nontechnical writing and compare them, noting simi-

larities and differences. The technical writing exam-

'pl'e can be a chapter from a book or a magazine article.

The other item can be a. short story, an essay, a chap-
_

ter from a novel, or any other nontechnical example.

Examine items such as intended reader (audience),

.4.,-rgatizafion, subject matter, scientific attitude,

word choice, sentence and paragraph length, and other
9

characteristics presented in this module. This analy-

sis should'be 300 to 500 words and should begin with

a clear, concise introduction.

2. Write a g00 to 500-word paper examining a technical

ar,icle ar a chapter from a technical book to deter-

mine if it contains the five characteristics of tech-
e

nical writing. Use as many direct references to the

source as possible. Do not generalize, and do not _

summarize the article except to support a statement.

.3. In 300 to 500 words, compare two technical articles

or chapt TS to determine how well they follow the

five basic principles of technical writing. Use

direct re.ferences to support all statements; d not

genera iz:e. Start with,a clear introduction.

4. Rewri e the following sentences, making them clearer

and more specific: .

a. Prior to evaluating the new equipment, condensed

moisture should be adequately riemoved froi the

equipment 'by either tilting or inverting, which-

ever is more compatible with the configuration

of item. ', v .

I
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b. Red numerals have been attached to identify the

various adjustmAt knobs provided inside the door

of the item.

c. It would seem to be a relatively desirable objec-

tive to terminate the previous process and to

initiate the new one if reasonably optimum results

are toesufficiently obtained.

d. The first thing that must be adequately accom-

xs.
plished is to initiate the new plan.

S. Combine the following short sentences into one well-

constructed longer sentence.

a. We finished sanding the surface. We gave it a
xnew coat of paint.

b. These reports show that the new engine has failed

to perform. The writer does not explain fully.

c. Now we have the required cable. The lines can

be laid to the project. Delay is no longer

necessary.
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TEST

.1. Define the following characteristics of technical

writing:

4. Scientific subject matter

b. Formal aspect

c. Scientific point of view

0

2. List five special techniques that are the building

blocks of technical writing.

.

L.-41
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I

3. List and define five principles of technical writing,

r

g

,

_...../7

. 4, What is reader adaptation? What'must be adapted?

What are some suggeftions, for adapting material to a
0 .----

reader?

p

4
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6 1.

..,

,,

9,

4, -1 . ,

,

S. What are some characteristics of scientific attitude?
.

3

9

O

4

a

,.

,-

A

C
......."1,

4

'6. Should personal pronouns be used.in technical writing?

Explain.

1

..
t

fr

%

4
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4

7.,, List three ways of.cho sing the right word in technical
I'
writing.

1
;

;

---

c

(

8. ,Why is a module on oral-comtunication'included in a

course about technical communications?

Page 28/TC-61X--
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What are some suggestions for written communication

that also apply to oral communication?
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INTRODUCTION.

The communication assignments that a technician handles

require many talents. Sometimes the answers td questions or

problems must be researched. In these cases; the technician

must put on the hat of-the researcher. For'instance, a re-
..

pott, an oral preseAtation, or a reply,- often demands exact

information available only through reading original documents.,

Where should the technician start this task? What methods

should,be used? °How can 'resultls be reported? This module

attempts to answer these questiofis and others. After pro-

viding background information, this module will discuss howi

to complete prelimingry research steps, how to assemble a

bibliography, and how to-use research results.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed the first module of

Technical Communications.

. OBJECTIVES
lb

. Upon completion of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. List preliminary steps in conducting resear i.

2. Define the terms "primary "_ and "secondary" sour es.

,3. List four suggestions for conducting, an interview.

4. List Tour steps `in assembling a bibliography.

5. Dpfine the term "accessing tools." LiSt key types,

6. Kns5w'how to look-for subject heldings.

-TC702/Page 1
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7. Understand the basic format of indexes Iike'the Reader's

Guide to Periodical Literature.

8. Define the terms "index" and "abstracting service,"

9. Define the term'"nformatiOn center."

10.. List five ways of. utilizing the research results.

11. ,List four items of'information that should appear on a

note card. %

12. Know/how to construct an annotated bibliography.

13. Know the main differences between informal and forma

reports.

14. Know how to construct each element of a formal report.

15. Know how to use subject indexes.

16,. Construct a thoroughly-researched bibliography.

176 Construct all,,informal report.

Aar'
4iskt,

r

V

.

4
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SUBJECT. MATTER

CONDUCTING AND REPORTING RESEARCH

Although it may.seem a bit unusual to insert a module

oh conducting and ,reporting research so early in TechniCal

Communications; a closer examination of the specialized tech-
.

nician's duties will show that one must constantly stay abreast

of technological developments. Technology is always in a

)state of change: The technical communicator must be iaware

of these changes. An energy specialist is expected to be -

awar4 of all new government-,and public deielopments. An

electronic technician needs to keep up with important changes

and improvements. An automotive specialist has to know about

changes in the industry and in government regulations. In

addition to keeping up with technologitcal.developments oneself,

. a technician often must help others keep up. This is accom-

plished through oral and written presentations.

Effective presentations require research, and doing

research means using research tools. Research tools may be

found in'a college library, a public library, an industry's

collection, or one's own research area. The technician's em-

ployer, supervisor, orcustomers expect an informed report-1) a

technician becomes an expert by staying abreast of technology.
`

Staying current is difficult becaUse technology changes

so rapiAlyand a large bulk of technical material is being

produced annually. Even in a highly-specialized field like

laser technology published material (in-the form of articles,

books, proceedings of seminars, and test reports) is constantly

being disseminated: For example, the following facts from
)

4N.
Andrews and,Blickle's Technical Writing book (page 14, see

References) show the staggering increasedn published techni-

cal information:

a

4 i.

1
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1. From 196li 1974, scientific and technical books pub-

lished in t e United States rose from 3,379 titles pub-

lished by 1960 to 14,442 titles published through 1974.

2. From 1960 to 1974, the number of scholarly journals in

the United States increased from 1,490 to 1,945. The

Wurldwide increase was from 18 40 to 49,440.

3. From 1960 to 1974, the numbej o %scholarly articles.'

increased from 106,000 to 151,000.

4. Federally-sponsored scientific'and technical reports

rose from 14,750 in 1960 to 63,060 in 1975.

Tha technician who manages to keep up with this4informa-

tion boom must he'anactive reader and researcher. Informa-

tion dissemination is paramount during this century. The

efficient technician is certainlynot expected to be 'ac-
.

qua.nted with everything\being published, but the person who

doe little or no readingi soon of little use to the com-\
pa y.

To do any kind of research, from the very simple.to the

highly complex, the person must ...

.Follow certain preliminary steps.

.Assemble a list of sources.

"Efficiently utilize the material discovered.

The purpose of this module is to 1111:1 the technician

derstand and employ these three steps. It is assumed that

the student understands the basics of research, although some

time will be spent in reviewing how to, use the Reader's Guide

and the card catalog.

Page 4/TC-02
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COMPLETING PRELIMINARY STEPS

Before a technician tackles any research project, some

preliminary steps should be followed. The term "research,"

in this context, means any type of systematic Search for --

formation'* regardless :of whether the information soug is i .

a minor item or a mass of. data that will result in a 1 ngthy

report orpresentation: The careful performance of th re-,

quirementg of each step will ensure efficient completi of ,

the research ,task.

First,' the researcher must have a specific purpose n

mind. What answers does the researcher need? What prob mg

are involved in getting.answers?Che technician's purp se

may be to gather all,test reports on'a specific piece of

equipment. Or perhaps the technician's Purpose is t deter-

mine if the cost of changing from one source of power to an-
.

other isspraetical. A-clear understanding of the reasc* to

conduct a search is important; having a clear purpose can be

areal time-saver in doing research.

Second, the researcher shpuld make a preliminary outline
4 .

of his Subject, unless the necessary information is brief.

A tentative can be prepared using several methods.

(See,the module on outlining.) Though tentative,an outline

provides a plan by giving the researcher an idea of the items

t4o be sought and the route-to be taken. ,

. .
The reader must remember that the preliminary outline is

ehtative; therefore,,construction is based on what is called

n educated guess.

To make an educated guess, the researcher's first ideas

should be those ideas already in mind. The, module on out-

lining discusses brainstorming. Here is a good place to use

the techniqUe.

0
a
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Outline ideas can also be generated by reading the table

of .contents-Jrot books in the appropriate subject area, or
1.-

through perusing titles of related journal or magazine arti-

,
cles.' The educated glitess is based.on these three pre:

research, researched \ubject elements. .

'Third, the techni ian should estimate what porLon of
.

.

the research will involve primary, and which part secondary,

sources. Primary mater al consists of facts and inferences

made
.

by the researcher t rough personal observation and ex-

perimentation. Secondary'facts and inferences are those dis-

covered by others and conveyed to the technician through c011-

versations,=inte.rviews, or published information. In other
.

word's, primary material is original research the technician
,

will have to carry out. Secondary material'is dat already

\i.published and requires only that the technician sea ch jour-

nals and ether publications.

Must all of the necessary information come from primary(

or secondary sources? Or-some combination? ?these questions

do not have:to be answered in the early stages of research,

but the researcher must realize that the.ansWers may affect'

research.methods. Just because the technician knows that the

needed information is in print does not mean that finding the

information will be easy. Conversely, the technician's having /

to conduct some experiments and do some reading does not mean

that the_project is difficult. Each assignment is simply dif-

ferent; Preliminary study helps, etermine, and in some'cases

eliminates, upcoming difficulties.

Fourth, the researcher may have to.,conduct some prelimi-
.

,nary interviews with others whose work relates to the problem.

It is waste ?ul to do library research to find answers avail-
.
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able simply for the

information and may

material does not.

If interviews are used,ithe

following suggestions:

Select the interviewee carefully.

wasted interviewing A perion who cannot contribute.

2. The researcher should study beforehand.to make efficient

use of interview time.

3. 'Prepare a list of questions before the interview so that

nothing will be omitte4

4. The interview should be scheduled. A drop in interview

,,//,often catches the other person unprepared or too busy to

talk.

asking. Often an expeIt can condense the

even give the researcher hints that printed

1.

researcher should follow the

TimeAthould not be

ry

The fifth step i pel-haps the most important. The re-

searcher must set defi ite boundaries. What time period will

be covered 5-yearsor 10? What-axethe geographic_Limits_

of the,search? How specific must the information be? xWho is

the audience for the repo or or presentation? Answers to these

and similar questions are r cessary to guide research. Indef-

inite limits result in wasted time and frustration. Specific

boundaries set the researcher's objectives and make the job'

simpler. r

sixth and last step is to assemble a preliminary

' bible g'raphy of the sources. This bibliography provides the

researcher with the tools needed4o answer the question, solve

the problem, prepare the report, or cons uct the speech.

c Since the bibliography is the key.to the esearch, much 'of

this module will deal with assembling the ibliography.

45 TC-02/Page 7



ASSEMBLING A LIST OF SOURCES

Any type of research depends on finding and listing h'elp-

ful sources. This list, or bibliography, can tak several

forms. It may be annotated; the researcher may ha e written

a brief comment or summary of, each source. The bib iography

may be on cards, on paper, typed, or handwritten. egardless,

some type of bibliography must be constructed. T assemble

the biblioigraphy, the researcher must (1) determine which

tools areavailable; (2) construct the bibliography using the

selected tools; and (3) make sure that the material is avail-

able and accessible.

Accessing too Ls, as they are called, include card cata-

logs,
.

guides, bibliographies, index guides to government pub.-.

lications, dictionaries, encyclopedias, handbooks, and year-

, books. Selecting the tools foi locating sources is probaBly.

the most confusing step because of the many possibilities.

ThisdIscussIonwillbe slanted tawardteehnieed reference

tools, but the lists in this module will not include all pos-

sibilities.

The researcher who finds the answer'to his query in one

accessing tool may not need to look any further. On the other

hand, all tools might need to'be used. Certainly, each pi-Ob-
,

lem is handled differently, but the researcher should'be fa-

mildar with as many tools as possible. Since accessing tools

are not the real sources of information but simply the

method for locating' the actual article, book, definition, or

speech .the researcher should become familiar with the scope,

method, and coverage of each accessing.tOol. It is more

important to know how to find a fact than to know the fact

itself.
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As stated earlier, the heart of any research is the

ibibliography or list of possible sources. Perhaps only three

or four sources are needed, which means a short bibliography.
)

Perhaps the researcher is expected to determine what informa-
.

tion is available, which may mean constructing a lenghty

bibliography. Regardless of the extent of the search for

material, the first step, after narrowing the research's pur-

pose and limits, ii-to-construct a list of materials.

Is

SEARCHING SUBJECT HEADING INDEXES

Before searching the card catalog and the periodical

indexes, there are a few other sources that could save the

researcher time. First, under what subject headings will

the material be fodnd? The researcher. knows the subject

assigned, but what other similar ones could prove productive ?'

Two excellent sources fot subject headings are:

1. Library of Congress Subject Headings (Library of Con-

gress,Washirgton7, D.C.).

2. Sears List of Subject Headings (H. W. Wilson Company,

New Xork).

Although these references both deal with books, the subject

headings can relate to any method of r.esearch.

USING THE CARD CATALOG

The card catalog, probably the mostfamiliar research

aid, is a lib/ry's systematic listing of books and materials.

This does not mean that all of a library's materials will be

4
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indexed here. Periodical articles (mAerial published with

a fixed interval between issues), for instance, are located

by using indexes. Indexes are discussed later in this module.

The card catalog is a central listing of books and similar

'materials contained. in a particular library. The card cata-

log is the first place a researcher' looks when searching for

items other than periodical articles.

It is a little difficult to decide whether to dicuss the

card catalog at the first or the last of this ..section of com-

piling a bibliography. If'the researcher needs some quick

information, knows which book the answer is In, wants to see

which books the library has, needs only a limited number of
A

sources, or can only use this one library, then the card cat-

alog is the first stop. In a more thorough search, the card

catalog might be the last stop.

The card catalog indexed books by 'author, title, and

subject. Author and title cards are usually filed in one

section.; subject cayds are-led =in another- section. Some

libraries have three sections. The card catalog contains

many cross references so'that if the researcher knows a re-

lated term, the correct term can probahly'be located. These

cross reference helps should not be,substituted for a trip

to the sources ofsubject headings, mentioned previously in

this module.

Each card catalog'. contains a lot of.information on the

book,it indexed. There is an author card, a title card, and.

a subject card all on one book. Example-A shows 'informa-

tiori that is included on each author card.

8
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EXAMPLE A: AUTHOR CARD.

1

2

3

7

8

. 4.

oswert, Berdette E:, 1942- v
Finding the best job. New York: Wiley, 1979.

CM.

Applications for positions. 2. Vocational guidance.
I. Title

650.14

10.

a

KEY TO ABOVE NUMBERS:

1. Call number (Library of Congress system).

2. Author.

3'. Title'.

4. City of publication.

Publisher.

6. Date of publication.

7. NuMber'of pages.

8. Size.

9. SubjectAheading.

10. Another subject treated.

11. Dewey Decimal class number.

4
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The title card and subject card fin. the same book look

like' Examples B and C.

a

EXAMPLE B: TITLE CARD.

a
HF

5383
Finding the best job

.B468
----

?
....-,,

-Boswert, Berdette E.
Finding the best job/Berdette .. Boswert.

--New-York: Wiley, 1979.

xi, 248 p..;, 24 cm.

1. ApplicationWfor.positions. 2. Vocational Sidance.
I. Title

650.14

EXAMPLE C: SUBJECT CARD.

HF GUIDANCE - -VOCA

5383

3468 vodi

Boswett, Be ette E.
Finding- e best job/by Berdette E. Boswert.

New York:t Wiley, 1979.

4-24A

I el.
1. Applications for sitions.-2. Vocational gvidance.
I. Title
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This module assumes the student is familiar with the4vo

main library indeXing systems Library of Congress and D5yey

Decimal. The first'line of a call number, regardless of the

system, is the classification number. Therefore, knowing

that, under the Dewey Decimal system, books oh applied arts

and sciences all fall under 600-699 allows the r...e-s'iircher to

browse if this is desirable. In the Libraryof Congrss sys-

tem, all technical books are listed under T; but knowing that

books on microprocessors are in the TK section and books on
,

solar energy are indexed under TH isalso Browsing

i$ a poor way to find material, but a good way.to become ac-

uainted with the library if that is tile objective. sHow-
.

e ex, browsing through, book stacks or through a pi-le of peri-
odicals to find specific informatiolrTreTmally indicates a

poorly-ol?ganized researcher.

CONSULTING SPECIALIZED GUIDES
F

Specialized guides to literatu re written about a partic-
..

-alar subject should b'e'consulted first. These overall guides

index more specific guid,es, bibliographies, indexes, abstracts,

and specialized dictionares. the specialized guide groups'

the best sources, saving ti141,, For example, the Engineering

Libraries Division of thpAmerzitan Society for Engineering

-Education publishes guides for the:folThwing fields: CongreSs,

Electrical and,Electronks Engineering, Environmental Sciences,

Industrial Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, MetallurgiCal

Engineering, and Chemical Engineering.
-
-Here are some other. '

helpful gUides:

5
Aso
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1. American Chemical- Society. Searching the Chemical Literature.
Washington, D.C.: American Chemical Society, 1961.

(

2.' Blanchard, J. R. and H. Ostvold./ Literature of Agricultural Re-
search. Los Ang7les: Universi'y of California Press, 1958.

'3. ,Bottle, R. T. (ed.). The Use if Chemical Literature, 2nd ed. (In-
formation Sources for Research and Development./) London:
Butterworth & Company (Publishers), Ltd., 1969.

4. t and Wyatt, W. V. (ed ). Th Use of Biological Literature.
2nd ed. (Information Sources for Research and Development.)
Hamden, Conn.: Archon Bopks, 1971.

5. Dick, Elie M. Current Information Sources in Mathematics: An
Annotated Guide to Books and Periodicals; 1960-1972. 'Littleton,
Colo.': Libraries Unlimited Inc., 1973.

6. rner, S. A Brief Guide tb Sources of Scientific and Technical
Information. Washington, .C.: Information Resources Press, 1969.

7. . Kobe, Kenneth A. Chemical Engineering Reports: How to Search the
Literature and Prepare a report. New York: Wiley-InterscienCe,
1957.

e-and-Engineering-Literature: A
I Guide to Reference , Resources. 2nd ed. Littleton, Colo.:

Libraries Unlimited, 197

9. Sheehy, Eugene P. Guide to Referenc
American Library Association, 197
mdnts.

Books. 9th ed. i. ChicagO:
Updated by perioLiic supple-

10. Smith, Roger C. and W./ Malcolm Reid. Guide to the Literature of
the Life Sciences. 8th ed. Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing Co.,

, 1972.

,/ 11, Walford, A.J. (ed.). Guide to Reference
and Tecgnology (1973), 3rd ed., Vol, 2:
Sciences, Philosophy and Religion (1975).
Association.

Material, Vol. 1: 'Science

Social and Historical
London: The Library

I-

12. White, Carl M. and associates. Sources of Information in the Social
Sciences, 2nd ed. Chicago: American Library' Ats

i

elation, 1973.
.1
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LOCATING BIBLIOGRAPHIES

A re

unde

and bib

In a few

kten, a

ng a

The

sources w

to send s

As s

lished as

following

nology.

4.)

searcher can often loc

r study. SoMetimes th

liography may index )11a

instances, the bibliog

bibliography is simply

to a bibliography of the sub-
..

y are published separdtely,

erials for some years back.

aphy may be complete volume.
/1

the-list of some sources fol-

journal or magazine article.

researcher should be on the lookout for listings of

ithin or at thf end of articles. Firms often offer

uch lists; such offers should not be passed up.'

fated earlier, there ale manx bibliographies pub-

separate volumes. From -the-manyjpublished, the

can be useful in the fields of saience and tech-

Similar guides are published mother areas.

Dick, Elie M. Current Infoilitation Sources in Mathematics: An

Annotated Guide to Books-and Periodicals, 1960-1972. Little-

ton, Colo.: LiE-iiries Unlimited, 1-03. -

Jenkins, Frances Briggs. Science Reference Sources. 5th ed.

Cambridge, Mass.: The Press, 1969.

ti

McGraw-Hill Beic Bibliography of Science and Technology. New York:

KcGraw-M11 Book Company, 1966..
,

Malinowsky, H. Robert, d others. Science and Engineering Litera-
ture: A Guide to R ference Sources. 2nd* ed. Littleton,

Colo.: Libraries'Unimited, 1976.

New Technical Books. New rk:. New York Public Library, 1915--.
(Monthly 'except August -nd September.)

-Science Books: A Quarterly R view. Vol. I-. April, 1965- .

Washington, D.C.: Americ n Association for the Advancement
of Science, 1965--

Scientific and Technical Books a d Serials in Print, 1977. h

New York: R. R. Bowkei Comp ny, 1917., (Annual.)
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Walford, A. (ed.). Guide to Reference Materials. Vol. I.
. Science'andind Technology. 3r4 ed. London: The Library Asso-

ciation, 1973. -v.;

Ward, Dedrick,,C., and Wheeler, Majorie W. Geologic Reference ,

Sources. Metuchen, N.J.; Scarecrow Press, Inc. 1972.

USING INDEXES AND ABSTRACT,5ERVICES

Indexes and abstracting services are helpful accessing

tools'. These accessi tools are keys,to,periodical litera-

*ture, and periodical ]literature -is the-most current source

for technical 'information.'

Some suggestions/for using indexes and abstracting ser-
.; t

,

vices may prove helpful. First, the researcher should' use as

many terms as possible. Many indexes publish a thegaurus or

list'helpful terms under subject headings,

Second, with---thy: most recent is-sue -o-r--ma-te*i-al. and

work backwards.- Recentfisting d articles often give clues.

to earlier works.

Articles are usual classified by subject and by authoi,

in indexes; most indexes do not list a source by its title.

A ydr'tical (or publication) indexSurverg a Single Oblica--

titer'. Many electronics magazines include a yearly index

that indexes the entire year's articles. Some, magazines

(National 'GeograPhic, Popular Mechanics, Modern Photography)

have yearl indexes available upon reque'st. Horizontal.(or

subject) indexes survey the literature in a certain field

(5Kemistry", 'griculture, solar en4rgy)... Probably the most
. .

.

utilized'ind xes are the 'H. W. Wilson publications;especially.

the "Readers' Guide tb T3eriodica Literature and Applied Sci-
,

ence and Tecinology Index. !-
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Most indexes- follow the format-af'the Wilson publica-

tions, which makes using them easy. This module assumes the
, .

student is'familiar with the Wilson format, which is like

Example D. .

,

1.

*2.

1.

2.

3.

la

Missile base labor rules face overhaul.

3
74 5

G.C. Wilson.

7

1-. E-s5:-"Th t-----ATh
77:78-9 My 5 '61.

.
.

1;2

Page or pages of article

Has illustrations

Date /f

Aviation W 74:77+ My 22 '61.

s
, 1 6 ,3

'-''''' e-dk-Th
il Time

.

5.

6.

7.

1--------#4--
Featherbedding on the pds.

Title ,of article

Author .

Abbreviation for magazine

Volume

I

b.

4

A few minUtes.spent becoming familiar with the format of

each'indeY and abs:6-acting service can save hours later.

An Abstractint servide lists and prOvides summaries 'or

digests of,periodical articles, and other' types of information.

Abstracts may be translated into English, or they may be in

the languagq of the original.

, 4
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The most important rule to follow is: Thumb through

the magazine la unless time is of no importance; The index
,

.

11cites
.

sottrces that pertain to the subject; the abstracting

service provides a brief summary of the article. The summary
. ,-

will help the researcher determine if' the source is worth

'lpcating. Many abstract services tell how and Where ta ob-

ta441the complete item. The following indexes, and abstract- I

ing services present a representative picture of those avail-

able.
,..

. $ .

1. Access. Evanston, Ill.: John Gordon Burke Publisher, Inc., 1979- .

Indexes magazines not covered in other'lists, new magazines,
regional and city magazines.

2. Applied Science and Technology Index. New York: The 11: W. Wildon
Company, 1958- . (Monthly except August). Indexes periodi-
cals by subject in aeronautics, automation, physics,'Ohdmistry,
enginedri g,Lindustrial and mechanical arts, electricity and.
,electroni :and.relaEed fields.

3. Bibliographic Index: A Cumulative Bibliography of Bibliographies.
New York: H. W. Wilson, 1937- . Lists bibliographies froth
many sources.

a,

4. Bibliography of Agriculture. Washington, D.C.: National Library
of Agricu)ture, 1942- . (Monthly with annual cumulations).
Lists publications of D. S. government agencies. Excellent
'coverage of international literature of agriculture and re-
lated sciences.

5. Biological Abstracts. Philadelphia: Bioscience Information Ser-
vice of Biological Abstracts, 1926- . (Biweekly with semi-
annual cumulations).. Most comprehensive index and abstract
to international bioscience research.

6. Biological and ggricultural Index. Nei./ York: H. W. Wilson 1964- .

(11 issues with annual cumulations). Supersedes Agriculture
Index, which was published from 1916 to 1964.

7. Business Periodicals Index. New York: H. W. Wilson, 1958- , (11

issues, cumulated annually). Indexes English language period:
icals in 411 areas of business. Companion to Applied Science
and Technology Index.

. . ,
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8. Chemical Abstracts: Key to the World's Chemical Literature.
Columbus, Ohio: American Chemical Society, 19077; . Compre-
hensive-average of 15,000 journals and of patents and books.

9. Computer and Contrdl Abstracts: Science Abstracts, Series C.
London) Institute of Electrical Engineering;,New York: Insti7
tute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, 1898- . (Monthly
with semiannual cumulative indexes). International coverage
of journals, books, and conferences dealing'-iith computer and
control engineering.

10. C-Du um b-tsee-R sources-in-Education).

11. Education Index. New York: H. W. Wilson, 1929- Indexes period-
icals, proceedings, and yearbooks dealing with most phases of
the education world.

12. Electrical and Electronic Abstracts: Science Abstracts, Series E.
Lohdon: Institute of.Electrical Engineering; New York: In

stitute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, 18987 .

(Mothly with semiannual cumulative indexes). International
indexes and abstracts to journals, bibiiographies, books,
reports, conference proceedings, and patents. 1

A
13. Engineering Index. New York: Engineering Index, Itc., 1884-,.

(Monthly with annual cumulations). General index to engineer-
ing literature, including reports and proceedings.

14. General Science Index. New York: -H. W. Wilson Companl, 1978- .

(Monthly, except June and December; annual cumulation). Sub-
ject index of 88 English language periodicals covering pure
and applied science.

15. Index Medicus. Washington, D:C.: National Library of Medicine,
1960-.. International comprehensive subject And.author index
to medical literature.

16. International Aerospace Abstracts (jAA). New York: American In-
- stitute of Aeronautics and Adtronautics, Inc., 1961- . (Semi-

monthly with annual cumulations). .Abstracts of books, period-
icals, conference papers, and translations related to aerospace
science and technology.

o

17. Metals Abstracts. London; Institute of Metals; Metals' Park, Ohio:
American Society for Metals, 1968- . (Monthly; cumulated
anually): International index of metallurgical engineering.
literature. Companion to Metals Abstracts Index. .

TC7tE)2/Page lg
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18. New York times Index. New York: 4.w York Times, 1913- . Indexes
and abstracts The New York Tiies by subject, person, and orga-
nization. Retroactive to 1851.

Ir. -

19. Newsbank. Greenwich, Cdrin::, Newsbank, Inc., 1917- . Indexes
newspapers from major cities on selected topics. Updated
periodically during the year. Articles avails e on icro-
fiche. ,

20. Newspaper Index. Wooster, Ohio: Bell and Howell, 1972 -/. Indexes
Chicago Tribune, Los Angeles Times, New Orleans Tines- Picayune,
and Washington Post by subject and personal name.

21. Nuclear SFience,Abstracts. Washington, D.C.: U. S. E ergy Research
andlDevelopient Administration (ERDA), 19 8-1975. Abstracts
and indexes published and unpublished info nation related to
nuclear science and technology.

22. Physics Abstracts, Science Abstracts, Series A. London: Institu-
tion of Electrical Engineering; New York: Institute of Elec-
trical and Electronic Engineers, 1893- . (Monthly with semi-
annual indexes). Indexes and abstracts international physics
literature.

23. Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature. New York: H. W. Wilson,
1905- (Eight issues a year with periodiC and annual cumula-
tions). Indexes U.S. general interest periodicals by author
and subject. .

24. Resources in Education, .Ecrudatio'nal Resources Information Center
(ERIC). Washington, NJ. S. Government Printing Office,
1975- .t A monthly abstracking journal indexing,educationA
literature by author, subje t, and institution.' Available in
paper copy and on titrofich . Both sets ,commonly, referred to
as "ERIC Documents."

25. Science Citation Index. Philagelphia: Institute for Scientific
Information (ISI), 1961- . (Quarterly with annual cumula-
tions). Unique index which traces all of the resultant arti-

' cles in which a known article is cited.

26. Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR). Washington,
D.C.:: U. S. Government Printipg Wicevi..1963- . International
index of unpublished reports o space and aeronautics.

27. Social Science Citation Index. Philaderphia:' ISI 1974- . Com-
panion to Science Citation Index.

' Page 20/TC-02
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28% Social ScienCes Index. New York: H. W. Wilson, 1974-

29. Technical Book Review''Index, 1935- . Compiled and edited in the
Technology Department, Carnegie Library of Pittsburg.

> Pittsburg: The JAAD Publishing Company, 1977- . (Monthly).

Indexes' reviews of new books in all fields of science.

r,

UTILIZING ENCYCLOPEDIAS

There are many encyclopedias devoted strictly to science

and technology. The following list is a representative sam-

pling and includes some the most helpful ones/

1. Above and Beyond: the Encyclopedia of Aviation and Space Science.
Chicago: New Horizons Publications, Inc., 1967-1969. 14 vols.

2. Besancon, Robert M. (ed.). The Encyclopedia of Physics. 2nd,ed.

New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1974.

3. The Cambridge Encyclopaedia of Astronomy. By the Institute of
Astranoiy at the University of Cambridge. New York: Crown

Publishing Company, '1977.

4. Clark, George L. (ed.). The Encyclopedia of Chemistry. 2nd,ed.

New York: Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1966.

5. . Fairbridge, Rhodes, W. Encyclopedia of Atmospheric Sciences and
Astrogeology (Encyclopedia of Earth Sciences, vol. II).
New York:, Reinhold Book COrporation,'1967.

6. The Encyclopedia of Geomorphology (Encyclopedia of Earth
Sciencel,'vol. III). New York: Reinhold Book Corporation,

1968.

7. . The Encyclopedia of 04tanography (Encyclopedia of Earth
Sciences, vol. I). New York: Reinhold Publishing Corporation,

1966.

8. The Encyclopedia of World Regional Geology. Part I:

Western Hemisphere. New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1975.

9. Gray, Peter (ed.). The Encyclopedia of the Biological Sciences.

2nd ed. NexiYork: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1970.

TC-02/Pag; 21
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10. Grzimek's Encyclopedia of Ecology. Edited by Bernhard Grzimek.
New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold'Company, 1977.

11. Hampel, Clifford, and Hawley, Gessner G
of Chemistry. 3rd ed. New York:
pang, 1973.

12. 4Iunter, David E., and Whitten, Phillip
Anthropology. New York: Harper &
rated, 1976.

. (eds.). The Encyclopedia
Van Nostrand Reinhold-Com-

(eds.). Encyclopedia of
Row, Publishers, Incorpo-

13. International Encyclopedia of Chemical Science. Princeton, N.J.:
__D. Van NnAtranci, Crampany, 1964.

14. Kingzett's Chemical Encyclopaedia. 9th ed. Princeton, N.J.:
D. Van Nostrand Company, 1966.

15. Lapedes, Daniel N. (ed.). The Encyclopedia of Environmental
Science. New York-: McGraw-Hill Book Compaftr, 1974.

16. . McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Energy. New York: McGraw-*
Hill Book Company, 1976.

17. The McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology.- 4th ed.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1977. 15 vols.

The McGraw -Hill Encyclopedia of Space14 New York: McGraw-Hill Book18.

- Company, 1968.

19.'7 Newman, James R. (ed.). The Harper Encyclopedia of Science. Rev.

ed. New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1967. 4 vols.

20. Ralston, Anthony, and Meek, C.L. (eas.). Encyclopedia of Computer
Science. New York: Petrocelli Books, Mason /Charter Publishers,
Inc., 1976.

a

21. Ridpath, Ian (ed.). Illustrated Encyclopedia of Astronomy and
Space', New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1976.'

o

22. Todd, David Keith (ed.). The Water Encyclopedia: A Compendium of
Useful Information on Water Resources. Port Washington, N.Y.:
Water Information Center, 1970.

23. Van Nostrand's Scientific Encyclopedia. 5th ed. Edited by D. M.
Considine. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1976.

,Page 22/TC-02
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24. Williams, Roger J., and Lansford, Edwin M., Jr. (eds.). The Ency-
clopedia of Biochemistry. New York: Reinhold Publishing

. Corporation, 1967.

USING DICTIONARIES

4
Specialized dictionaries are available in many subject _4'

areas. Some the most useful ones are included in the follow-

-ing list:

1. Black's Medical Dictionary. 31st ed. Edited by William A. R.
Thompson New York: Barnes & Noble, Inc., 1977.

2.40 Challinor, John. A Dictionary of Geology. 5th ed. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1978.

3. Collocott, T. C. (ed.). Dictionary of Science and Technology.
London: W. & R. Chambers, Ltd., .1971. Successor to Chamber's

TeFhnicayDictionary.

4. TUe Crdensed giitical Dictionary. 9th ed: New York: a Nostrand.
OP6any, 1977.

5. be VrIes-,''Lo, kt French-English Science and TechnologyDi nary.

4th ed.'-Rev. and enl. by Stanley Hochman. New York: McGraw-

- Rill Bpak Company, 1978. -

6. . and Deyries, Herrmann (eds.). German-English Technical

and Enginee'ring Dictionary. 2nd ed. revised and enlarged.

New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966.

7. Graf, Rudolf F. Modern Dictionary of Electronics, 5th ed.
New York: Hoard W. Sams & Co., 1977.

3. Grant, Julius (ed.). Hackh's Chemical Dictionary (American and
British Usage). 4th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1969.

9. Gray, R. J., and Isaacs, Alan (eds.). A New Dictionary of Physics.

Rev. ed. London: Longmans, Green & Co:, Ltd., 1975.

TC-02/Page 23
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10. Gray, Peter. The Dictionary of the Biological Sciences. New York:
Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1967.

11. Hampel, Clifford A., and Gessner, G. Hawley. Glossary of Chemical
Terms. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1976.

12. James, Glenn, and James,, Robert C. (eds.). James & James Mathemat-
ics Dictionary. 4th ed. New York, Van Nostrand Rein-
hold Company, 1976.

13. Jtr B. Condensed-Gompu-ter-EncyclopedNew-York:
McGr -Hill Book Company, 1969.

.14. Lapedes, Dan el.N. (ed.). McGraw-Hill Dictionary of the Life
Sciences New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976.

154 . McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific and Technical Terms.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1974.

16. Lingeman, Richard R. Drugs from A to Z: A Dictionary. 2nd ed.

New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1974.

17. Marks, Robert W. d.). 'the New Dictionary & Handbook of Aerospace,
with Sp- al Sections on the Moon and Lunar Flights. New York:
Freder A. Praeger, Publishers, 19§9.

18. Markus, John. Electronics and Nucleonics Dictionary. 4th ed.

New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978.

(

19. Rogers, Harold A. (ed.). Funk and WagnAlls Dictionary of Data-
Processing Terms. New York: Funk & Wagnalls Company, 1970.

20. Sarnoff, Paul (comp.).: The New York Times Encyclopedic Dictionary
of the Environment. New York: Quadrangle Books, 1971.-

21. Stenesh, J. Dictionary Of Biochemistry. Philadelphia: Inter-
science Publishers, a division of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
1975.

22. Thewlis, J. Concise Dictionary of Physics and^Related Sciences.
New York: Pergamon Press, 1973.

23. . The Encyclopaedic Dictionary of Physics. New York:
Pergamon Press, 1961-1963. 9 vols. Supplements I and II,

1966, 1967.
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UTILIZING HANDBOOKS

Handbooks are manuals or reference books that compile

'specific information, ofteg in tabular form, on a specifid

or limited subject. SOme examples are as follows:

1., Altman, Philip, and Dittmer, Dorothy S.ged. and comp. Biology
Data Book, 2nd ed. .Bethesda, Md.:r Federation of American

---Studies-lor-Experimental Biology, 1972. 3 volumes.

2. Altman, Phillip, and DittmerDorothy_S:,_ed, and, comp, Environ-
mental Biology. .Bethesda, Md.: Federation of American
Societies for Experimental Biology, 1966.

3. American Institute of Physics Handbook, 3rd ed. New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1972.

4. Baumeister, T., ed. Standard Handbook for Mechanical Engineers,
7th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967.

4.4 c

Besacon, B\obert M., ed. The Encyclopedia of Physics1d ed.
New York: Van Nostrand, 1974.

6. ' Burington, Richard Stevens. Handbook of Mathematical Tables and
Formulas, 5th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1973.

7. CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics: A Ready Reference Book of
Chemical and Physical Data. Cleveland, Ohio: CRC Press,

1914- . (Annual)

8. Condon, Edward Uhler, and Odishaw, Hugh. Handbook of Physics.

New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1968.

9. Considine, Douglas M. (ed.). Energy Technology Handbook. New yOrk: A

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1977.

10. Gray, Asa. Gray's Manual of Botany. 8th ed. New YOrk: 'American

Book Company, 1950.

4

11. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. Cleveland, Ohio:, Chemical

Rubber COmpany, 1914- . (Annual.)

12. Howard, eale E. The Telescope Handbook and Star Atlas. Rev. 2nd '41

ed. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1976.

...,

110er
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13. Korn, Granino A., and Korn, Theresa M. Manual of Mathematics.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1%7.

14. Lange, Norbert Adolph. "Lange's Handbook of Chemistry. Edited by
John A. Dean. -.11th ed. New York: McGraW-Hill Book Company,
1973.

15. Metals Handbook. -Metals Park, Dhio: American Society fqr Metals,
1961-1975. 10 volumes.

16. Perry, Robert H. (ed.). Engineering Manual. ,.3rd ed.' New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976.

IP

17. Sippl, Charles J. Computer Dictionary and Handbook. *2nd rev. ed.
Indianapolis: Howard\ W. Sams Company, 1972. t

US'ING YEARBOOKS

Most professional societies in each field issue a year-

book, condensing main occurrences for the year. In addition,

most encyclopedias issue a yearbook that covers the year's

news eventg and discoveries. Because thire are so many year-
,

book, no list will be attempted. The following are three

typic,,1 yearbooks:

1.. McGraw-Hill Yearbook of Science and Technology. New York: McGr4W-
Hill Book Company, 1961- .(Annual) ,

3.

U. S. Department of Agriculture. Yearbook of,Agriculture.
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing - Office, 1894r..

U. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Mines. _Minerals.Yearbook.
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1933- .

J
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EMPLOYING INFORMATION CENTERS

The 'information center is another accessing tool-. Spon-

,
cored by universities, professional societies, and governmen-

,)

tal or commercial organizations, information centers around

I. the country answer questions, provide bibliographies, or fur-

nish citations on computer_ printouts. Actual documents are

not Ornished. Each center is usually highly- specialized.

To obtain'asSit-tAnte at a center, the researcher confers

:14:tif,,a specialist who ofhtkis up a search plan that the center's

computer can understand. For instance, the Science and-Tech-

noiogy'Division of the Library of Congress includes a.National

1
Referral Center that answers questions and produces a series

of guides to other governmental agencies. They Reference Sec -

Lion will produce bibliOgraphies on specialized topics upon

request. The National Technical Information-Service is the

chief clearinghouse for government reports.

A Directory 'of Information_ Resources in the United States:

Physical Sciences and Engineering (Washington, D.C.: U. S.

Government Printing Office, 1971) identifies the information.

centers. Such publications give the necessary addresses,

phone numbers, holdings 4hd services. Most centers charge

for services,---but cost i-nominal.

Use cf the information center is an excellent way to .-

save time in completing-a thorough search for sources.

sAr

I

it
UTILIZING THE BEST TOOL

Aft iscovering what each tool can offer, the researcher

often finds that the information in several tools overlaps.

65
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The t mptation is to narrow the research to one or tw tools

like tthe card catalog and the SLence.and Technoiogy Index.
.-,

On* in a few instances is this the best approacrit-most prob
lems require an investigation of all sources, since important'

information may appear in'unexpected-places.

In the proce.is of using selected tools, the researcher

should always make a separate index card for each potential

item. Since these cards are for the researcher's benefit,

--the researeher-may include noes in addition, but the neces-

sary information is: call numberor other key for locating

materialuthor, title, and other bibliographiCal details.

The thl,rdAtep is to.locate 'the actual documents. If

the search is'thoreugh7the researcher will have listed some

sources that are not easily6btainable.- An attemptr'should° be

made to locate all listed sources to determine which should

be procured by othe means.

USING RES RESULTS,

Assume the researcher has performed th"e. assigned tasks.
, "m

Preliminary step have been f lowed, a thotough bibliography

has_been-assembled,-and th documents have 'been located. Now ,

the task is to use the. terial.,

Asstated in the first module, the technician seldom

collects information and then sees who needs it. 'Probably,

the information's format has been set. Research can result

in (1) notes for future reference, (2) an annotated bibliog-

raphy, (3) an oral preentation, (d) a short informal report,

(5) a long formal report, or other forms.
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The remainder of this module will suggest some m thods

for preparing each of these five-items. The research must

remember that format is dictated by the one requesting nfor;

mation. The researcher's objective is to follow the in ruc-

tions to the 'letter, not to memorize them; instructions ay

change from assignment to assignment or from company to c d-

pany. The company's sql.ebook'is the rule.

TAKING NOTES

INote-taking is fairrY standard, so not much w 11 be said

here. Notes should be on notecards unless there is.a spe-

cific reaS6 to do otherwise. The following four pieces of

i4f,ormatin should he on every card:

The subject of the note, or the division of the outline

if a. preliminary outline has been made. .

An identification of the source, which may be only the

author's last name. 1-

3. The page number, or numbers from which this note was

taken.

4. ,Notes that are applicable to the subject. ,+

61.0tes are condensed unless thrma'terial may be needed in a

direct quote later, or the material_is,in such exact lan-

guage that summarizing it will distort meaning. If material\

is copde,wOrd for word, enclose it in quotation marks in
the notes: Only, material covering one subject should be

placed on each card.
Ito
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ASSEMBLING AN ANNOT LIOGRAPHY

,

AsseMblOg an otated bibliography is tiata;-ebnsuming, \

.. but the annotated bibliography cat,certally be one of the

most'useful results of research. The list of indexes and

abstracting services earlier in this module is an example
-s.

of
r

an annotated bibliography. The reseat
q

cher must locate

and'hecome familiar enough with documents to underStand'thi,r

purp se and organization.' The researcher then writes a shUlit

description of each source. An analysis of the reader and )
,

. the purpose for which the bibliograpt( is being prepared de-

'\4frilline\s what information to include in,each summary., 144n-

notations normally do not evaluate, but summarize sources..

The researcher should know how to use annotated grapnotated biblio-,
...

,,,.--
-

hies; well as how to prepare them. s'

'APORTVG ORALLY

Quite often the isult of the research isan oral p e-
.

sentation, given either by the researcher orby the perso
t

who asked that research be conducted. An oral, report may be

'presented t one person or several hundrdid. A later module'

will give spe "fic suggestions about presenting_oral reports:

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN FORMAL ANg INFORMAL REPORTS

Both-,research results and the day-to-day operation of

industry depend-on reports. Reports are generally classified

as either informal or formal. Sometimes it is difficult to

Page 30/TC-02
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t411.the difference between the two types. The most obvious

difference between formal and informal reports is the format...

Formal reports have title pages, fables of contents, ab-
..
stracts, and appendiXes;informal reports usually have none

of.these.

lows:

I

SoMe keg differences in the contents are as fol-.

Informal Reports

Scope Attack'aither m problem
of limited scope or. one

aspect of a large prob-
lem.

Purpose To convey departmental'
,information or action;
occasionally to relay
portions .of a report

to management.

Readers Nay be aimed at only
one .person or a lim-

ited group of persons
who are usually tech-
nically informed.

Emphasis Emphasize the results
of-tbe investigation
and the procedure
usdd.

Formal Reports

Attack all aspects
of a=broad problem.

To convey major,in7
formation to 1,1ranager-

ment or the public.
r

May be read by many.'
people at various
technically-informed
levels.

Provide necessary
background in addi-
tion to results and
procedure.

Informal reports are usually brief, and astuMe that the

reader is familiaf with the problem and the technical area.

.Formal reports are aimed toward a wider range o readers;

therefore, leSs is .assumed about the audience. More back-

ground and more details are included.

Informal reports are usually in'one'of three formats:

the memorandump the'letter report, and the prepared form

report. ;An informal report might be:
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A list of sources for further study

A lab report
1A request for extra help on a project

A proposal for,a ne project

A brief set of instructions

A cost estimate on a new project

A progress report

A malfunction report

A recommendation for new equipment

The results of an inspection

An annotAted bibliography

1 The answer to a research problem

Regardless of whether the informal report memoran-

dum, letter, or prepared form, the information portion usually

follows this-pattern:

Introduction
Purpose of report
Problem to be tackled

t
Scope of the study

Body
Presentation of information

Conclusion, summary, and/or reCoMmendations

The first paragraph should always. introduce the report, even

if the total report is brief. Objectives should be accom-

plished in the fewest words possible.

A memorandum, or memo, is the most common form of in-

house communication and can cover alMost any subjedt. A re-

quest for a part, the answer to a research problem, the source

of a research question, a suggestion fora meeting, prelimi-

nary results of an energy survey many subjects are possible. .

Co pa ies'usuallY furnish memo forms; the., standard format

lo, sdmething.likeExample E. .
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EXAMPLE E: TYPICAL MEMORANDUM,

Company Name

Date':

Reference Number:

To:

From:

Subject:;

O

The technician should remember-to include an introduc-

tion and conclusion and/or summary in the report, as in Ex--

ampl6 F.

EXAMPLE F: MEMO WITH INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSION.

The Maymer Company, Inc. ,

Date: Jdne 5, 1980

Rgference Number: BJ-44780

To': Jim Myers, Energy Auditor

From:
t
John Frank, Testing Laboratory

SubjecCi ,Sources for facts on latest aUditin.g regulations.

Here are:the sources for information on the new regulations
for conducting,energy audits as you requested April 30. Items

2 and 4 are in the company library. The others .Ke on order, but
can be viewed in the local'univer5ity library.

7

-

A
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Example F. Continued.4111, ,101
1. "Abstracts on Energy," AWYacts Services, Vol4 20

(April 20, 1980), pp. 3041.

2. Bent, Alfred. "Regulations and their Impact;"
Regulation Summaries, Vol. 30 (May 5, 1980),
,pp. 3-V.

Energy Regulations. Washington, D.C.: U, S.
Government'Printing Office, 1980. Report No.
31-8868-44.

4. Stein, Robert. New Regulations and Their
Effect on Housing. Boston: Brown and Com-
pany, 1980:

5. "Universal Regulations: Will They Work?"
U. S. Energy- Affairs, Vol. 3 (May 12, 1980),
pp. 20-27.

These sources seem to agree that the effects of the
changes are not far-reaching, but r gulation III, 1, c will
affect our plant in Germany.

Letter repOrts differ from emos.. Memos are normally in-

,house; letter reports are direc e. outside the organization.

Content may be identical, but f tone will be different.

--Format will follow the le it er for used by the techni

cian's company, and the ton will have more personal -.- or

what.is ofteri termed the "you" approach. Example G is an

example of an informal letter'report.

Page 34/TC-02/
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EXAMPLE G: INFORMAL LETTER REPORT,

'r

Box 44
Waco, Texas 76705
May 4, 1980

Mr. Frank Sewell
:.480 Seashore Lane'
Houston, Texas 77468 4

Subject: Relocation of Auxiliary Power Supply

Dear :Sr, Sewell:

This letter is in response to your Janurary 3, 1980,
request that we examine the possibility of relocating your
gasoline power auxiliary power supply from its present lo-
cation on the west end of4he main building to the east end.
Our summary indicates the following:

1, The cost of relocatiOn would be approximately S6,.00.

a, Concrete $600

b. New electrical cables $1,500

c. Ocher materials $1,500

d, Labor $2,500

2./The savings in deterioration per year would oe

approximately $200.

3. The savings in operating costs per year would :e
approximately 50.125 per hour. Last year the unit

was in operation i total of 60 hours including
maintenance, testing, and actual usage.

4. Based.orCthese figures and even assuming that

operational costs rise significantly over the
next20 years, it would not be practical to
move the unit from its present location,scrictly
for-the savings involved.

Thank yoti for letting'us serve yodt We hope that we have

answered your request and that you will ask us for any further
explanation that may be needed.

Sincerely,

.<'Ye

Robert George
James end Associates

Ns
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The third type of informal report is the prepared form.

Almost any type of rm fits this category. This/format

probably does not have as much use in reporting h as

the memos or letter report, but p-Kepared forms c ed.

Forms can be prepared to report periodic activities, to make

purchases, to abstract new documents, to apply for a license,

to summarize the results of a survey or of a lab experiment,

or to report any other projoect or activity.

A lab report, the most Popular informal report, may or

may not be on a prepared form. The purpose is to communicate

information gathered through rigid research; therefore, the

lab report format is usually rigid. Each company has its own

format, but most follow a pattern like this:

Introduction
Purpose
Problem
Scope
Ap ratus (or equipment)
Proce

Body
PresentAtion and interpretation of data

Conclusions

4

Recommendations (may not be included) I

Some companies' require that conclusions and recommendations

\\,be placed at the beg.nning of the report.

FormaL reports have an important place in industry, al-

though the technician may not write many. Formal reports

-provide information that management needs to make Major de-

cisions. Although most formal reports resemble college re-
.

.search papers, there are some major-differences. The student

who has formalized th'e results of research into term papers

.following prescribed formats (and made good grades) has
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learned the secret to making formal reports: follow instruc-

tions carefully.

There are three chief similarities between the reports

a technician writes and typical college'papecs. Both follow

specific formats. Both research narrow topics. Botk.attempt

to assimilate information from different sources. It is im-

portant that the research investigation represent retrieval

of data from varied sources; otherwise, the end 'product is

not adequate for use in forming conclusions.,

ifferences between the typical college paper and the

techni ian's formal report are the following.,

Topic of the technical report is usually assigned.

Headings are placed within the body of the technical

.report; items in the table of contents appear as these

headings.

.Audience adaptation is imperative in writing the .techni2

cal report.

More illustrations are usually incorporated intothe

technical report than are placed in the typical college

paper.

A more elaborate format is usually required for the'

'technical report. This'format includes elements such

as a letter of transmittal, a list of illustrations,`

and/or a list of definitions and symbols.

A formal report attempts to analyze a subject and present

findings in a form that can be understood by an audience com-
,

posed of different types of readers. A modern formal report

usually containsthe following elements:

Transmittal correspondence

Title page

Table of contents
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List of illustrations

List of definitions

Abstract

Introduction

Body

Conclusions or summary

Recommendations (if called for)

Bibliography

Appendix

1

Elements' are often in the precdting order, but order is'dit-

tated by the company.

The first element listed-, transmittal correspondence, is

eithera.memorandum or a letter, and directs the report to

someone. A emo is commonly used for an internal report.

An externa or firm-to-firm repoit calls for a letter of

transmittal. A letter of transmittal follows the normal

business letter format. The boy of the le'tt'er does the fol-

lowing:

1. States the titles of the report.

2. States when it was requested.

3. Summarizes the report's purpose and scope.

4. Lists any major problems.

S. ACknowledges dny assistance xectived.

See Example H.

Page 38/T-02.
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EXAMPLE H: LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

The Crest Company
2380 West Drive

Dallas, Texas 75220'

May 20, 1980

Mr. John Smith
N. P. Jones Manufacturing Compaty
2844 'Industrial Circle
Dallas, Texas 75283

Dear Mr. Smith:

The attached report, entitled "The feasibility of
ical Control Mills," is-submitted in accordance with ur re-
quest of January 10, 1980.

The report examines four basic systems, dvan-
tages and disadvantages. The difficulties included

explaining
locat-

ing recent studies, (2) finding accurate statistics, and (3)
conducting reliable tests. U

The Mark IV is recommended but with the limitations

listed. Suggestiohs for installatibn are included., Your

maintenance department-and the Mark IV testing laboratory
staff offered valuable assistance.

Sincerely,
(--

(

Robert Wesson,
Testing Coprdinator

o

Format for the title-page of a formal repott depends on

the company. It should include'(1) the title of the report;

(2) the name, title, and firm of the one to whom the report

is addressed;. (3) the writer's name- and the writers firm;

and (4) the date.

The table of cantents of a formal report lists the con-
4tents of the report and where to.find each part. It usually

0
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onlyolists the items that follow. All items on the table. of

contents appear as headings'in the report, although all head-

ings in the report may not appear in the table of.contents

The company stylebook is the authority, but the method

for inserting headings in the report is normally as follows:

First order headings appear at the top of a new page.

b. 'Second order headings start flush with the left margin on
a line by themselAs with no punctuation after them.

c. Third order headings are indented, have a period after
them, and thrst-line of the paragraph starts on the
same line following the heading.

.Form.al reports eldom have more than third order head-

ings. Example I fo)ows a rather conventional format; sev-

eral variationsare possible. Example I has only first and

second order headings.

EXAMPLE I: POSSIBLE FORMAT FOR TABLE OF CONTENTS.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Lilt of Illustrations

Abstract

I. Introduction

II. Physiology of Saturation Diving

The Gas Laws
The Inert Gases

-Ile Nonl-inert Gases
Decompression ,.

III. Equiliment ,

Breathing '.Systems

?rotective Clothing
Personal Instruments

IV. Habitats

VI. Conclusion

APPENDIX

Bibliography
Apparatus Data

iv'

1

2

2

5

6

7

8

8

13
14

16

19

20

22

4

.

Is"
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The list of illustrations in a formal report includes

both tables and figures. Some formats rbquire.separating

tables and figures; othirs,combin& them into one chronolog-

, ical list. Some formats call this, the List of Figures. 'Fig-

ure number, title, and page number areu,given. __It is assumed,

therefore, that 1ch illustration has a number and a-title.

EXAMPLE FORMAT FOR,LIST OF IL'tUSTRATIONS.

LIST,OF ILLUSTRATIONS

Illustration Page

1. Boyle's Law -.4

2. Open-circuit Scuba I 10

3. Closed - circuit Scuba -11
.

4. Umbilical-supplied Breathing System -12

5. Oceaneering 1,000 18,

An informative abstract is.short,'summarizes the rep

and should probably be written last. The, writer should se

the table of contents as a guide, instead of tryingalto' umma-

rize'through reading each part of the actual report; o her-

wise, the abstract will betoo long. See Example K.

rt,

EXAMPLE K: -TYPICAL AB TRACT OF A FORMAL REPORT.

ABSTRACT

Saturation diving,is a rather new field of seudy. The -word

saturation in this field deals with man's ability to absorb and
expel the gasesaltat. are taken into the body under increased

atmospheric pressure. The"behavior of all gases is affected,4y

three factors: the temperature, the pressure, and the volume of
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Example K. Continued.

%me

the gas. Nitrogen is pribarily used to mix with oxygen as a
breathing medium, but helium is being used more every day.
Oxygen by itself can be poisonous at more than two"atmospheres.
Decompression is a chief concern to the diver and is a result
of the saturation of nitrogen. Scuba, open-circuit, is the
Most widely-used breathing system, and the wet suit is the
most wiply-used form of protective clothing. The depth gauge
and the watch are the two most necessary items in personal in-
struments. Diving habitats make saturation diving for extended
periods of time possible. The oil industry has made the need
for saturation diving economically feasible.

The introduction of the formal report prepares the reader

for,the report. It contains four main elements: (1) state-

ment of subject, (2) statement of purpose, (3) statement of

scope, and (4) statement of plan of development. The state-

4pett of subject gives the subject Of the report. It may in-

clude a definition, necessary theory, history, and other'back-

ground necessary to prepare the reader.

The'statement of purpose is the purpose of the report

not oT the items being discussed. The statemen of scope re-

veals the boundaries, limits, or emphasis of the report. The

plan of demi° ment lists the main points, usually in one sej___

ience:- "This ort will discuss four areas:

, and
',t,

The
3
Wing student paper, ExaMple L, exemplifies an

ills tXP-

6
contains, all four items:

!i.
Or
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EXAMPLE L: TYPICAL INTRODUCTION.TO A FORMAL REPORT.

I. Introduction

Saturation diving is a rather new field of study. The

word saturation in this field deals with man's ability to
absorb and expel the gases which are taken into the body
under increased atmospheric pressure. Research and study
in this field became necessary when man venttred'deeper into
the underwater world and found that he'required longer periods
of time to accompli4h the tasks.

The purpose, of this report is to examine the physical
laws.affecting saturation diving and the equipment and mate-.
rials currently on the market that permit divers to Work at
critical depths. The following pages will emphasize the.
problems aneequipmentcelated to Gulf Coast off-shore drill-
frig.

TMs report will analyze the physiology of saturation
diving, the equipment, and the habitats.

The body of the report thoroughly distbsses the subject.

Headings from the table of contents appear within this sec-

tion. The body is the heart of the report and its form can

vary. The technician should examine other company reports as

a style guide.
tt')

Conclusions and recommendations( a formal report em-

phasize the collected-' data. The reader should not be sur-

prised by these sections. -Conclusions and recommendations

emerge logically from t%e report. Numbering:conclusions and

recommendations makes them more visible to the reader and

allows the writer to examine research more carefully.. Example

M is a student paper.
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E AMPLE M: TYPICAL CONCLUSIONS IN A FORMAL REPORT.
4110

CONCLUSIONS

From this paper it can be c ncluded that:

1. Sludge is a necessary-evil.

2. Careful conscientious treatment and management"of
sludge are essential to a successful Sludge use
program.

3. Sludge treated soil caa'increase crop yeilds above
yields achieved by Commercial fertilizers.

4. Sludge-use can lower or eliminate commercial;ertil-
-

izer use on crop lands.
(.2

5. Sludge can be used td reclaim marginal lands.

6. . Sludge can be safely used froin both environmental
and health standpoints.

7. Composting, heating, drying, and digestion offer the
best stabilization results. ,

8: CoTposted sludge offers the advantage of organic
content.

9. Buying land outright is probably the best methwi
of obtaining disposal sites because bf the 75%i
reimbursement clause under the EPA law.

10. New stringent laws will force changes in municipal

'0 , discharge practices. 14,

The bibliography -is an alphabetized list ofIthe docu-.

ments used. The appendix contains subordimate, ,supplementary,'

or highly technical information that the writer 'does not want!

to place in the body of the formal report.
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SUMMARIZING: 'CONDUCTING AND REPORTING RESEARCH

This discussion of tfie.development of formal and infor-

mal report's has been intentionally brief,try..ing to concen-

tc;..ate only on some of the differences between technical.re-

'sorts and more conventional college papers. The objective

0.' herse is to review research methods, concentrating on those

items that will help the technician.

This module has listed some key aids Pthat will help

,the technician (1) carry :out the preliminary steps; (2) asSeni-
ist

ble.a bibliography; and (3) put the results of the research

to the bestUse, More complete'dis.dtssions of each phase of

the procethe are avai101e both from the sources listed at

the:end'of'this module and other similar materials.

'
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- EXERCISES

1. Select a technology-related term and 'have it approved

by the instructor. Prepare a list of at least 15 sub-

ject headings under which ipfOrmation can be found.

Use as'many subject heading sources as possible.

2. Prepare an annotated bibliography. on a technical subject.
, .

The list should,contan 20-30 entries, With at least 10

entries from, periodicals,.

3. Prepare a thorough bibliography on,a technical or in-

structor-assigned topic. Search all guides and indexes

available. Put the entries on cards.
.4-1>

4. Prepare a short; informal-report Suggesting how. a longer

research project can be 5.snducted and how the formal re-
47

. port can be written. What steps would be taken? What

toolswould be- used? o

The supervisor, Jack Jones, has asked that a thorough'study be
made to determine the possible effect that lab temperatures of
8O'degrees would have on staff performance, equipment perfor-
mance,and maintenance, and energy savings. The lab is now kept "

at 68 degrees, and he believes that the savings would be worth

raising the temperature. 4
<,)

In this hypothe tical situation, thT, student. 5hould deter

, mine what equipment is in the lab.

5. Students .should eXamine one,index and two abstraCting .

services related to theirinajor. Compare them for

a., SC-0/3e (What is the extent of their coverage ?)'

b. Purpose (Who'is the intended reader? What type of

questions will they answer?)

c. Type of information given (What details ar in-'

.4 cludied in each entry? How thorough is the entry?)
4

6..
4

Write an introduction and conclusion,to the following

short.wstudert,tpport on how ,to star t a powf lawnmower'A'

4 ' Include-all-fapr ess'errtials.in th.e. introduction. Number

:fthe concIulions, after,b-e-inning with a statement such as,
,
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"From the proceeding report.it can be concluded that ..."

This is'a short, simple report, but the objective

is to gain practice in analyzinethe materialand writ-

ing introductions and conclusions.

OM°

(ko

The oil quantity must' be sufficient to ensure
proper lubrication of all internal moving parts. .

Remove the oil filter plug located on'the base of- .

the engine. The dipstick is built into ,the pluf:
and will indicate the oil level. Add a good br d

of SAE 30-weight oil, if needed. _Be sure. to -re-

place the oil filter plug.
The second step is to visuelly,check the,gas-

oline level. Add regular gasoline,to fill the gas-
oline.tank. Do not spill gasoline on-a_hot engine
or the exhaust muffler.

The sparkplugwire must be firmly attached to
the sparkplug. *This, is very, important because the
engine will_not.strt if the connection} is. loose.

The throttle control. must be set. to the choke
position. This position reduces the amount, of air
in the fuel/air mixture. The richer gasoline mix-
ture greatly assists in initial detonaiion of the
fuel /air mixture in thecyclinder. .

\

The starter rope is pulled do its full length
with a steady motion: If the engine does nod start
on the first pull, allow the rope to rewindand keep
repeating.the steady motion pull 'until the engine
starts.

As soon is the engine starts, reset the throttle
control out of the chokeposition to 1/2 thelthrottle
poition. The engine is now ready, to accomplish its
tasks.

4.
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, TEST

/. List the preliminary steps in conducting research.

2. -'Define the' terms "primary" and "secondary': sources.

<1'

List four suggestions for conducting..an interview.

O

4.' List fodr steps in assembling a biblidgraphy.

F
A

4
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p.

ti

S. List six types of accessing tools..

V.

6. ListAwa sources of subject headings.

7. From the following-Readers' Guide entry, identify each

'part: Featherbedding on the pads. R. Willi 'ams. it

Time 77:78-9 My S'61: 1

9. , W

'P

at is an abstracting service?

r A

at is an information center? What services can it

ovide?

Pale .52/T -02'
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10. List five ways of utilizing the results of research.

. \

11. List four pieces of in o ion that the researcher

should include on each note card.

t`

L

f

r

..'

What should guide the researcher in writing summaries

an angotated bibliography? .

,.

L3.

.

List three differences between informal and formal

reforts.

4

.,

..
4

to
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0
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3.

14. In what three forMa informal reports\usually

appear?

15.' In a formal report, what is the transmittal correspon-

dence? What should be include in it?

16. What is the final 'authority in the format of a formal

report?f,
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INTRODUCTION
I

Effective technical communication require's effective

planning and summariziOr\pne key to effiCient planning

is outlining, but sometimes a student views outlining, only

as an end prod4ct rather San as a tool. for rapid planning.

The sAme student may not realize that writing abstracts and

introductory summaries are normal parts of a,technician's

duties.

This module will examine how to use 4outlines and ab-

stracts as planning agd,summarizing tools. Tire-student

will receive- instructions' an suggestionseend will practice

several techniques.

PRE-REQUISITES

.

The student sho4ld have completed the first module in
.

.

Technical Communications.
. 4

.

OBJECTIVES.
.

Upon completion-of this module, the student\shpuld be

able to: .°

1. Explain for whom an outline is prepared.
. ...

2. Explain ,the` statement, "no point no plan." # -.
I6*.s. . 1 .

3. Explain the statement; "An outline' is a tool, not an4.1 -. 0
.

end in itself."

4. Explain, 'lbw an outline is used, to sketch a plan. .

List,two major advantages of outlining.

I

)
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6: List and explain five suggestions for devising an

outline.

Cotpare t\opis, sentence, and paragraph outlines.

Show how-outlining follows the principles of math.

Use the koman/Arabit Sys,tew.

Define an abstract

11. Compare d sCriptive and informative.a tracts.

12. List fi e suggestions for construc. ng abstracts.

13. Const ct an'accurate outline.

Writs both descriptive and inforliative abstracts.

1
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SUBJECT MATTER

PLANNING, AND SUMMARIZING

4, Although most of the modules from this course on tech

nical communicdtians give instructions and practice on "how"

,ta communicate,' one of the
,
most.difacult tasks a technician

faces" is. planning "what" ta write" or say, For instance,

what is the Main-purpose;o'f a report? How should the

an

analy-

sissis be orgtzed? Wratsliould be'lnclude-d-in a detter-?- .r
'

.

,What areas should a presentation cover?

Ta.help the ec'linician allwer these and'related ques-\
.tions, this module will suggest ways to use professional

planning, summarizing, and abstracting jmethods that-benefit
_

the reader and the writer. 'ThiSmodule will ,be organized

.underthese headings: "Outline$"'and "Abstracts dnd Intra-

ductory Summaries.''

OUTLINES

One of the communicator's' best plariLng tools` is "the
outline,, but only°if th,writer or speaker outline'S.

ticdrly.and efficiently: An'outlineAust be a means toward

.an end and fiat-the end. itself. Producing a beautifuliout2'

line is notIthe objective. Usually, no one but the techni-

cian dill see the gutline. Even if the outline is .to
-m

be
=

distributed, theprelimingry copy is not the one others will

see. ,

Sometimes an o.utiine Maybe Atended or another'petson,

'(the reader) but most, outlines are prepared for the communi-

ataris,use. The,fi5t.portion of this/module, will cover

0 e

4.
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4.

outlining for private use; then a few suggestions will be

given for preparing outlines for distribution. Even though

some outlines are written for pastibuti.on, outlining is

primarily used to plan before one begins to write.
4

NO POINT NO PLAN

Until the purpote of the report, presentation, analysis,

. letter, or other item is determined, it is s waste F. ime

to work on an outline. In other words: no point o'

Why is t e report being written? What is the presentation's

pufpose? Why is the reader being given ti-m inforMatioriR

When thes questions are -answered, 'the communicator can ton-
.

struct a lan. The.writer must decide "what" to say and

;'how" to' ay it: the purpose is the "what"; the outline is,

tffe "how. "'I

For-instance, the writer may be describing ow to sol7

der.' Is this intended to be a set of instructions or i$ the

description intended to give only general infOrmdtion? Per-

haps the technician plan's to describe a' heat, pump'at.a Part_

of a largeweport. Is the description general information,

or will the,reader use the description to Adentify all the

.parts of the heat pump s part'of,a repair procedure? 'Maybe ,

instead of "no point no plan," the axiom should-be "vague-

point conflising plan."'



OUTLINING EFFECTIVELY

Armed with a specific purpose, the techniCian's next

job is to, devise a plan.-- Pltegning the presentation of

information ordina rily requires outlining. Although some

b'f this module will explain the fundamentals of outlining,

the communicator, should always remember that the outline

is a.to61 and.not.an end in itself. Perhaps too much con-

centration on correct form "Ad numbering 'Systems has given

outlining a bad reputation,. The.technician.should remember
45'

that the most important outlines are-seen only by the people

w,hO ma1, them. An outline may be in the margins of rough

drafts or even on the back of another item., Outlines mar,

be in,:ny form,or combination of forms. In the final analy-

sis, it is not important how e outline"looks. What is

important is that the techn" lanmake ome:kind of outlin%

before writing or speaking. Much tim can be Saved if this

-procedure is followed.
4;.,

. 0
'. An outline ha two major advantage's. 'FirSt, the outline

.
,

ds a planning
4
tool'. $u, lining ,*llows a writer ,to devise,

work out, accept, or yej ternate plans for structuring

materials.. A poor plan can be dropped before materials are
,

. ..,

prepa.red; a good ylan can beisolidified and,improved. ,

. . .
, .

.

It is: time- consuming to write/several complete reports
/

eo determilv which organizational method is best. 'An oUtlipe

canbe
ow-

reviewed, 'chap.ged, thrown away,' refined; time

Spent ,is still less:-,than the time required.tb.'write a' rough

0

draft.

In addition to, allowing the communicator a.chan

t, QU lining hasplan,an'item bef6re actually compo sing

another impoTtant advantage; "Outki

4

I 0

control oil
4 4.
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the technician. Outlining is a limiting, device and, there-
.

fore, helps keep the writer or speaker on the subject. With

a well-organized ottline as a guide, the' speaker or writer

is less tempted to wander off into interesting but dis-

tracting storievror details. Although an outline is

flexible, it limits'material and gUides composition. As a

.bluepriA for a house canbe changed during construction,

the builder, like;the writer, has at least deaat with some
.

problems while designing the blueprints.

'To summarize, outlining (1) taves time by helping avoid

false starts and (2) provides dis.cipline for the technician

during a communication assignment.

NSTEPS 'IN OUTLINING

.

The fallowing suggestions fOr constructing an outine

t
,maY,prove' help4p1:

1. The technician should develop the habit of mentally

ouiliming an assignment. This is often called brain-
.

stormins. _If a building is to bearepaired, what step

must be taken? What are the'substeps? sLf a technique .4.

must be described for an 'audience, which aspects must

they ,understand? 'Into which categories do the" aspects

fall?' Can aspectS' be grouped?

What is brainstorming? To brainstorm, a persgn

writes down every idea on a'subject as-each idea ap-

pears, avoiding any attempt ,at evaluation ollorganiza-

tiRzL Ideas are allowed to "cool off" btfore,being

evaluated and organized. This cooling ofperiod perT.

itg

mits the writer's subconscious mind to work on the

ideas.; the communicator is usually surprised by how

. Rage 6/TC-03
4
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. well brainst6rming and a follow-up can work. 1e is

a mistake to have one' mind made up too early on how

to organize an 'item of communication. Even the sim-

plest plan can stand a little cooling. Remember

outlining is a tool for determining "what" and "howq

before actually constructing 'the material .-

The technician usually employs 'a modified fdrm of

brainstorming. True brainstorming means starting from

scratch. For the technician, research has probably

been-done and information has probably been gathered.

At this stage, brainstorming means sittingdown-with

making a list of all items (some will

be briefly summarized for this stage), and adding ideas

These "added" ideas may be previously-known facts,

nice-to-know information, analogies that explain.or

illustrate, thoughts about the audience, or other re-
.>

lated items. No attempt should be made to evaluate

ideas; evaluation comes after the cooling off period.

2. After brainstorming,, the technician should set the

ideaS aside, and, work on other projects. When unevalu-

ated information is again pulled from the file, the

technician will be surprised at the'solutions and ideaS

that will suddenly appear. Usually, the more unrelated,

the next project is to the one for which the outline is

being made, the more solutions one's subconscious will

have devised.

3. The next step is to tentatively order the material.

One method is to determine which ideas are major divi-

sions and which are subdivisions. Next, group all sub-

divisionssunder appropriate major heading's. Finally,

arrange each major division with subdivisions, in what-

ever order'seems appropriate.

93

1
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For instance, if building improvements and repairs

were needed, neces ary cha4ges might first be listed

: ahring a brainstor ing session. Next, items might be

grouped under three.main headings: I. Structural De-

terioratiion, II. Co metic, and III. Energy IMprovement.,

It might theil be dec'ded that improvements and repairs'

to stop structural deterioration should have first
.

priority. Those ideas dealing with energy improvements

might be assigned second priority, and cosmeti4 ones,

last±pr-ior_i_t_y___Fol-low-i-ngthe grouping iftto.th4e main
,

headings, specific ideas can be listed under eaclcate-
,

gory.

The above method of imposing tentative order is

the most collimon. An innovative method has been sug-
.

gested in which all ideas are randomly written on a

sheet of'paper.' Major ideas' are put in boxes and minor,

ones placed in circles. Introductory ideas are placed

at the top, and ending .ideas placed at the bottom.

Then, a tentative order is imposed by drawing arrows,

from one item to the next. The result might look some-

thing like Figure 1.

Page 8/TC-03



INTRODUCTIONr INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION

MAIN
POINT

MINOR
POINT

MAIN
PONT.

MINOR
POINT

4

MINOR
POINT

CONCLUSION

MAIN
POINT

CONCLUSION CONCLUSION

40

4

Figure 1. Technique of Imposing Tentative Order
Through. Box and Circle Me'thod.

After determining the best tentative order. using

this box- nd-circle method, shpuld be placed

in the 1 linear form, as follows:

I.

II.

Introduction (thesis s,nte
\

nce)

A. Fist Main Point (br4,efIy)
A: Sedond Main Paint-(briefly)'
C. Third Main Point (briefly)
First Main Pointl(expanded).;

.1

4'. 1 (30
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a

,

III. Second Main Point
A., First Minor Point
B. Second'Minor Point
C. Third Minor Point
D. Fourth Minor Point

IV. Third Main Point (expanded)
V. Conclusion

Other methods have been suggested for tentatively

arranging ideas, but most methods fall into one of

these two categOries.' The technktian should always

look for the method that best suits.tthe writing situa-

tion.

4. The outlineshould be regarded as a tentative plan.

At some. point, the, technician has tti stop playing with

the outline-and begin writing. Usually, the more time '

spent experimenting with the outline, the, more time

saved when the.report, 'presentation, or analysis is

put on paper.

Even though much time has been spent on the out-

line, the plan should be changed if the techniciandis-

covers in the middle of writing that a point should

be changee.from one position to another. The butliine

should be strong e ough to guide construction of the

document and flexi le enough to allow revision and re-

finement.

RULES FOR FORMAL OUTLINES

,Now that this module has presented suggestions on how

to outline ideas, a few rules for constructing formal out-
.

lines are necesSary: So fer,.emphasis has been on outlining
,

as a personal organization. guide to thinking, writing -, and

Page 10/TC-03



speaking. In some instances, the techniCian will prepare

an outline for agtribution (preliminary planftfor a' project,

outline for a report, the-skeleton o an oral presentation);

and the out ne will need to followcertain standards. Some

of these sta dards have been stated or implied in this dis-
.

. t

cussion, but re-listing them here may help.

1. ° A formal outline may be a tapic_olitline, _a sentence

outline, or a paragraph outline. N In, a topic outline,

each entry is a phrase or a single word; no entry is a

complete sentence. In a sentence outline, each entry

is a complete sentence. The paragraph outline is of

virtually no\use to a technician and, therefore, will

not be discussed.

Although both the topic and sentence outlines are

,useful to the technician, the topic outline is usually

a more practical guide to writing and speaking. A' topic

outline is quicker to construct, easier to manage, and

more flexible.

.A sentence outline requires the communicator to

think out each entry when this is desired. A' topical

outline entry might say "Equipment"; whereas, the sen-

tence outline would say "The equipment needed includes .

soldering iron, rosin -coxe solder, heat sink, and needle-

ndsed'pliers." The sentence outline is most useful in

analyzing the writing of others and probably least use-

ful_dn preliminary planning. n the following examples,

Example A'is the introduction to a 'topic outline. Exam-

ple B di.s the -same introduction in sentence form..

/

e,
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,
-E7AMP4i A: TOPIC OUTLINE.

I. Introduction
A. Flies and mosquitos as vehicles of infection'

for eig widespread diseases
1.' Fl es

a. Mechanical transmission.of disease
b. Intestinal diseases they transmit

2:

(1) Typhoid
(2) _Paratyphoid_

(3) Dysentery
(4) Cholera
(5) Hookworm

Mosquitos
a. Transmission of disease by biting
b. Diseases they transmit

(1) Malaria
(2) Yellow feyer
(3) Dengue

s,

EXAMPLE B: SENTENCE OUTLINE.

; I. The fact that flies and mosquitos transmit eight
diseases makes it important that these insects be
destroyed.
A. Flies transmit five' intestinal diseases.

.1. Flies are mechanical,carri''ers of diseases.
2. They transmit typhoid, paratyphoid, dysentry,

cholera, and hookworm.
B. Mosquitos transmit three diseases.

1. Mosquitos transmit by biting.
2. They transmit malaria, yellow fever, and

dengue.

12/TC-03
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2. .Outlining follows the principle of math in that the

parts (the divisions) make up the whole (the title or

subject). gatlfematically, this concept might be ex-

pressedthis way:

Subject = Section I + Section II +

or

Section I = Subdivision A + Subdivision B

Very simply, this means that if the parts of an

outline do not include all parts that the title indi-

cates, more parts should be added or the title changed.

The title, "Steps in Testing an Integrated Circuit,"

signals the reader, that all steps for testing all in-

tegrated circuits win be listed. If all steps are

not included, a more accurate title might be "Main

Steps," or "Steps.in Testing a MC 438 Integrated Cir-

cuit."

Mostauthors say an outliik should "cover the

subject." The technician should remember that, in

this case, the subject is the ti*e. Both the title

and outline,may be adjusted to fit the technician's

purpose. But in all cases, parts should equal the

whole.

3. A major division (I, II, III, etc.) does not have to

be subdivided: If a division is subdivided, there

must be at least two subdivisTaiis. There may be three

or six divisions but not one.. Nothing can be di.vided

into one part.'

11. TC-03/Page 13
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EXAMPLE C: CORRECT AND INCORRECT METHODS OF OUTLINING.

CORRECT:!

I. Introduction
A. Key parts
By Minor parts
Key Parts
At Part one
B. Part two

III. Minor Parts
A. Part one
B. Part two

Subpart one
''2. Subpart two

INCORRECT:

I. IntroduCtion
A. Key parts
B. Minor parts

II. Key..Parts

A. Part one
III. Minor'Parts

A. Part one
1. Subpart one

,

® In the incorrect example, sections. II and III were

divided, into only one part. In addition,.III:A.was,

divided into only one part. Nothing can be divided

into leas 'than two part. _

4. A logical, con'sisfent system of numbering and indenting

topics should be used. 'The most common is the Roman/

Arabic system, which looks like this:

Page 14/TC-03
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EXAMPLE D:. COMMON SYSTEM OF LABELING ,OUTLINE PARTS.

I.

A.

(a)

(b)

qe

Another system that is often used is.the decimal form:5

1

EXAMPLE E: DECIMAL FORM OF LABELING.-OUTLINE:PARTS.

1.0
1.1

1.1.1,
1.1.2

1.2

1.2.1
1.2.2 l

f. 2.2:1
1.2.2.2

1.2.2.2.1
1.2.2.2.2

1.3
2.0 a

4

A
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The writer may. or may not skip la line'between

Major dirisicinsci but consistent s'packng should be used

throughout the outline. Each ind6ntion is usually

five spaces;_indentfttions_should_be-consistemt, regard-

less of the number of-spaces ndented.. Whatever form

Of's'pacing, indentation, and ,capitalization is used

should be-the same throughout the outline.'

Each heading in the outline should be specific, and

the words chosemshould be as descriptive as possible.

Under the heading.."Heating Supply Problems," a'sub-

'heading entitled'"Fuel" Would say little; whereas,

"Fuel Supply ,Problems" would be clearer. Under the '

heading "Effects of Strip Mining," thesubheading

"Permanent Land Scarrine would be more descriptive
.thah "Effects On Land."

6. All items of equal importance should be parallel, or

equal, in' graMmatical fort. For instadce,in the fol-
.

lowing outline headings, abdivisions could be gerunds
-s -

OP infinitives; but not a mixture: , - >

4,4

EXAMPLE F: OUTLINES'USFNG GERUNDS AND

,CPRRECT USING,-GERUNDS:

I. ReaS'ons for proper maintenance"
A. Extending life of the-engine
B. Satisfying warranty'regairementS,
C. Providing proper temperatures

CORRECTS USING INFINITIVES:
.

I. Reasons for proper maintenance
A. To extend life of the engine.
B.') Tosatisfy,warranty requirements-
C. / To provide proper temperatures

Page 16LTC.-03
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4.

Example F.
4

Covinued.

.INCORRECT (NOT PARALLEL) USING MIXED GERUNDS AND INFINITIVES:

I. Reasons for proper maintenance
A. lixtending life of engine
B. to satisfy warranty requirements
C. 'Providing proper. temperatures

Th'e technician should remember that formal outlines

are for otherS.to see. Most of the time, outlining is

personal tool used to plan what will be written or spoken.

One should'remember that an outline is a tool, riot, an end
4 .

in itself. The technician'should not let these remarks on

formal outlining. obscuse outlining's' real usefulness a

guide to thinking, writing, and speaking.

ABSTRACTS AND INTRODUCTORY SUMMARIES

"An abstract is a short description, or condensation,

of a.piece.of writing," says one authority. Most other

authoritgagree. Abstracts'Ire one of the technical com-

municator's most useful tools. Abstracts are also one of

the more difficult writing forms to construct. A tecnnician'

who can write an accurate abstract can usually handle any

writing assignment, for summarizing technical material

withoUt changing the material's emphaSis is a test of one's

communicative skill.

An abStract's purpose isusually to save the reader's

time. Only the table of contents of a'report gets more

attention_than the abstract. Whreas an outline may be

aa.

1 0 J
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b.

4
-either for the writer or the reader, the abstract is defi-

nitely written for the reader.
r e

I A short abstract atNthe\beginning of an article or .

c2.

.chapterallows the reader to 54eteraLne'if the
..4

abstracted.

-material will be useful. An'indexed list of short abstracts
1,

gives the reader an overview of a large subject area. An

abstract of a report may tell the uninformed-reader all

needed information. An executive OT manager may judge the

total report (and the person who prepared.it) by the ab-

stract. An abstract is often prepal:ed for a report or paper

.that is to be presented orally.inadditibn, most journalS

require that all articles be precedelcl or accompanied by an

abstract.

As stated earlier, an abstract is a summary ensa-

tiOn, or boiled-down account of a longer document, film, or

oral presentation. It can be part of.a longer document or

it may be considered an end product. Regardless of its

relationship to other material, an abstract can normally

stand alone.

TYPE'S OF ABSTRACTS

Abstracts are usually classified as either desriptive

or informative. The descriptive abstract_telfs what the

document or report contains, but gives little information,,

about any !topic. It is a preview of the text, but does not,

contain any of.the content ,of the main text. An abstract

is easy to write because it is, simply a list of the.paterial
-

contained in a documer (written in paragrapil form).

.../ The informative abstract is often called an introduc-

tory summary if it appears at the beginning of a report.

Page 18/TC-03
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.(The final summary is somewhat differept, and will be -dis-

cussed in another module.) The informative abstract is

often refer redto as a summary, because it gives the essence

of a document or presentation 4hd includes most of the sig=

nificant material. Sametimes-called "the report i n minia-

Vire," the informative,abstractirepeats the main idells and

the important conclusions, without supporting evidence.

The informative abstract says what the text says, but in a

highIy.lconrensed form. Whereas the informative abstract

usually varies' in length (depending on the
N,

length oT the

report) , the dekriptive abstract tends to-testandard

length. The informative abstract tends to be fiveto ten

p4centof:the length of the body of the report. Usually,

the company for which the abstract is being written will

set maximum'length limits.

Here are some examples of descriptive and informative

abstracts. 'Notice that,both abstract types lisp the topicg'

covered, but the informative abstract gives essential de-
,

tails.

EXAMPLE G DESCRIPTIVE AND INFORMATIVE ABSTRACTS.

DESCRIPTIVE ABSTRACTS:

;Major diseases that are hazards in isolated research'
stations can be prevented by removing or destroying
'the breeding places of flies, mosqUitos, and rats.

This report contains suggestions for successfully
solderingstranded and solid copper wire and copper
tubing. Two methods are listed for testing the
resulting connection.

110 TC-03/Page 19
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ample G. Continued.

*

INFORMATIVE ABSTRACTS::

' Major diseeSes that are hazards in isolated research
stations can be prevented by removing or destroying
the breeding places of flies, mosquitos, and rats.
The breeding of flies can be controlled by properly
disposing of decaying organic matter. The breeding
of mosquitos can be controlleAy.eliminating pools
or spraying the surface with oil. For rats, only
indirect methods of building rat resistant buildings
and protected food supplies -shave much effect.

Effectively sold6ring both stranded and solid copper
wire and copper tubing Is simple if a few rules are
followed. The connection or joint should bg properly
cleaned and possibly fluxed. The joint-should be
heated an the solder applied. The connection can
be tested using either force or an ohmmeter.

_Ong of the briefest abstract:S. is the annotated bibliog-

raphy entry. The annotated bibliography not only' lists a

number of -sources, it also gives the reader some information

about the source. This brief abstract can be either descrip-

tive or informative. This type .of bibliography can be a

_rea time-saver, for it gives e reader a quick overview of

the materials available. The to nician should note in read-

ing and in writing annotations that, uklike other abstracts,
1

the annotated bibliography does not have to follow the order

of the "Source; an abstract entry,may be only a Iey phrase

. that characterizes the material or points out the material's

Significance.
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EXAMPLE H: DESCRIPTIVE AND INFORMATIVE
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHIES:

DESCRIPTIVE ANNOTATION:

Doe, John. Methods oCAttachment. New York: Brown

and Cpmpany, 1976.
)

The main methods of attaching metal strips to large
storage tanks.

INFORMATIVE ANNOTATION:

Doe, John. Methods of Attachment: New YOrk: BroWn

and Company; 1976.

Strips can be attached to storage tanks using screws,
bolts, or solder, depending on purpose of strips.
Tanks storing petrochemicIals should be treated using

four methods.

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING ABSTRACTS

RereZare a few suggestions for constructing effective

abstracts:

1. The material being abstracted should be/as prganized

as possib*' This allows simply summarising the major

divisions of the material.v It may be a goqd idea to

write the abstract using the outline or table of con-

tents; this method helps prevent getting tangled up in

details..

2. In preparing to abstract a source, underlining the key

ideas in t material can help bring to,gether'the

document's content.
6
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SUMMARY

conclusion,, remember: A beautiful outline is not

the technician',s, objective. Outlining is a planning_Method

and not an end ip itself. writing abstracts, ope must

preserve the essence of the document. An abStract is not

an evaluation or-a comment it is a summary.' It may be
1

descriptive or informative, but it must bean unbiased sum-

mary.

3. The first sentence in an abstract should focus on the

main idea of the item being summarized.

4. After the beginning sentence is constructed, each

additional sentence should develop or contribute to

the -main idea stated\in that first senten5e.

5. Usually, an abstract IS a single sentence. A special

effort should be made to avoid highly technical lan-

guage because the abstract is intended to be a summary

for.a wide audience.

6. The abstract, as stated earlier, should be thought of

as a completely independent unit, intelligible without'

need to referto the source.

Page 22/TC-0:5
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EXERCISES

1. Prepare a one-page topic outline of this module.

2. Plan a report on how to repair a mechanism. Prepre

an outline that could he used to write the report.

3. Prepare a checklist that would be use& to check off

maintenance steps on a piece of lab equipment.

4. Write a descriptive and an informative abstract of

this module.

S. Select a.techniCal article and write an informative

abstract of it. The abstract should not be over 100

words. The article sho ld be at least two pages in

length. Attach a copy f the article to the abstract.

6. Select six'sources (boo , articles, pamphlets, and

booklets) related to a required cou.rse. .Use th'e,card

catalog sand Reader's Guide to find the sources. Pre:

pare an, annotated bibliography_of:these items. The

brief abStracts.can'be descriptive or informative,

but they should all be of the same type.=,

7. Bring a few outlines and abstracts to Class that have

been published. Be able to comment on their purpose,

.type;' style, and effectiveness.

REFERENCES

,
..Andrews, Deborah C., And 'BlickleHgargaret D. Technical

Wilting: Principles and Forms. New York: MacMillan
?

Publishing Co., Inc., 1978.

Fear, Dayid E. Technical Communication. Glenview, Illinois:

Scott,. Foresman and 1977.
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Hirschhoin, Howard H. Writing for Science, Industry, and

Technology.' New York: D. Van Nostrand Co., 1980.

Lannon, JOhn M. Technical Writing, Boston: Little, Brown

and Co., 1979.

Mills, Gordon H.' Technical Writing, .4th ed.- New York:

Holt, Rinehart and-Winston, 1978.

Pickett, .Nell Ann, and Laster, Ann A. Writing and Reading

in Technical English San Francisco: Canfield Press,

1970.
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TEST

1. For whom can an.outline be written? For whom is an

abstract intended?

2,. Explain the statement, "no. point no plan."'

3. ,Explain the statement, "Anioutline is a tool, not an

Ad in itself."

4. How can ,an outline be used to sketch out a plan?

(
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4

5. What are two majdr ddvantages of outlining?

,

.

6. Give four suggestions for devising ar outline

I

%110,

What are the three types 4of'ouriines? Which type is
4

the technician most likely to use?

How does outlinin .

'40
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9. 'What is an abstract? Define two .)rpes of abstracts.

y

4re

,"

. P

10. List five suggestions for constructing abstracts.

is

0

113
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CONSERVATION AND USE

TECHNIGAL COMMUNICATIONS
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INTRO6UCT1ON

A

An energy technician must 'communicate with mangy types
!

'of persons. Having to deal. with such varied experience lev-.

els means that the technician will sometimes use terms that

are-unfamiliarto the .intended audience. For this reason,

'effective comilunication frequently meang having to define

terms for the audience. Writing definitions, althoughcom-'

prising only a small part of technical communications, re-

quires skill and experience. This module examines what terms

should be defined; how definitions are constructed, and'where

definitions should be placed when used in reports.,

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Modules Tq-01,

and TC-03'of Technical Communications.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the s udent should be

able to:

1. List,Maefine, a,d,illustrate three types of terms that

should be-defin d.

2. Define informal and fOrmal definitions, explaining when

each should_ be

3. Differentiate b tween informal and formal: definitions

and be able, to onstruct both types.

4. Explain whrdef4nitions must be adapted to the intended

audience: .

t

It
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5. Give a few suggestions concerning the, following:

p ating key terms, using qualifying phraSes, and using

fa iliar words in formal definitions:'

6. Define and construct an amplified, or extended, defini-

tion

7. Ligt and define at feast seven methods for amplifying

a definition.-'

8. List and explain threa places a definition can be. placed

in ajep 'rt. -

List an explain three items that determine how long

a definition should be.

Page 2/TC-04
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SUBJECT MATTER

WHAT SHOULD BE DEFINED

Clarity is. critical in .technial communication, If a

communicator reall' strives for clarity, then definitions

are often netessary.. To define a tetili iS to give the term's

.exact,meaning.

In.examining the use of definitons, it is first neces-

sary to think about what should be defined. Often a techni-.,..0

'-cian>411 say, "I don't need definitions; I just use ,the ex-

, act word." No one can argue with the validity of this state-
.

ment, since neither writers nor speakers should use defini,

tions to cover up poorly chosen terms Long discussions

should bejvoided in instances when choosing the exact word

is the easier solution.

Unfortunately, some words are rather hard to pin down

as to exact meaning. Consider "jig," for instance. To a

dancer, a jig isa dance. To a fisherman, a, jig is a lure;

and to a welder, a jig is a stand for supporting piecgs to

bejained. Obviously, "jig" has several meanings; therefore,

a person:using this term will need to define-it;

are Simply- "words." Writers and readers often

argue about the meaning of words since the are only labels

foi objects, not the object themselves: -For instance, when

the technician uses, a term.in a memo or 'in some'instructions,

and the' worker reads the memoput does not comprehend the

term in the same sense that it was intended; both thtwri:ter

drig\the-reader are in trouble. If the boss says\ "burn this

letter,". meaning "make a copy of it," and the technician sets
)
fi're,te'the letter, the situation is funny only if one is not

the technician:

s

c
1 0
1.° _

O
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If words sometimes meanvarious things to different

people, the technician must construct definitiOns When neces-,

sary. Effective communication requires effective definition.

What, then, must be defined.? Most authorities agree

that three categories of words often need defining: (1)

familiar words for unfamiliar Iglings, (2) unfamiliar words

for familiar things, and (3) unfamiliar words for unfamiliar

things.' Mills and Walter (see Reference Section) also sug-

gest considering a fourth category familiar words for fa-

miliar things. This last category is included only to serve

as a reminder to the communicator to use a'familiar word when

possible, not to suggest that familiar words must be defined_

A definition should be used only, when a familiar word is not

available.

Must a complex term always be defined? Not necessarily.

How, theni'does,a technician know when a word needs clarifi-

cation? Bas/Tally, a term needs to be defined when there is

a possiblity that the audience may not understand its mean-

ing. Understanding is of the utmost importance. Again, un.-

derstandipg necessitates audience adaptation a subject

that'has been discussed in several modules. How does the

technician know whether the audience will understand the term ,

unless the audience is analyzed? In other words, the intended
1

audience must always guide the technician's thinking.

To repeat, the three categories of words'that often need

defining are as follows: (1) familiairyords for unfamiliar L'

things, (2) unfamiliar words for familiar'things, and (3) 1n-s

familiar words for unfamiliar things. Ofthese three groups,

the last is where most.definitiorWare needed. However, all

three cafegories.deserve attention.

Page 4/TC-04
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FAMILIAR WORDS FOR UNFAMILIAR-THINGS

Finding familiar'words for unfamiliar thing is a special

problem for the technician. Rather ordinary words are some-

times given different meanings that may be unfamiliar to the

reader outside the technical field. Every field ha's its own

list oaf such words, called jargon.

For instance, "apron" has a different meaning in.each of

the following fields: metal working, aeronautic navigation//

cooking, and plumbing. A "cheater" is an extention of a pipe

wrench to an oilfield worker; it is a special type of cord to

a TV repairman. A "jig," as stated previously, means some-
,

thing different to a welder than it does to a fisherman.

"Active" and "passive!' to a solar technician have to do with

whether mechanical means are used to carry heat from the

storage area to the living area; whereas, the same terms de-,

find aspects of verbs to a writer' (See Module TC-01).

"collector," tp a solar technician, is a device for colct-

ing heat from the sun, but an electronic technician might

think of-a "collector" as the output terminal of a transistor.'' .

The point is that rather ordinary words often take on new

meanings in industry, and the writer or speaker must often

define these words for the target audience.

UNFAMILIAR WORDS FOR FAMILIAR THINGS

Unfamiliar words for familiar things,should be avoided

if possible. If "energize" the heat pump means. to start it,

then "'start" is probably A better word'. Dependi the dn--

tended reader, "heavy crude oil" might be a. b tter teli than
4 -

AP
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"asphaltic oil." Likewise, "wind power" might be a better

term than "aeolian." If at all possible, the simpler term

should be used that is, when a simpler term is available.

However, if avoiding the unfamiliar word results in a long
......,

awkward phrase, then'the unfamiliar word should certainly be

used. "Nuclear fission" is simpler than saying "the process .

in which the nucleus- of 4 heavy atom is split into two or

more fragments." Similarly, saying "anthracite coal" is ,

simpler than a phrase explaining anthracite coal's meaning.

The technici...;X must decide whether the' subject matter

demands using unfamiliar words for familiar things. Does

4*

the audience understand the 'term? Aft, . this question is

answered,the technician can decide if th term should be-

defined,'

UNFAMILIAR WORDS FOR UNFAMILIAR :THINGS

Unfamiliar words for unfamiliar things includes most

terms that need defining. Most so-called "technical" words

fall into this categOry. A list-of specialized terms from.

dny technical field wouldnormally,consist of "unfamiliar

words for unfamiliar things,°dand they would need defining.

Such terms often have only one meaning. TNT are not "famil-

iar words for unfamiliar things." .er" 4

Words 'such as "geothermal,- " "lignite," "gasification,"

"petrochemical," "magnetohydrodynamies," and "refrigeran t"

are all words that might need defining for a person outside

the energy field. These terms are part of the specialized

language of the energy technician and, for_the nontechnical

audience, could stand for unfamiliar things.,_

*Page 6/TC-04
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Conversely,an energy technician making an energy audit
, .

.might expect to have to .explain certain specialized terms to

a plant manager. The fact that the plant manager is also a

specialist does not mean that he or she will understand the

languagedof the energy specialist. The s'pecialized terms of

one field would be "familiar words for familiar things" to a

person in the same field and "unfamiliar words for unfaMIliar

things" to an expert in another field or to a nontechnical

reader.

The following cannot be over-emphasized: the communilt
s

for is responsible for (1) knowing the audience and (2) adapt-

. ing the material accordingly. The technician who prepares

the energy audit may be many miles away when the plant manag-

er reads*the report; therefore, terms in-the report should be

clearly defined when necessary.

HOW DEFINITIONS ARE CONSTRUCTED

Now that this module has examined what terms shouad be

defined,.it is necessary to look at how definitions are con-
,

structed. Definitions are usually (1) informal (a word or a

phrase) or (2) formal-(a sentence with perhaps an extended,

or amplified; definition). The length, or extent, of the def-

inition depends on the puipose of the communication ae-thel6

knowledge level of the audiente.

Sometimes a word or a phrase is enough: "Measure the E

input (energy being consumed) as the first step.* Other

times, a definition may require several paragraiihs. How much

does the audience'know, and how much does the audience need

to know? The answers. to these questions help determine the

length of a definition.

1°G TC-04/Page -7
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The length of the definition can also depend on the com-

plexity of the term. "Nuclear" iqloirobably more difficult to

define than "geothermal' because of its greater complexity.

On the other hand, the internal combustion engine may be easi-

er to 'expl han "passive solar heating" because the in-

tended dience may be more familiar with the engine. -The

technician should make a definition as brief as possible,

while king the definition detiviled enough for the purpose,'

the udience, and the complexity of the term.

stated previously, definitions are either informal

or formal. Some sources say there are three types of defini-

tions, since'the formal type can be either a one-sentence def-

inition or-an amplified eextended) definition.' Whether defin,i-

tions are classified as two types (informal, formal) or three

types (word or phrase, sentence, amplified of extended), they

are written the same way. In this module,,the author. has

chosen to classify definitions as-informal on formal.

INFORMAL

"Informal," as used hei-e, mean'. that the writer or speak-
,

er simply substitutes .a familiar word or phrase for an unfa-

miliar term. However, before the technician cart use an inifor-

mal definition, the audience must be familiar with mo-t as-

pects of the term being defined. To define a breeder reactor

by saying, "Breeder reactors, or reactors that produce more

fuel thah they use, are similar to nuclear power reactors,"

would require that the audience have a general knowledge of

reactors and, possibly, ofother aspects of nuclear power,

Page 8/TC-04
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...4, Even the f011owisg simple informal definition requires that

the audience have some knowledge of trees: "The trees be-

hind our house are deciduous; that is, they shed their fo-

liage during the fall."

FORMAL

When purpose, reader, or complexity of the vermidemands

.a clearer definition than a word or a phrase, the technician

must use a-formal definition.'Formal definitions can consist

of a three-part sentence definition or both the thiee-part

sentence and an extetsion or'amplifigatAn, which includes

whatever further details the audience needs.

Whereas the informal definition is a flexible, "in-other-

words" technique, the formal sentence definition follows a

fixed formula or structure consisting of three principal

parts:- (1) the term or word to be defined (called the spe-

cies); (2) ,the specific group or class to which the word be-

longs (called the genus), and (3) the distinguishing charac-

teristics or features (called the differential) that set this

item apart from similar items in the same group or class..

Here are some examples. Notice that each definition is a

complete sentence.

Term
Distinguishing

Class Characteristics

A transit is a surveying instrument that measures angles. .

Stress is

A hybrid

4

an applied force

is a solar heating.setup

that tends to strain
or deform an object. -

that combines both
passive and active
systems.
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, After deciding that a term should be formally defined,

one must follow two steps:W) identify the family or class

and (2) determine the' most outstanding distinguishing-charac
teristic. All, this work for one short sentence may seem

foolish, but effective communication requires some thought.

Putting an idea into as few words as possible is more diffi-
cult than constructing a lengthy discussion.

Clear and accurate reports and forms are probably not as
. difficult to handde as many technicians think; they simply

demand extra attention to the one duty that many workers re-
.

gard as unimportant writing.

.

Class

The technician has a term that must be defined in a let-

ter, report, or speech. First, what is its class? The fol-

lowing are some attempts to select the best class, or genus,

for a few typical energy terms:

Term

collector

photovoltaic

EER .

Class

system component

light-sensitive material
P

Energy efficiency ratio
fusion nuclear reaction

fluorine fuel salt

As the student will notice,: each term above could belong to

more than one class or group'. Picking which term is best; or ,

cleardst, for 0;6 particular usage wi4 be dictated by the
situation. The more specific the. clas is, the better.

0,
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Distingushing Characteristic
r

The second step.is' to select the, distinguishing charac7'

teristic that will best achieve the definition's purpose.

The characteristic chosen should apply only to the'term being.

defined. To define "gasoline" as "a petrOleum product used

as a fuel" would not be adequate because several petr.o.1.2-am--'1

products are used as fuels. To define "nuclear reactor'' as

"a power plant used to produce eledtricity'' would not be

choosing the best characteristic, since several types of

power plants produce electricity. On the other hand, to say

"a nuclear reactor is a power plant that produces energy using

plutonium-239'or Uranium-235" is more specific.

Summary of 'Formal Usage

Most of what has been discussed about formal defini-

tj.onscould be summed up with one statement: an accurate,'

limiting classor group joined with a precisely accurate,

distinguishing characteristic will4result in a good defini-

tion. Sometimes, trying bb pick out an "accurate, limiting

class ox group" and a,"precisely accurate, distinguishing

characteristic" can be fr.ustrating;, but having the boss com-

plimen report or having a company comment on the clarity

of an explanation really Makes the struggle worth the effort.

4..

Additional Suggestions for Formal Usage

Before leaving the discussion of formal sentence defi-

nitions, three suggestions should be mentioned: (1) do not
I

TC-04/Page 11
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repeat key terms in a definition; ( include qualifying .

o

phrases when necessary; and (3), choo e familiar words for the -9

class and the distinguishing characteristic.
. -

Repeating key. terms means making a statement such as "a

nuclear re-actor is a reactor that..." or "fiberglass insuld.-

tion.is a Itaterial used to insulate." Probably.the techni-

cian would Mink this advice Unnecessary, but examples Of°

such 4tatements are plentiful.

%.
-sometimes a'definition is given for a specific purpose.

A qualifying phrase should be included to indicate that

the term hassaAspecial. meaning, in-the particular report:

"/risular,bas used th this report..." or "hydropower, as de-

fined by the energy commission..." or 'energy efficient, as
4

defined in"regulation 224b....!' Unless the technitian.tells,

the audience of such 'limitations, the resulting definitions

will not be clear or accurate.

The third suggestion is to use familiar words in the

class and distinguishing characteristic portions of the def7'

.inition. The communicator should not weaken well-formulated

definitions by defining one unfamiliar, word with another un-

familiar word,. The somewhat simple definition, "hydrocarbotis

are compounds which contain only carbon and hydrogen," as-

sumes that the-audience understands the meaning of carbon.

In the definition,'"substituted h);drobons are hydrocarbons.

in which one hydrogen atom has been repl6ced by a functional

group," the reader must know the meaning of "functional

group." Notice, though, that this:definiti$A is an exception

concerning repeating key terms. In this case, "hydrocarbons".

May be repeated. ,
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AMPLIFIED DEFINITIONS

Even though a bri.e4 definition IJT an unfamiliar term is
1

usually adequate,-in some instances thq audience may'need

more information than a wOrd,,clause, or sentence can contain.

When the'readerior listener needs a full understanding- -of -a-

term, then an atpli ied or extended definition is re-

quired:.

For inStance, the previous definition of substituted'

hydrocarbons would need to amplified 'for an uninformed

readef7 especially if the reader'needed a full understanding

of the term.. What is carbon? What are hydrocarbons? What

is a compound? What is a.functional group? Why are hydro-

carbons important? Where'are they found? What are similar

elements? What is thelorigin of the term "hydrocarbons ?"

To answer these,questi6ms, on wouldamplify or extend the

.definition. The following is4afl example Of an extended def-

inition from the course, Fundamentals of Energy Technology:

Tar sands are sandstone reservoirs Lapreg-
na.ed with heavy.crude oil that cannot be
obtained through a ?yell by conventional
means. Two other terms are given to:tar
sands: "bituminous sands" and "oil 'sands."
The heavy crude,oilis termed "asphaltic. .

oil."

The most extensive deposits of tar sands
in the world are located in the province
of Alberta in Canada. In the United States,
numerous small tar sand deposits._...were,
quarried and sold..1for paving material
used in road construction during, the
early part of the 20th century.

Although experts 4o hot agree on a method or, a set of

methods to amplify a definition, an examination of several

sources shows that the following techniques are often Liked:

4

132
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1. Giving,a further definition means explaining for the

reader some words in the definition. .Fox example, in

the previous illustration on substitute& hydrocarbons,

"hydrocarbons" might h'ave.to be defined.

Stating concrete examples is a second amplifying method.

This,is probably the best
4
method for giving the audience

a clear understanding: "Solar cells are used in photo-

graphic,lightmeters-." Or, for instance; after defining

solar heating, one might give examples for American

Indians, in pueblos 'storing daytime heat and releasing

it at night to ci,;arify the meaningof solar heating.

3. Comparison and Contrast echnique can relate an unfa-

miliar word to familiar ord_ . Showing similarities can

helpthe audience visualize: "Splitting an atom by.nu

clear fission ismuch like breaking a piece of. ice into
t

7, several parts. "' .
.

.-; ...

4-:-' Word derivation. i5 the etymology', .or hiStory, of the
. .

\,...P term. "Geothermal" (geo + thermal) means "the'.heat of
.; .-

the earth." "Lignite" comes from the Latin word "lignum',"

.meaning "wood," and lignite is a soft Coal with the tex-

ture of the original wood. Although word-derivatioh
.

can be-interesting, this method should be used only to

aid understanding not just to impress the readers. .

5. Physical description is definitely important as an.am-

plifying method. The audience could not,have a thorough
.

understanding of an air conditioning. compressor without .

,

a description of it.
1

6. Basic operating rinciple and analysis o steps or parts

are'two more usefUkmethods. Explaining the principle

of a,heat pump and then analyzing the Steps in the prdy

cess can help the reader break the process into under-.

standable parts. .

Page 14/Tp-04
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Other helpful methods are as follows: (1) giving the

location, or wherd'ti1.,16bject'can be found; (2) 'illustrati

cause and effect; (3) drawing a graphic illustration; (4)
-

stating the history and background; and (5) explaining spe

cial Materials or conditions required for cetrtain items-or

processes._

, Here are two final notes'about amplified definitions.

First, the length of the definiton should be determined by

how much the audience needs, not how much the technician

knows. A lecture is seldom in order. Second, as amplified,

.or extended, definition usually begins with a formal sentence

definition. Following the formal definition, appropriate

amplifying methods are used as necessary.

.

ng

WHERE DEFINITIONS SHOULD BE PLACED

T this point, the module has covered what terms should

e defi ed nd how definitions should beconstructed. The

third and final topic for discussionois where definitions.-

should be placed in a report.

glb

There are, three possibilities

text'of the report itself; (2) at

footno/es,. or (3),. at -.11e.beginnin

glosSary-or list. 41.definitio

placement: (1) in the

tom of the page in

or end of the' report

should be placed.tbsuit4

the writer's purpose and to be convenient for the reader.

%If a report contains,only.a few definitions, each could be

placed,directly aftdr the term being deffhed.

This method is Usually. convenient for the reader. If

there are several terms to-be,defined, perhaps a separate.

glossary at the:begirinips or end of'the 'report would by beter:

1°4k.P.1
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If the writer is not sure whether or not tpe reader

knows the term, the definition ca n be in a footnote. Foot-.

notes are.usually used in more formal reports. Footnotes

seldom appear in items .prepared for'use withima company.

If there are some terms thkt the reader' must know to

understand the report in general, these terms probably should

be defined in the introduction. In actual practice,.when the

technician decides the importance of terms in light of pPob-

able knowledge of the audience, Placing definitions is usually

easy.

./
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EXERCISES

1. List. six terms in,a selected technology that, to an

Uninformed person, would. be (1) familiar words for un-

lAmiliar things, (2) unfamiliar words for familiar

things, and (3) unfamiliar words for unfamiliar things.

The final. list should contain 18 words.

2. From the list in Exercise 1, select fiVe'words'and

fine each in a /one- sentence formal definition Do not

use the dictlbnary.

3. "Select one definition from Exercise 2 and amplify it

five different ways. Label each:way, using the names

of the methods .explained in this module'.

4. Select a term-from the selected technology and write a

two-page extended definition of the term. Start with a

one-sentence formal.definition.i Use at least severi-dif,'

ferent methods of amplifying a definition and label

each one in the left margin.' .

a

5. Select three terms from.the.selected technology that

have not been used in other exercises. Define h..one

formally three times: once for a fifth-grade stude

once for an uninformed college student, andonce for

another person from the technology in 4uestion. Each

definition should be only one complete sentence.

6. Copy 10 definitions from various technical literature

sources:: bogks, magazines, journals, manuals, instruc-

tioft sheets. BeSide each of the 10, identify the fol-
.

lowing: (1) whether it is4ormal or-informal and (2)

who the intended reader appears to be.

7. Fiom the 'same sources used for Exercise 6,make a,list

of five words that would needdefining under certain,

circumstances.

TC-04/Page 17
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TEST

. 1. What types of terms should be defined?

.........--

2. Define informal and formal definitions. Explain when

each should be used.

3. List and defIne.the parts of a formal definition.

4. Exi4ain briefly wh definitions must be adapted to the

inthnded reader.
I

t
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5. List and define seven methods for amplifying a defini-

tion.

6. List three places definitions can be placed in a report.

Explain the reasons definitions might be placed in each

place.

1

7. List and explain the three items that determine how long

, iefinition should be.

Page 20/TC-04
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8. Give. one brief suggestion for repeating key terms, using

a qualifying plcra'se, and using familiar words in formal

definitions.

n

(4,

;0
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INTRODUCTION

Technidal communications usually include descriptions.

To communieate effectively., a technician must describe mech-

ariisms to.fellow'worke'azs, supervisors,' managers, scientists,

and the general public.

This module will.explain (1) hoW to construct an effec-

tive description; (2) some problems that might be encountered

in writing descriptions; and (3) the basics of writing speci-

fications, an area /of descriptive writing that requires ex-

treme precision.

The exercises included in this module should further

aid the communicator in constructing clear, concise descrip-

tions.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed'Module TC-01, "Intro-
.

duction to.TechnicalICommunications."

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion ofthis module, the student should be-
.

able to:

L. Define mechanis46as used this module:

2. Explain what "describe a me hanism""means.,

3. Eip1ain why a technician might need to describe a mech-

anism.

4. List the three divisions of a descriptiorAf a mechanism

and explain how each is constructed.
6

14
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5. Explain the part reader adaptation plays in writing de-

scriptions.

6 ! List two ways a communicator can create a visual image
in the )introduction.

'7. List two ways the listing of parts can be organized.
8. Explain how to describe parts in a part-by-part descrip-

tion.

5. List eight.aspects that should be considered when de-

scribing a mechanisM in detail. 4%41N

10. Explain the purposd\of the conclusion to a description.
11. Explain how to determine if Illustrations are-needed.

12. Explain hOw seeing and comiunicating affect accuracy of
statement.

13. Explain how to determine the amount of,detail to include
in a description.

14.7--De-finesT-6Cifications.

15% Explain how specifications can be organized.
,

16. Describe a mechanism.

17. Analyze a Set of specifications.

18, Write a short specification.

sz.

11
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SUBJECT MATTER

DESCRIBING MECHANISMS

A technician constantly works, with tools, machines, in-.

Aicators, and instruments. Qften, one of these mechanisms

%Must be described as part of an'audit, a bid specification,

'a repair memorandum, a letter to a manager, an oral report

or presentation, a newspaper or magazine article, or a pur-

chase request. Whether a technician performs many writing'

duties or writes only occasional reports, descriptions will

be necesSary. The description of the mechanism may be, one

paragraph or several pages long; principles remain the same,

regardless of length or complexity of the description.

"Mechanism" in this module means any device, whether or

not it has moving parts. "Description of a mechanism" is'

clearer than "description of a thing," since "mechanism" is

the common technical term given to most items in,the indus-

Irial world. The technician-should keqp inmind'that,,in

this context, a mechanism can be anything from a framing

square to a solar furnace.

To describe a mechanism means "to represent it verbally"

or "to picture it with words." Depending-orethe subject,

plirtlose, and intended reader, a'description could contain the

foIlowirig data:

Identification of the..mechanism

Function

Appearance

Parts and materials,

How the mechalismwas assembled.

How the mechanism works

f

x
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The two principal reasons a technician describes a

mechanism are: (1) to give information to a person who will

use, buy, operate, assemble, or repair it; Or (2) to help

someone who needs to know more about the mechanism for some -
^

reason. A mechanism can be described in,a number of ways.

This module will encourage the technician to analyze the

situation, the purpose, and the,reader each time a descrill!

tion is used. The plan.of attack depends, as usual, on the

audience analysis. The technician Must select details_for

a description;. all details cannot be included. Selected
. ,--

tails depend on the audience analysis:

,
Thi§'''Module will analyze the three components of a,de

scription of a mechanism: introduction, part-by-part descrip-
.

tions, and conclusion.' Next, soMecotential problems will.be-
,

'discussed. Finally, some attention will b.e given to writin

specifications, a special type of deseription.
.

Describing a mechanism is seldom a report br itself; the

description is usually --part of ongei piece of-communica7

tion. This module is devoted to des ribing mechanisms be-'

cause most technical communicaVons contain some descrip-

tions. .Usually, these descriptions are simply building blocks

in 4 larger report, letter, memo, set of specifications, or

set of instructions. :Isolating this technique will give the

communicator better opportunity for practice. Still, thee-

technician must *remember that descriptidns are usually writ-
,

ten as. part of something else.

What'needs -to 'be- said in the deScription depends on what

the reader nees to know. The amount of description Tld

not be the same for the reader who wants to build a mechanism

) as for the person who simply wantsa general knowledge of-the --------

a e-4/TC-05
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mechanism.' Most experts continually stress audience adapta-

tion in.technical communications; audience adaptation is also

"important when writing the description of 'a mechanism.

COMPONENTS 0 THE DESCRIPTION OF A MECHANISM

,.

are

that this module has examined why decijptlits.of
1

mechanisms re important to the technician, the next step.s

to examine how to constructescriptions of-mechanisms.

Whether a description is brief or several pages long, the de-

scription should contain an introduction, a part-by-p'art.de-

scription, and usually,,a conclusion. It is posSible otqcomit

'the conclusions but the description should always have an in-

t

,

,roduc,,-even=4-f-tile-i-trodUz-t-ion and the description-are
as

in one paragraphl_

The'introauction to a descrIption'Of a mechanism should'
i.

tell the reader:.

1. What the object is. .

E' .

2. Whatthe object looks, 1j.ke.' ..

3. What its purpose is. . ,

4. What the objectf's parts .are.

The parts and the functionS of, eat part are always important.

The complexity of the object and he reader's familiarity with

the'ob' _t help determine 1410gth .41(1-&ail of the introduc-
-....--

oLf the descriptiqn is part pf arequest to a repairman,

-.I4e3Antroductiori may be only a coy le of sentences:

The David Model 22 VOM that 'needs repairing is the
'5" x 3" x 2" device currently being used to moni-
'tor, voltage in'the number'4 bay. It has a digital
meter, silver plastic case, and banana plug 20"

leads.

1 x6
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If; on the other hand, the same device is being descril*

for a beginning lab student, the introductiOn will probably

be more tielailed:

The David Model 22 Volt-ohm-Meter is a compact in-
strument capable of measuring a.c. 0-1000 volts,'
d.c. 0-1000 volts, amperage 0-10 A, and resistance
0-100 megohms. The device is 5" ie 3" x 2" and is
silver with black lettering. The major parts artr---
the case, the digital readout meter, the controls,
and two 20" test leads.

In other words, the description must be written for the audi-

ence (intended reader).
e

The first problem in constructing the introduction is to

de ine the mechanism suitably': If the reader is already fa-q'

mi iat with the item ffeing described,:all the technician has

to o is state the item's distinguishiag.....character4tic.

(See Module TC-04, "Writing Definitions.")

A solar technician gives only the distinguishing'charac-

texistic when-describing a particular brand of heat exchanger

to another technician. 'Defining a window air conditioner'

an-Amerjaan audience probably would require only comparing

the air conditioner to similar units. On the other hand, de-

fkning an oscilloscope for ,a lab student might require sev;

eral Sentences.'

The 'audience must-also know the purpose of the mechanism.

Oftenth..e definition indicates purpose. For example, there

= is-no need to .explain a flashlight's purpoSe. Sometimes the,

name itself gives the mechanism's purpluse. Does the name

"volt-ohm meter"orITOMreallystate the purpose, of that mech-

anism? Nt.t totally, because most NOMs also measure decibels

and amperage. rn some definitions, the-atatement of purpose

can be coffibined with the definition in one sentence, as shown

In a previous, example.

Page 6/TC-OS
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Even if the technician thinks the mechanism's purpose.

is obvious, abrief statement explaining-the purpose may help.

Writers must rememiler that they probably will not be present

when the readers need them most. The purpose often can be

clarified by stating who uses the device, or when and where

the device is.lised. Sometimes, adding why the mechanism is

./(important can also help.

Third, the audience should be given a clear image of the

mechanism in the introduction. Drawings-and photographs will

help, but the technician may not T-Ive these illustrations

or such helps may not be necessary.
. .

In the int oduction, statements about appearance should

b- a her gen- al. Major details will come next. An adequate

with something with which the audience is familiar; for

visual i e might be created by simply comparing the device

ample: "A VOM is about'the size, of a small portable radio.

It has a large dial and several knobs." "The model 28 flash-

light 'is about 1/4 the size of a pack ofitA cigarettes." To a

technically-oriented person, the first description might be:

"A VOM is similar to a battery checker or a transistor tester."

In addition to'comparing the object with a familiar item,

the technician might describe )he general appearance: "The

VOM is enclosed in aplastic case approximately 6 inches long,

5 'inches wide, and 3 inches deep."

In some cases, both a comparison and a general descrip-
,

;ion of the mechanisi might be used in the introduction, as

the following student examples illustrate:, "The Lukas 11 AC

alternator'is very similar to,a generator. It is 6_inches in

diameter and 6 1/2 inches long." "The Royal 43 the rmo-,

start is 2" x :,r1". It is about the size of a pack of cig-
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arettes." Probably, most employers would now require that

measurements be stated in both inches and centimeters, rich

the studentwr.iters did not do.

The fourth-and last objective of the introduction is to

is
.-

.divide the mechanism into parts. It is the technician's re-

sponsibility to decide what the largest useful divisions of

the mechanism are, to determine in what order they should be

described, 4na:to list them in that order. No description is

necessary at this time. Major parts should simply be listed

in the same order as they will be described in the body (the

part-by-part description).

Listing the mechanism's parts in the introduction helps

in two ways. First, the list is a way.of giving the audience

an Under'gtanding of the mechanism. Second, the list indicates

the order of the part-by-part description. As stated previ-

ously, effective technical communication has as few surprises

as possible. The list of par\s is like a roadmap ofthe ter-
.

ritory to be covered.

The listing of parts or divisions can be organized ac-

cording to their function or their physical arrangement. For

instance,, the parts of a basic flatplate coilector, if orga-

,nizea by function, might,be in this order: transparent cover,

water tubes, absorbing surface,, and insulation. If physical

'arrangement were the basis, the parts would probably belisted

from top to bottom; absdrbing surface, transparent cover,

water tubes, and insulation.r .See Figure 1.

As a final vate,,the listing of parts in the introduction

can be either a)sentence or a list. Here is an example of a

sentence:
. .

The principal-parts of a flat-plate collector are the
absorbing surface, the transparent cover, the water
tubes, and he insulation.

4
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SUNUGHT ABSORBING SURFACE

u000000000p000
INSULATION

TRANSPARENT COVER

WATER TUBES

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Basic
Flat Plate-Collector.

A list might look like this:

The principal parts of a flat t-plate collector are as
allows:

.

1. Absorbing surface
2. Transparent cover
3. Water tubes
4. sulation

I

The part-by-p rt description is the second,\and most im--

portant, part of the description of a mechanism. Whether this

section is one short paragraph. or several pages long, a,part-
.

by-part description is the section from which the reader gets

the details6cessary to visualize the'mechanfsm. This sec-
,

tion is usually written in present tense. The organization

is'simple: parts are described in the same order as they were

listed in the introduction.

The description of each part is also simple-. each com-,

ponent must e handled like a new mechanism, since each part,

will be un amiliai to.the audience. The-technician should

introduce the'part, state its purpose, indicate its general

appearance, and dividel(it into subp-Srt.s. For a simple mech-

150
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anism, this may be all-that is necessary. For a more complex

component, each subpart can.be described in detail.
,

When de ribing components, the technician needs to

state the pup se of each part and then describe the part in

appropiiate de ail. This is.not always easy, for the writer

or speaker is o ten tempted to tell how the object works or

to explain the purposeip too much detail. When constructing

the descriptive portion ofua repont, the writer should remem-

ber that the purpose"is to describe not explain an entire

operation.

The technician's main objective in.describing a mechanism

is to include sufficient detail for the audience to get an
.

accurate mental picture. Some aspects that should be consid-

ered when describing in detail are as follows:
e

Color

Size

Shape

Texture

Position , )
Relationship to other part's

Material

Finish 4 y

Weight

A

Each aspect does not need to be treated in every de-

scription. Those'aspects handled depend on the type of

mechanism being described: the purpose of the communication

of which the description is a part, and as always the

reader. Is the aescriptiOn of a boiling water reactor sys-

tem for (1).'a technician who will repair it, (2) an admin. --

. trator who intends to purChase one, or- (3) a lay person who

wants to learn more abOut an unfamiliar subject?

,Page 10/TC-05



These portions of two'student papers show that amount.of

detail can vary. Neither is a perfect example,'but each has

merits.

An Oklahoma Instruments 4-51-ID calculator is an ad-
manced electronic computing device. It is slightly
larger than a pack of king-sized cigarettes. It may
be divided into three.parts: (1) the case, (2) the
display area, and (3) the keyboardd.

The case is blackshard plastic. It has grained tex-
ture. The case has an overall wedge shape, The bot-
tom of the case is 12 mm long and 2 mm wide. At the
point of the wedge, the case.is.14.6mm long and.7.7
mm wide. The top of the calculator is 13.8 mm long
and 7.6 mm wide. At the point-oethe wedge," there is
an indention 1 mm deep and 1.5 mm wide that runs com-

pletely around the calculator. On the bottom of the

.ease, there are two smooth T- shaped areas.'

Obviougly, the descri4ion'is intended for a reader who

needs exact dimensions. The rest of the student's descrip-

tion is equally detailed.

Here is the first portion of another student paper.

This paper is aimed toward a different audience; and written

for a different purpose,

Renless-automatic clothes-dryer- niOdel 66160-is an
electric home appliance that uses hot air to dry

clothes. It is a cubical device 34" tall, 34" wide,
rand 28"-deep The main parts are the body, the lid,
the exAaust,outlet, and the control knob.

The body is the main port of the dryer. All other

parts are attached to it. It is constructed of
steel.and aluminuM and finished in white enamel.

The reader ,of this nontechnical descriptiOn can get 4

general idea of,the dryer:s appearances however, the reader

of the description of the calculator shcluid.be able to draw

it to scale. The writer of the first description discussed

.0"
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.size, shape, material, and'finish. The second student also

touched on these four aspects, but did not use as much detail. _,--

The conclusion is the last component in constructing a
. -

mechanism. In the conclusion, the technician's responsibility

isto let the reader know how .the mechanism works, if this is

necessary. A conclusion may not be needed. If a conclusion'

is included, emphasis should be on the relationship between the

mechanism's parts,_ Ac_tuallythe_conconi-sa.cond-ens-ed-

description of an operation..

In summary, the description of a mechanism should con-

tain an introduction, a part-by-part description, and ustfally-

a es- lusion -'even though the total description may be
. .

brief. In-general, the organization will follow a-plan as'

outlin Nin Example A.

A
E(AMPLE A: .PLAN FOR THE DESCRIPTION OF A MECHANISM.

I. Introduction
A. Definition of mechanism
B. Purpose of mechanism
C. General appearance and comparison

with familiar object
b. Division into principal parts

II. Part-by-part Description
A. Part 1

1. Definition * -

2. Purpose
3. Appearance,
4. Division into subparts

a. Detailed description of subpart 1 -

(1) Color
(2) Size

(3) Shape
(4) Texture'
(5) Position

. .
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Example A. Continued.

(6) Rdlationship to other parts

(7) Material
(8) Finish
.(9), Weight

b. Detailed description of subpait 2 (of 4)

c. Same as "a"

d. Same as "a"
e. Same as "a"

B. Part 2 (same as "A")

Part 3- (sameas-"A")

-III. Conclusion (brief description of the mechanism in operatiOn).

oly

The technician should realize that this outlile is not

intended to guide every written description'. However, this

guide does summarize what has been said. As descriptions are

written, both as assignments for this module and as sections

9f reports, the outline can help the
e

writer decide what ap-

proach to take and What details to include. If the writer

keepth in mind, "I must give my audience an accurate picture

of this object," many aspects-that seem,problemtic will take

care of themselves.

SOME 130TENTIALPROBLEMS

_Je

Three additional problems in writing effectiv descrip-

tions of mechanists are (1) illustrations; (2) acc acy of

statement; and (3) amount of detail.

The first problem is: how many illustrations could be

used anI what should they show? This module cannot answer

that quetion, but here are some guidelines that will

154
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Even though illustrations are important, they must nor-

mally be accompanied by explanations. A drawing will not

usually show an action or'how much tension must be applied to

a fitting. Also, many persons understand better through

reading an explanation than frbm looking at a drawing. The

purpose -of the description must .be considered. The more the

reader needs to know, the more necessary it may be to have

illustrations. Is---the-readp-r-going-to-weA-Dn ecl

4

A

or simply identify it? Responses ,to these questions and sim-

ilar questkon can help the writer decide how many and what

kind of illustrations to use. .

The second problem is accuracy 'of statement. At first

glance, the technician may assume this means simply choosing

the. most accurate word. Certainly, word choice is important;

the communicator must always seek the clearest term. Accuracy'

of statement in this situation oftpm involves seeing as the

reader 'sees and communicating what the /reader, or listener

needs to know in order to visualize accurately.

"Seeing" means viewing the object as the intended audi-

ence might. It probably goes without saying that the more

familiar the communicator is with an-object, the more diffi-

tult It is to ''see" the object as a person unfamiliar kith it

would. Aspects that another person would find confusing might

be missed by the communicator. In describing a fuel pump, a

-mechanic might not mention the shape; but to a nonmechanic,

shape might be one of the,first characteristics'noticed.

"Seeing" may require tilt the communicator view the

Mechanism from several angles before determining which is the

best view to picture f6r the audience. More than one approach

-may need to be tried. If the reader or listener says, "I can-
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not visualize this," it makes no difference how clear the de-

scription is xo the writer. Something iswrong with the de-

s-cription.

First, the technician must see the mechanism as the

reader will see it; the next part necessary fO'r accuracy of

statement involves communicating with the reader. The tech-
,

nieian is expected to use the technical vocabulary ofthe au-,

dience. The meaning should be sO clearly stated that the au-

dience gets the exact meaning intended. When communicating

with a solar energy worker, the writer is expected to be fa-

miliar with and 1.11e correct descriptive terms.

, But communicating is more than just using the ript

word from someone's vocabulary. This is a description; the

reader or listener must "see" the mechanism after reading or

hearing about it. Most authorities agree that the best test

is to have some disinterested,,person attempt to draw the mech-
,

anism, using only the verbal description as a guide, This

test will help the communicator determine which characteris-

tics need clarifying.

The ti7ird problem is deciding how much detail should be

oifthe---s-cale- is ,the detailed descrip-

tioeof an individual MechaMism.. The other` extreme is the

general descriptibn intended only to give a fair understand-

ing of the mechanism. The geneial deseription'attempts to

present the mechanism as representative of its class, such as

a description of a heat pump, a solar collector, or a gas tur-

bine. *

A detailed description might depict a Strator Model 24

heat pump, a Browning solar collector, or a Tensing smooth-flo

gas turbine. Normally, the common sense of the writer or

TC-05/Page 15



speaker will answer questions about how much detail to use.

How much detail does the reader want and need? Reader adap-

tation is always the final guide,.

Before looking at some s gestions for writing Specifica-

tions, it might be helpful to examine a coupo-f mechanism

descriptions, viewing both strengths and weaknesses. Example

B is a student paper. Example C is from another module in the

energytechnician series.

EXAMPLE B: 'STUDENT PARER DESCRIBING AMECHANISM

Lucas 11 AC Alternator

The Lucas 11 AC Alternator is a-deyice that converts
mechanical power into electrical power*. Its operation
is very similar to a generator. This-alterftator is 6
inches in diameter, and,is 6 1/2 inches long. The
weight of the alternator is 9 1/2 pounds. It is itp-
able of putting out a maximum current of 45 amperes'at
rotor speeds up to 12,500 rpm. The alternate -

sists primai1ly of two end frahie assemblies, a rot
assembly, and a stator assembly.

The end frame assemblies ard'made of die-cast aluminum.
With are bearings that support the rotor.

The rotor assembly contains a doughnut-shaped field
coil wound onto an iron spool...the Q.011 and spool are
mountedibetween two iron segments with several inter-
lacing fingers: These parts are held together by a
press fit on 'an ,fton shaft. The iron shaft protrudes
through one end af the frame. A pulley is usually con-
nected to this end.

Two slip rings upon which the brushes ride are mounted
at one end of the rotor shaft and are attached to the
leads from the field coil.

Page 16/TC-05
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Example B. Continued.,

The stator assembly is mounted between the two framd
assemblies and consists of loops of wire wound into
the ,slots of the laminated stator frame. It'carries
3-phase windings.

Aix silicon diodes .are mounted in the slip. ring end
of the frame and are connected to the stator windings
forming a 3-phase bridgrcuit to give rectification
of the' generated a.c..output.

The operating functions of the alternator are very
simple. A direct current voltage from a battery is
connected to the ro or through the brushes that con-

.

tact the slip rin A magnetic field is built up
around rotor coi s of alternating polarities. An ex-

ternal force is applied to the rotor shaft, causing it
to rotate. As the shaft rotates, the magnetic field
from the rotor cuts the stator winding, thus inducing
a current. Because of the alternating polarities of
the fieldd on the,rotor, an a.c. current is developed
in the stator winding. The current produced then
flows through the diodes and is-changed to d.c.

This alternator was designed for use on an automobile.

C

The student writer's introduction contains all necessary

elements: definition, purpose; appearance, and list of part..

The definition, calling the alternator a "device," seems aimed

for the less=informed reader. The list of parts announces

the order in which the. part-by-part description will be han-

dled.

`A major omission in the student's part-by-part descrip-

tion is ,the purpose of each part., Even though not much space

should be devoted to the purpose of the parts, each should be

explained briefly. The ,end frame subparts are identified but

not listed first. The description of end frame subparts ex-
.

plains iaterial, finish, and relationship to other parts, but

includes few measurements.

15:3
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Both the description of the,slip ring and the stator *

assembly are no brief., Few details are included; pUrposes

are omitted. The silicon diodes 'are .described with the 4s-

sumption that the reader knows how they look and what their

purpose is; whereas, the introduction indicates that the in-

tended reader is relatively uninformed..

The final paragraph describes the aVernator, in opera:-

tion. The author assumes the reader will understand terms

like "magnetic field" and "polarity." Otherwise, the expla-

nation is clear.

- In summary, this description is somewhat inconsistent. `,

Either more explanation should be included, or the descrip,,

tion should be aimed for a better-informed reader. The au-

thor should have stated the purpose of each part, defining:

those parts that might be unfamiliar to the reader., The au-

thor seems doubtful who the reader is intended to be.

Because of the length of the second description, only

the first few paragraphs will be quoted. The student who

wishes to read the entire example can read it in Module EP-OS,

"Combustion Engines." Example C is suitable for use in a
;

report.

EXAMPLE C: STUDENT PAPER DESCRIBING A MECHANISM:

COMPONENTS OF AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

/
The most common type of combustion engine ie th re-
ciprocating internal combustion engine, using either
gasoline or diesel fuel. This type of /engine has the
following major components:

Cylinder block
Cylinder head

Page 18/TC-OS
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EXample C. Continueii..
"Immo

110.

Intake and exhaust manifold
Valve train
Pistpn and connecting rod assembly
Crankshaft assembly

CYLINDER BLOCK

The cylinder tlock is the basic frameork of a com-
---tuation engine.- All other parts are either assembled

within it or attached to-it. In'the block are holes,

or cylinders, in which the pistons move. In additidh,
inside the block are passages for cooling water (in 11

c

water-cooled engines) or fins th t help dissipate
heat (in air-cooled engines). Tie block is normally
made from cast iron, a cast ironalloy, or aluminum.

. ,

CYLINDER HEAD

The cylinder head is another stationary part of the
engine; it is bolted to the block to form a "-cap"

ovet the cylinder. There is a head for each bank

of cylindes. In-line cylinder configuration engines
have only one bank (since all of the cylinders are
gfouped together)" and, thus, have only one head. For

a V-type engine, there are two heads. Radial engines

do not have cylinders that are grouped together;
therefore, they require a head for each cylinder.

The he'd contains combustion chambers, valve ports,
spark plug or fuel nozile holes, coolant passages,
and passages thaeconnect the valves to the mani-

folds. Because it must withstand the same heat and -

pressure as the block, the cylinder head is normally
constructed of the same metal.

Before the head is bolted to the block, a gasket'is
placed between these two parts to form a.gastight
seal. This gasket, called the head gasket, is
made of terneplated sheet steel. If the gastight

seal is broken, the engine loses comprdssion and

power. Fuel consumption also increases. Normally,

head gasket leaks make the engine exhaust "pop"
because of the improper seal on the exhaust Naive.
In addition, oil droplets can be seen in the coolant
in the radiator and water droplets show up on the .

oil. Head gasket leaks can only be corrected by re- '

placing the head gasket.

.1
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Example C has few fla"ws and many merits. The author

seems to be aiming toward an informed audie4ce who need only

a general idea of the mechanism. The introductioh is short.

It lacks a brief description, but is complete otherwise.

.The reader.is familiar, with "combustion" and "reciprocating,"
4

since the description is part of a longer discussion in which

both terms are defined. The parts are stated in a list, in.:

stead of a sentence; this is a common practice for technical

reposrts. The part-by-part description follows the listing

order of the introduction.

Description of tie Plv,st component, the cylinder block,

relies on the illustration to show the reader how the part

looks. It would be difficult to visualize the block using

only the author's words. Although the purpose and materials

are mentioned, more details would help.

The second component, the cylinder head, is described

only generally. The author's purpose is not to describe a

specific head. Much of the description deals with how heads

'work and how to attach them to the cylinder block.

Other parts are described in ml.whthesame way. The au-

thor uses only enough detail to gi* the reader a general

view of the part. Quite a bi' :".Mention is devoted to hoW

the part functions.

SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications are a special but importdnt type of de-
.

scription of a mechanism a technician May sometimes be re- .

wri e. .They are unusual becau>krecision\and clar-

ity are cr iF1. A mistake in this description could cost a

Page 20 /TC -O5
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re
company thousands of dollars. If called on to write a spec-

ification, the technician must think "accuracy" from star

to finish. Nk-

A specif ication is.a detailed description of a service

or aTiece of merchandise that a person or a company intends

to-purchase. Various types of proposals are based on speci-

fications. The person who prepares a specification is de-

scribing exactly how a service is to be performed or an item

is to be constructed. Contracts of ailltypes are built around

specifications. The most valuable technician is the one who

can write specifications, as well as -tell. the manager what is

needed.

.1

The structure of a, .sperffl-dltion is rather simple and

straightforward. First, the writer explains in the introduc-

tion what is wanted in general terms. This part states the
0

date when the item or services should b- completed and any

special requirements that need to'be m t. Next, the techni-

cian writes an in ividual section for ea aspect.
_

If the spec fications are;-for an experimental solar col-

_ lector, the introduction 'explains the nsions, type of

materials, and perhaps exterior finish. The second section.,

often called the technics] clauses, mi ht include sections on
__---

excavation, concrete, framing, elec ical, glass sections,.

plumbing, metal work, or finish .rpentry. Probably the most

common specifications are those written for residences. Resi-

dential specifications include sections for many of the same-

items as-the solar collector, plus items such as bathroom and
4

kitchen,fixtures and total floorcoverings.

Theeli's' no rodm in a speOfication for such vague state-
.

ments.as'"b6gt quality" or "satisfactory to the customer."

The writ r must state exactly what is expected and how quality

TC-65/Nge
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will be judged. Industrial standards should be used when

possible, which usually means getting authoritative assis-

tance when needed. Every clause must be thoroughly detailed

and technically correct.

The residential specification writer must be specific,

yet leave the c" ,tractor enough freedom to be innovative;

confining the contractor with too many brand names should be

avoided. But any published-accepted standards of profession-

al group's should be used._ If changes ca be made later, a

concise statement should be made at the !rid of the specifica-

tion that gives the technician the right to make such charges.

,The'technician normally will not be expected to write
specifications, but the abllity to do so will be useful when

the-need a?Ises.

vt.
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EXERCISES

4

i. Select a mechanism nor ally :ed by a technician. trite

three descriptions of mechanism of-16ss than 100 .

words each. 'Destribe it for (1) a'retpairmaii,(2) a new

student who will use the item in a lab; and () anotler

technician who will lookfor it among other similar

items.
#

2. Describe a mechanism for an Uninformed reader and for a "%-

technician who it simply not familiar, with this particu:

lar item. Each descript on should be about 200 word's-.

,3. Find descriptions of th ee different mechanisms in re-

poi4,'books, magazines or journal articles. Be pre- 'A

pared,to explain-each description's organization to oth,

er cLass members.

- 4. Acquire_a set of residential home specifications. Write

a 100-200 word paper'analyzing the organization,

(ivage, and unUstlit'l'clauses.

asei of specifications for d small stor build-,

ing.

A
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. TEST
e

-s,

*

1. Define mechanism as used in this module.
ti

. ..
)

2. Explain what "describe a mechanism" means.
-.

3, Why might a technician need to describe a mechanism?

o"

1. Cs

In

.

r
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I.

4. .04tline the three divisions of description of a
-

mechanism.

a

Explain. the .part reader

descriptions.

t

aptation plars in writing

r
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6. List two ways a communicator can create a visual image

in the introduction.

List two ways the lLsting of parts can be organized.

8. List four aspects that must be donside ed when describ-

ing an item in detail.

4

163
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.

4

9. What should be included in the conclusion: if one,is

used?

o

4

10. How can the writer determine if illustrations are

needed?

11. , How do seeing and commpniccing affect accuracy of
,

statement?

LA
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12. What determines how much de ail to include in a descrip-

tion?

13. Define specifications.

11.

14., How can,specificationS be organized?

170,

411
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INTRODUC3ON

Whether the task be explaining ho something works,

descrbang how someone performs an ope ion, or giving

instru tions,'process description is a necessary part of

the to hnician's job. This module defines each type of

proces description, giyes suggestions for constructing

each t pe, and provides methodS for checking the students'

unders anding of concepts.

PREREQUISITES

T e student should have completed the introductory

Techni al Communications module, plus modules on researching,

ouflin ng, writing definitions, and describing mechanisms.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. Define a process.

2. List two types of processes.

3. List three problems that arise when describing a.pro-

cess.

4. Know what must be adapted for the audience.

S. Know in which two places the list of materials and

supplies can be placed, and in which place lists appear'

most often.

6. 'Know how steps or actions are usually organized.
o

172
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7. List three items that are usually discussed in the

introduction and three items that are sometimes in-
,

cluded.

Know whether or not,steps should be divided into sub-

steps.

9. Define and know when to use the imperative mood.

Know what determines the amount of detail to include

when discussing the steps in a process.

11. Know.if a conclusion is needed.

12. List three key 4fferences between a procesg where no

person is conspicuously Involved and one in.whdch a

person is involved.

13. List seven suggestions fox writing instructions.

14. Write descriptions of.processes adapted to diffe-cent

readers.

15. Write a set.of instructions that a technician could

follow.

16. Evaluate instructions.

4
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SUBJECT MATTER

DESCRIBING A PROCESS

One of the mast natural writing assignments e techni-

cian will encounter is.the description of a process. If a

person says, "tell me about the generator," the person.spoken

to will most likely begin by explaining how it "works," not

how it looks.

A process is a e ies oifT-Tfated actions; therefore,

the description of a p ocess\is a description of.action.

The description ofa process alls 'rather naturally into

one of two types: one in whith a person, plays an important

pare(soldering a wire, Charging an air conditioning system,'

mining coal) and one in which a person plays a minor role

(how a T.V. picks up signals, how coal is formed, how a

solar collector works). In addition to discussing these

two types of process descriptions, this module also incoCudes

a section on writing instructions.

Technical communicators must tell others how to do

something, explain how something works, or give instructions

on how to carry out an operation. The description. ,of a pro-
,

cess will usually be part-of a longer explanation, report,

speech, energy audit, or other activity Many times, Ae-

communicat.or'must explain how something works or how to per-

/ -form a task, even though the purptse of the report, speech,

study, or diagnosis is entirely different.

The purpose of this module is (1) to define description

of a procegs, to examine three problems in describing'

processes, and (3) .to analyze types of processe,s and their

organization. The .previous paragraphs have defined the

. 2
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description of a process as a chain of action leading tp) a

desired result.

Usually, this process description involves 4'meChanism.

-"Here, the word "mechanism" includes all systems whose parts

operate in a definable way. Therefore, the description of

a process, whether its purpose is to tell how .something

works or_how to rtrform some, task,' involves describing a

series of actions that usually involve a mechanism.

-/-

PROBLEM? ENCOUNTERED IN DESCRIBING A PROCESS

o

What problems can arise in describing almost any pro:-

cess? The main ones are (1)'adaptation,to the ;egder, (2)

overall organization, and (3) use of illustrations. Natu-

rally, the most important problem, as with most phases of ,

technical communication, is adapting the process description'
, .

to'thtdaudience.

How much does the audience need to know? Will the

description be used as a guide for performing an operation,

or is it simply to give a person a general knowledggrof the

process? Is this description a set of instructions for in-

stalling energy efficient lights; or is it'only to acquaint

the reader with how.easy the job can be? The question; "how

much does the audience peed to know?" is dependent on an

audience analysis, which mig t not take long, but must be

done: Language must be adapt d. Audience analysis deter-

mines writing level. How informed is the audience? What

terms must be defied?
4 Thenext problem, organization, is really not much of

a problem. Steps are usually described in the order,they

occur. The difficulty is in where to discuss. quipment and -
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4tsmaterials, and this is usually only atproblem when writing

instructions: ,Equipment and materials can be lumped together

at, the beginning, or each item can b; discussed as it comes

up in the, description. If there are only a few items in-

or"if items must be assembled before -beginning

the process (as in assembling an electronic kit or baking a

Cake),'then the materials are usually listed in the begin-

ning.

If, on the other hand, items are so numerous or complex

that remembering them is a problem, they are explained as

they appear in discussion. Explaining items as they appear,

in the text is more common, but both methods are used.

AudienCe analysiS,,the importance of having materials

available during a process, and number of"items are alb

impOrtant considerations when seleCti,ng the best place for

materidis and equipment.

The third problem, use Of illustrations, is a difficulty

only in trying to include as many clear illustrations a pos-

sible. To picture an action is difficult, but this pro lem'

can be handled "in several ways. Methods are as follows

1. ( Provide a series of drawings or pictures showing the

technician or the mechanism in various stages.

1(
2. Prbvide a sketch of-how the parts fit together.

Illustrate how to hbld the tools.

A person unfamiliar with the process is the perfect tester

for the illustrations. What questions arise? What is diffi-

cult to understand?

4,

so

1
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TYPES OF PROCESSES

To be able to write descriptions of processes, the

technician needs to be familiar with the two types: (1)

those in which a person p s an important part and (2)

those in which a person does not play an important part.

As Stated earlier, instructions are a special category of

the first type of process description. 'Because of their

importance to the technician, this module will cover writing

instructions in detail.

Description of the process involving a person is called

several names by different- authors. One calls it the "how

I did it" description; another says it is the "process in

which the operator takes a conspicuous art." Most authors

simply call the procedure a descriptio of a process. Re- I

gardless of what this technique is called, emphasis is on

the person rather Than the mechanism.
-

The description of a process, regardless of type or

length, is normally divided into three parts: (1) the in-
.

troduction; (2) the body, which consists of the chief ,steps;

and perhaps, (3) the conclusion. ,Many times, no conclusion

is necessary. The writer simply stop after the last step._

is explained.

The introduction fo a process description can contain

several items. The introduction must (1) define the process;

(2) state its purpose; and (3) list chief steps.* None of

these need to be long, but each item must be stated or'clear-

ly implied. All three items might be handled as briefly as

this: "Before two wires can be soldered, the joint must be

properly prepared. A pocirly-prepared joint may result in a.

'cold solder joint' and make little or no contact, even

though tt may appear to be solid. To prepare a joint for

Page 6/TC- 17, ,
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soldering (1) clean the wires to be joined; (2) join the

. wires; 'and C4 apply flux."

*Questions. other than "what is the process;" "what is

its purpose," and "what are the st ," do sometimes arise

an might need to be answered in the'-'introduction of a more

_detailed description. Other questions fq.low: "Who performs .r

this process?" "Why is it being described?" "Where \s it '0

being done?" "What point of viewuis used?" If the des rip-

tion is part of'a longer item (which it usually is),-the,

techpician often needs to explain whq'the description istin-

cluded. Point of view might be mentioned if the process

description is writteti LOr an engineer rather than a C2fts-

man, or intended for a layman rather than technician.

Several authorities believe that the introduction shodld

state the principles involved. '

Where should materials and equipment be discussed in .

the introductidh or in the body? The technician,mist follow

suggestions given in the beginning of the module.; If the

list is_ brief, or, if the items must be gathered first, then

the list should be in the introduc i n: Otherwise, e&ch

item should be discussed as it appears in the body of the

process description. This list is often called the ,appit

ratus.

The body of a process dMription is easily organized.

Chief steps are' listed and explained in the order in which

they occur. If the chief steps are complicated, then each

may need to be broken into substeps.

How can the communicator determine whether or not to

divide steps into substeps?- One should use the principles J

of outlining presented in a previous module. Remember that

each step must be a manageable unit. .e

TC-06/Page 7
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Firs ,the writer should list all steps that need to

be covered. The number of steps should beconsidered;'is

--the 1ist4,1ong? If there are only three to eight steps,'no

substeps. ma)fl be necessary. But what if the preliminary

1ist totaksfifteen.ot twenty steps? This number requires,

gr9uping. The technician has to identify, from the grelim-

inary,list, which steps are chief steps and which are sub-,

f ("steps. Thetechnician should remember that each step must
c

be 4 manageable unit.
.

Here are suggestions for describing steps in the pro

cess. First, and most important, steps must be discussed,

..in the sane order aS,they were listed in thd introduction;

Second, the .technician 'should avoid the imperative

(command) mociIi unlessthecommunication is intended to.be

a set of inetructions., In describing-how coal is :crushed

in preparation for turning, the writer shauldaY, "crushing

is used to product! the size needed" or "the coal is crushed
e / .

to a suitable she ," rather than. "crush the coal to the de-
.

sired ize." The pronoun "you". may be used in giting in-

structions`, but the writer .should be sure that it needs to

be use4 an is not an accident or the result of poor think-
,

or)planning. ,

,Th4.rT: when-describing steps 'he tpchni'cian must in-
.

, ,, ..
Clude evexytlling the audience needs to :understand' the pro-

cess. Tocto this, the,technician must be aware of the situa,-

tidn, .purpose, and.saudience. Details .'should not only show

ftwirat" is done, but also "how" and "why.. ".
. c.

. , t

'0!Xssuke'nOthing: For instaficef it is importantnt to tell ;,' -,,,
the eader.that a boiling water reactor uses steam todriye".

turbines. It is alsa important to explain why cooling towers
,

are usedoandoyhy the reactor is always placed near a large'
" .

lake or river, "
.

y.'"
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As another example, cOnside the Student who was told

to dilute a chemical before using it. The _instructor as-

sumed the student would know not to dilute the= chemical

until the day it was to :0e used. The in'structor's assump-

tion was wrong; the student diluted all 20 gallons the first

day and the solution had lost its' strength by the time it

was to be used. Remember, all detailSare important.

A formal conclusion may not be: needed. Will a con-

clusion help the reader? If it will_pot; omit the conclu-

sion. There are several ways of ending the description of

a pro(t cess: They are as follows

Summarize the steps' by listing them .again.

Relate this prdcess .to other proCesses , other work/-\
'being done , or other parts othe report or presenta-

tion.

Review special points,. cautions-, advantages., or dis-

advantages.
..

.
Normally, the technician will cneed to Analyze the communica-

,

tion situation of which the description., is a part' to deter-

mine whether or not. a conclusidri is needed.-
<v.

The other type of p.rocess 4escTption is one in .which

a ,person does. not play An- important art. Examples of this

are how a T.V. picks up signals, fdels burn, how

clouds are formed. and how liquid cools an Angirce or a re'ac-

. tor. As with' the process, in which a ,get'son plays a part,

this second type of process description is called various
.

4

titles. "How it happeqs ," and "A mechanism in operation"

are examples. °In ,this type of prbcess, either 'in° person i
4P it,

-involved or the person involved plays an ins g ficant role.

Therefore, there are -some key differences sticiciAswhen: .

. .
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EMphasis is"on the process or action not'the

operator.

- Equipment and materials become the actors.

DeStription is in the active voice.
.

In an internal combustion engine, emphasis is on the44

- . acti n rather thag-a person.: Even though an operator st-arts .

the engine, the descriPtion of the tappet, or valve lifter -7.

- ...
. , .

ce..)
,-

(fro another module in this seriegT makes no Mention` of a

. .

perso : "As the cam lobes rotate,:they 8orce the valve.
,

1

1

141

lifters up, thus changing the rotary motion of the ca aft.

into"a, reciprocating motion that opens the valVes. A the

cam continues fo rotate past its raised surface,' the va,lve

spring forces,the tappet down, thus holding it against the

cam-surface.7

Notice that this section also illustrates ttlbother
i

equipment and .are ac skey differences. ''The eint nd materials-the actors

the cam lobes, the tapppts, aDd the valve springs carry out .

-

the actions with no mention of a person. Als'o,;the descrip
e:

tion is in active voice insteddrof passive:

Active voice - The cam lobes force the valve lifters,.

up.

.

The valve spring fortes the tappet down.
I

Passive voice -,The valve lifters are forced up

by the 'cam lobes, The-tappet is forced down by
.

, -1the valve spring.' .- ,

. Organization of this category *follows much the same
- I

v

pattern as the process in which a person takes an active
.

.

pro-
cess I

,
. spart. There is an introduction; a aescription

.

of the

or - operation, and usually 'some type of-conccusiot9 -7

_.

-,- .:The,concausion must define the operatIoft and list the steps
.

...

e- -Or sequefices of the process. 'Either the purpOse or the.

.
...

% basic principle is stated.
..

: .,- : , ,
t, . .. '

*. ....

..^ '4 4 )c cu.
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.

as, DesCription of the process or operation is again a

description'of the steps of sequences. The amount'of coins',
,

plei detail necessary in the prbcess des7ariptiori depends
Y

on _,?:,_

.
,

'i
the writer's purpose, intended audiehce; and subject. How

, ......

much knowledge of the process tust tile reader have-to undef-,
., .

stand,the rest of the rePorx? How-much must be explained
1.... .

for the Audience to follow the remi0Inder of the oral presen-
.

ttionq -i44cmuch inforiation does .the manager require to .

interpret the results of the study? Thetedinician has
...--,

.Teaso,n for describinsg the proces'in the first pl,ace. This
A :.--

reason should dictate the'length and complexity of the de-

scriptton,1 rather than how much the technician knows about

the subject. 1 '- ,3.

. .

, .

The conclusion'\ need not be lengthy. A summary Qr. a-

.

,

, . -

description of the cemplete cycle of Opeiation is adequate. '
.

Most of the suggestioks.on the other :type of description .

. . ..::

apply.here, too. Y.-..

.
..

)
.

The outlple of a process description in.whi a
.

ch person

doe play an-i*mportant role might lo8k like the;following .
. .

. .

.I. Introduction

.-, -
. ,.

...
. .,

. A. Definition of process .r/
,t

,, :

B. Purpose foi process N 1
,",,

C. Principle of op.eratio

D. i ..Main steps of sequend s .

II. qe's.ptiPtion o ess t
- _

A. First st sequence -

1. Definition ,of step' or sequence

2. Detailed description

B. Qther steps br sequendes
C: Other stens or sequences J

i. Ni
: ,

I .

N(fW that the basics of. the two types of process de-
%..,

. . - 0
.scriptioiis.havebeen piesented, here are three examples

("&.. filail ,course 'Energy Production System. Exampek'is
,..

tr

.
sr:
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*It

a,process involving a person. In Examples B and C., the

operatOr simply starts the process.

*--

.1

'EXAMPLE A: .DESCRIPTION OF A PROCESS INVOLVING A PERSON:

Several operations are important in preparing coal for burning.
Specifically, they are the fallowing: -

. Cleaning
'Crushing,
Sulfur removal-

Cleaning methods are employed to remove some noncombustible
products from coal. Because many common .impurities are more dense
than coal;. they can be separated by mechanical methods. Particles
of different density settle' at differ,ent rates in a fluid. 'Heavier
imp rities sink to the bottoi fabter in water and, thus, can be
se crated from coal.

.
Another method involves placing coal on a screen and,blowing,A--

either air or water through the bed of coal. Heavier particles',...4.5,
fall downward thrbugh holes in the screen more easily and can be-44,,,;
separat -ed. "

A met-hod called frotflotation is applicable to coal of
small size. Coal is agitated in a mixture of water.and reagents
that.produCe asurface froth. Coal particles float in the froth;

"Whereas, heavier particles sink and can be separated%

Crushing is employed to produce the sizes needed for various
types-of burners. Sizing standards have been described previously.
Crushers have been 'developed that use toothed rollers, or rotating
hammers, or rings, that strike the coal and break it up. Crusherrs

ate used in conjunction with screens or!gratings of appropriate
spaCing to control the size of crushed coal.

Sulfur an undesirable element in coal because it leads to -

air pollution. Sulfur in the forinof pyriteS -(iron suifide) is
removed by the operations of crushing, washing, gravity separation,
or _froth flotation. Sulfur in the fort of organic compounds cannot
be removed by these methods. Experimental methods, such as magnetic
separatiok, are beingeveloped for improved removal of pyrites..

t

Page 12/TC-06
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EXAMPLE B: PROCESS DESCRIPTION WITHOUT CONSPICUOUS PERSON.

'In aboilidg water reactor, water heated by removal of heat
energy from the core is allowed to boil inside the reactor vessel.
The steam is piped to turbines, which are usedto drive electric
generators. After passing through ,turbines, steam is condensed, and
water is pumped back to the reactor vessel.

A schematic diagram of a boiling water reactor system s shown

in Figure 1. The water flows through the core and is heated to about
550°F The water boils and produces steam at a pressure around 1000
psi. ,Steam flows,through the piping to drive,the turbines. (The

piping shown in Figure lis oversimplified; there are many pumps,
valves, etc., in the: rculation systka.) The steam, of course, car-
ries radioactivi,ty becaUse it has passed through the reactor core.

Figure 1. Diagram of a Boiling Water Reicto System.

. Water in the condenseeis Cooled by he exchange with water. .-

from the cooling towers, which are located outside the reactor - -,

building. These large cooling towers, which have become familiar
as,a symbol of nuclear power, allow disiipation of waste heat from

ithe.reactor. Most reactors are located near a large body of water

,a lake or direr to provide a good supply of coolant. The cooling ,j

towers' are used to avoid thermal:Pollution of the ody of water.

o

1S4

-
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EXAMPLE C: PROCESS DESCR PTI N WITHOUT CONSPICUOUSPERSON.

There is a competing app
fusion inertial confinement fu
target is compressed and heated
one billionth of a second. The
rapidly, before the fuel has a
said to be "c fined" by inerti

for controlled thermonuclear
ion. In this approach, ?a tiny

a very short time, less than
usion energy is produced very
ance to fly apart. The fuel is
forces.

A method lust be used for he - -'n: the fuel very rapidly.
One approach is to use lasers, which are c able of producing
very high power pulses with extremely short duration. Laser-
assisted thermonuclear/kUsion was first suggested in the early

in the United States, the Soviet Union, and several other coun-
tries.

The discussion of inertial confinement fusion in this section
emphasizes the use of lasers for heating fuel. Other heating
methods are also under investigation such a; the use of electron
beams or ion beams. It should be remembered that there are com-
peting approaches for inertial confinement fusion.

Because the confinement time is short (< 10-9 secondi), the
particle density must be high (> 1029/cm3) in order to satisfy
the Lawsot criterion. Since the fuel deuterium-tritium is

(gaseous, it must be compressed considerably to achieve the required
density (inich is higher than the density in solid materials).

:4 The appr>dach to.help.ng and confinement is illustrated in Figure 2.

0 .0
Figure 2. Diagram of Processes.in Inertial

Coafinement Fusion.
4
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Example C. Continued.

Thegasedus fuel is contained in a spheriCal glass shell. .The

spherical.targets being used in current experiments have'diapeters
of approximately 0.01 cm. A numberof laser beams (or electron
beams or ion beams) strike the target from several different direc-,

_...r.A.opp,.as shwa. The beams vaporize the surface of the target

and produce a hot, expanding plasma. .The expanding plasma= reacts

on the full; compressing it and driving it inward. This process,

called an implosion, can produce'the required high temperatures

and high particles needed to satisfy the Lawson criterion.

1

/The introduction to Example A is brief. Example A lists

\ila
step?, but the definition is'br f nd no purpose is given. '

Discussion of steps is adequ
. ,

ate, t not detailed. The de-
,

.

scriptidn is part ofthe-module "Generation Of Steam and Hot

Water Using Solid Fuels," and probably does not need to be

any more detailed than it is..'

Examples B and C are partof the module "Generation of

team .and Hot.Water.Using Nuclear .and Experi'Mental Power

Sources." The introduction to Example B does not list the

steps or stages as in Example A, but Example B is clear 4

No other infofmation (definition, purpose, etc.) 4s needed

because this descrip -tion is an integral part of a discussign !

i about reattor:designs. One diagram is included; it-is suf-

ficient. This brief description contains eXcellatdetails.
, t r

Example C is the.most cailblex. -It is aimed toward-the

'same reader as the °thy examples k The introduction in

Example C is rather brief; although it mention's the twoMain

steps heating'and confining the fuel the introduction

says very little. Detail are adequate. Because of the

s)

.

complexity of the process, only a general, understanding is

sought. Since they have appeared earlier in.the text, the/
, .

-discussion assume .that the reader understands terms like

186"
R
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-"thermonuclear fusioh," "electron beams," "ion beams," ".Law -

son- criterion," and "plasma." 1

INSTRUCTIONS "IN A PROC S
irc 0

The descripti h of a process involving a.person includes

one of the most di ficult items a technician is called up Ito.,

a,set Of instructions. Writing instructions rel-

atively, easy, but Fmposing instructions in such a way that-

. the reader canhot Make a mistake is not easy.

What is the secret to writing good instructions? As

usual, accurate audience analysis is the key. If the in-

structions deal with troubleshooting an exhads,t analyzer,

how much about electronics does the mechanic know? If the

instructions, explain how to.instaIl at,hermostat, does the

reader kno;:itthow to identify wires? The technician often

assumes that understanding an operation means being able to

tell someone else how'to do it. Examination of varioas in-
,

structiops shows that this is not necessarily true.

'Organization is S raightfqrward. The Lntroduction may

contain only what the eration is, why it is performed, and

w at the steps are.'41 axal.ess of brevity, the reader should

told what he is do , why -it should be done, an how

it will be accompllhea. The techniCian may, as stated

earlier,'list tools and. matS-rials. Perhaps necesgary skills

will be explained. 'None of these will-repfacewhet,ivhy,

and how.
44

The steps may bel.' andoften are, numbered in the drelOp-

ment or explanation section. Steps should be devdloped in

sufficient, detail. --Sometimes steps may have to be subdivided.

"Paier16/TC"--06
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,

Helpful suggestions should biC included; warnings.and cautions

should be stated.
4,- #

.

The conclusion i4 often s imply completion'of the last

step. A summary or re-listing p ,,the steps should be used

whenever possible. ther methods-might be mentioned.

J
..

'Since instructi ns must be accurate,, here are a few

suggestions to help avoid problems:

1. Instructions should not

6-,Imoted-reToter.

O

I

and directiOns aimed at

be. too technical for tblfi12-

be defined

that level or a little below.

V

2, aIoUgh detail should be included. The tedgiician must

remember that the reader may not know as-much about

the subject as the technician. Instructions sometimes

end up being more a checklist than a wOrkabIeguide.'

In a set of instructions for timing an engine,-the

statement "hook ..1p,,the timing light" assumes

is-familiar with

technician should give too muc

'penOugh.

3. The reader

a -- equired

remind the
- .

cedures are

remembered:

wrong." If

correct procedure; 'If in'dou4,,cVie
N-1-

detail rathe? t' an

-. --.-.4.,,_.
, -

:4*--,

.3,,

.,

must be instructed to coniNgt0,:thesteps in
r, .:'

man Sq* uThe techniCian id constantly

ader of Wliat will happen, i4 0,Ttafikspro-' ,..
.

not followed. Murphey's 1*1.A.

"If something can go wrong, it
, 4to

chemicals must be mixee, in, a certOin,-Manef,,

tell,the reader, If the bolts in

ompressor must be tightened with a torque 4ench, t isc Ti

should be clear to the reader. If the vapon arrier

on an inner wall must be stapled only -at certain points,

this should be explained. The techniCian must warn the

reader whenever necessary.

(
,

188
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4. All necessary information should be explained, in early

steps. The communicator, should not assume that the

reader will read the entire set of instructions before

beginning. Illlructions should request that the reader

look over all the instructions before starting, but

ass ume that the reader will plung e right in. Most
ti

will. If step even is influencednfluenced by step,s x, Warn

the reader early; do not wait until step x to mention

the fact. k

The impera iVe moutshould-beused when telling the

reader what to- do. Fo-r'instance:

Imperative Connect the wire. Check the'pressure.

Calculate t'he houily usage, and depressurize the

sy em.

414 D clarative The wire should'be connected.

Pressure must be cheeky'. Hourly usage an be

calculated by thezder, and the reader can de-

pressurize the system.

Using the'imperative is not ordering your reader

around; this is the clearestikommunication. Certainly

not all statements must be in the imperative mood.

Explanations, warnings, and other such items can be in

other forms, A f4.rial note about the imperative mood:

even though the pronoun "you" is understode, it should

normally bp.omitted. The. writer should

the wire" rather than "you connect the wi' ," even'

though "you" is the Understood subject Of-the first

statement.

6 As discussed ea-i-li.er in thikmodule, if tools and mat 1

riars shoUld be assembledthey should be fisted in

(or directly following) thQ introduction.- Having the

Page .18/TC-06
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redder get deep into the process only to find that

missidg.tool ds needed can be avoided by listing neces-

sary tools early in the ingtructions.'

7. Long lists ofqnstructiOns should be-broken into seVr-
,, '

eral stages or phases. Usually, logical divisions will

be apparent. Ten instructions °under one phase are

_easier to understand than forty instruction's dealing

with the entire process.

Diagf.ams should be used when needed but only then.

Diagrams caa_be very_liklpfka Sand' should be used when

necessary, but they should be used only when they

help the readey.

9. When several unfamiliar teltirs, must2be included, a

setion tf, definitions shoul'1 be include The,defini-
,

tionS should be as brief as possible.

Now that some suggestions for writing instructions have

been listed, here are two sets of instructions to examine.

First', read' both sets of examples. Then read the comments.

Both examplesoate laboratory eXperimentS from the course

Energy Production Systems.

EXAMPLED: INSTRUCTIONS WRITTEN EQR LAB EXPERIMENT.

ATERIALS

Spar tion engine with at least four Cylinders
t of bre ker pointse'that 'fit 'the engine

Condenser t at fits the engine
for that _its t engine

eeler _gage f reakerpoints

.Timing Ugh
See-of aches

Screwdriver set

,

190
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Example D. Continued.

PROCEDURES

-1.' Remove the distributor cap.
2. Remove the rotor, condenser, and breaker points from

distributor.
3. Replace old parts with new points, a condenser, and a

rotor. Do not cont the coil wire to the condenser.
4. Gap the points to prescribed measurement with feeler

gages.

5. Connect the coil wire to the condenser.
6." ,Replace the distributor cap.
7. Insert timing light between the number one cylinder

and the corresponding spark plug wire. ---

S. Time the engine.

Ezt

'EXAMPLE E: 'INSTRUCTIONS WRITTEN FOR.LAg EXPERIMENT ( #2).

. e.

MATERIALS

Impirlse.water motor with pressure gage and prony brake
(Sargent-Welch #1101 or equivalent)

Water source ,

Collection container calibrated in ft 3

Timer

PROCEDURES ,

1. Set up theexperImentalapparatus, as shown in Figure 3,
with the collection container "removed..

2. Turn ON the water supply and adjust the flow for low-,
speed operation of...the water motor. tecord)thediffer-
ence in the spring scale readings in Trial 1 of the
Data Table in pounds). Next, record the water4pressure
in lb/in2 and Onvert this value to lb/ft2. ,

3. Place the collection containeY r0 catch the expelled
.water and simultaneously start the timer and revolution
counter.

4. When a predetermin dvolume of water has passed through
the 'turbine, read nd record the values of the revolu-
tion counter and,t er; then record the volume of water.

Page 20/TC-06
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Example E. Continue

SPRING
SCALES

PRESSURE
METER

WATER
MOTOR

:A a

s.s.

-4

Figure 3. Laboratory Setup.,

1

D. Turn OFF the water supply.
6. Record the circumference.of the pulley (in f eet).
7. Calculate and record turbine input power from the fol-

lowing equation:

IV*

Input Power
(ftlb) Pre gure:(1114ft.2) x Volume 4ft3)

s Time (I)

k'?

,.Eguatdon 1

8. Calculate and record the turbine output power from
the following equation:

Output Power

4

(ftlb) Revolutions
xaScale difference

Time (s)

4 :

-.,!\= Pulley Circumference (ft)

o ,

9. Calculate'and record turbine efficienci:
.

10. Repeat the steu for two higher water-flow
i.comprese Trials 2 and 3 of the Data Table.

47-r -ft

1 (19

gtOtion.;\

x.
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Example E. Continued. ,'

'DATA TABLE 1

Trial

Scale
Illfference

Water

fr sure
Number of

Revolutions Time
Volume of
Water

Input
Power

Output
Power

N.....--

Efficienc/-y

t

I

Z

3 ',.

us lb lb/in2 16/ft2

'

s ft/

8

ftlb itelb 2

s s

-

'

Pulley citcumferenr.
.

, .s.
in . ft

I

VI.
.

As'stated earlier, both Examples D.--and E are laboratory

experiments,' which someAat affects structure: For In-
,

stance, neither example has an introduction, which probably

would have helped. Materials were listed scrthat the studelt

could assemble them before beginning the7experimerit.

Both experiments,assumequite'a bit. 'In Example ,D,

procedures a and 2 assume that the student knowshow to re-

move the items., Some distributor caps require depressing

and turning rather hard-to-see screws. Some rotors are sit-
,

ply pulled off °.Others are
*

held on bY,s,crews.: Procedure 8 4
,assumes the mast, since timing the engine is rather critical

and requires some cautions. ObAousl if le 'A were

written for *someone pt r than a ,student who had just read

a thorough discussion, ore details would have been needed.

Some of the same comments On Example D apply to Example

-E, bUt the second.set of lab instructions contains more de-
,

tails. kit, too, assumes that the Student unlerstapds cer-

. tain ter and procedures, but more explanation is included': _

Page 22/TC-06 .
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This module has presented rules and conventions for

writing the description of a proGess, explaining how some-

thing works, and giving directions.' These techniques'are
.4'

t

an integral part of the technic 1 communicator's routine

duties. These writing skills m st, therefore,' be. practiced
.

until they become simple for the writer.:
r

4
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EXERCISES

Ush% some process in .your field of study, write two de-
.

sc:riptions of about 200 words each. Write the first one

fdr-an unireormed reader and the second for a persOn in

. , the field. Idefitify the intended reader.

2. , Select a process related to your technology and write

a set of instructions for another technician. Pick a.
- -.process complex enoughiYo require a description of at

least 260 words.

3 From a magazine.ora textbook, bring to class an exam-
.

ple of a process description involving a person, one

'in which a person is not conspicuously involved, and

a set of instructions. Be. prepared to evaluate each

one;using the. criteria dicussed in this module..
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TEST

1. Define a process.

2. List two types of processes.

3. List three problems that can arise in describing a

process.

0 0

1 0-7
$ .T06/page'27
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-A

lo

.,' List at must be adapted to the intended audience

during the description of a process,

S. Where can the list of materials and equipment be pldced:

4n a process description? Where do the lists appear

most oftei?

6. How are chief steps organized or arranged?

O

Page28/YC-06
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4,

4

4

,-

1

to

7. List three items that are normally in the introduction.

List three item/---"Th s that are sometime.in\the introduction.

,

44

/

.
,.

,8

8. What determines whether chief steps should be divided

into substeps?

a

°V

.

t,.

t

_ 9-. What is the imperative mood? When should it be used?-
e
7

I

4 3

*

.. ,
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4

c-10. Whafrdetermines how much detail to use when discussing

steps?

..

11: What. determines if a conclusion is needed?

12. List three key differences between a process where a

person is not,conspicuously involved and one inwhich

a person is involved.

Page 30 /TC -06
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13. List sevenisuggestions for writing instructions.'

4

.1

e

v

201
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INTRODUCTION
(

Previous modules have alluded to theoral and visual

aspects of technical communications, 'but no concentrated set

Of'suggestions for these two vital,areas.ha's been given.
, K .

This module condenses s'eme-keysto effective oral comaunica-

tions and visual illustrations:

1

PREREQUISITES
fi

The student sho.uld have completed thefirst module of

Technical _Communications_

OBJECTIVES

Upon completiOn of this modu-e the student,should be

able to:

J. List some situations in which a technician will. use oral.

skills. `'

2. List six steps_in_65hSTructing an oral, presentatZon. .

3. -List guestions one must.ask when selecting a subject for

amoral pre5entation.
. -

4. Li4t several aspects ofaudience analysas,

S.. Compare three ways to deliveran oral presentatlon;

..explain which method is best.
f :

6, . List suggestions for constructing the introductiol,

body, and conclusion of a presentation.

7. list four suggestions,for'Using visual aids in,an/oral

presentation..)

8. L,ist,fpurLwaysigrOup Communications can be classified.

203
/
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k
9 List essentials for being a participant in, and for being

a leader of, group communication.

10. Li-st steps in preparing to lead group discussion. ,

11. List suggeAtions for handling the opening, mutual
, exchange period-, and termination of a.person-to-person

.

transaction.

12. List suggestions for handling preparation and planning

of an interview, and for conducting the interview. h

13. List three reasons to use illustrations.
-s. I

14. Compare formal, and informal tables.

15. Define a bar graph, circle graph, line graph, flow

chart, organizational chart,,and line drawing.' Give
.

two suggestions ,for constructing each. '

16 'prepare and deliver an'acceptable oral presettati,on.

17. Prepare an acceptable informational interview:'

18. Leada group discussion. - ,

19. Construct the'visual illustrations discussed in this

modu'le.

4,
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SUBJECT MATTER

ORAL AND VISUAL ASPECTS OF T CHNICAL COMMUNICATION,

So far, this course has emphasized the written assignments

a technician may encounter such as reports, research, aefini-

tions, and instructions. ,Each of these can be, and often is,

adcompanied,by an oral presentation. Because a technician

must often presedt ideas both orally and visually; this, module

condenses key suggestions on the oral and visual aspects of

technical communication.
a

In this discussion, oral presentation means any of the

oral communication duties a technician encounters: oral

ports, group discussions, conferences, interviews,iand

person-to-person transactions.',This module relates the basics

of preparing and carrying out these'activ,ities.

The visual items a technician prepares (or-directs others

in preparing) usually fall into these categoi-ies: tables,'

,charts,- graphs, diagrams, and photograhs. Knowing how to

select and prepare these aids is important; since the techni-
.

,cian must often be the-expert in these areas, regardless of

prior training.

14 .

Ji
ORAL PRESENTATI6NS AND ACTIVITIES

Oral communication is a part of everyone's job; it can-
,

mot be excluded. However, the technician may need oral, skills

more than might be imagined. The technician may have.to%

(1) Demonstrate a new tecpa4que to fellow employees; (2)

plain- A energy audit to top personnel; (t) answer, questions

bef6re a,'group of potential customers; (4) chair a decision-,

making discussion; (5) interview an expert to get answers to

2O5
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a problem, or other similar activities. The technician's

ability to analyz,e the subject, situation, and audience and .

to speak appropriately affects project success. If the as-
,

signment is to demonsttate: the speaker must explain clearly

and vividly. If the objectlye is to sell a product,'Ithe

speaker must be able to see the product from the *tential

buyer's viewpoint and to approach the oral situation accord-

. ingly. Ifthe objectiVe is to lead a'group discussion or to

conduct an interview,'both situations may have long-lasting

effects on the technician's career --akwell as the company's

success.

The .remainder of this section will examine several oral

kommunioation situations and make suggestions for each.

These situations are: (1), oral reports and presentations

(2) group discussions and conferences; (3) interviews; and

-(4) informal, one -on -one discussions.

ORAL :REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS

When oral communication is mentioned, the first thought

that usually comes to mind is making a speech. ,Other activ-
\

\ities are mportant, both to the individual and to the com-

any; but beginning this discussion with reports and pTesen-
s .

atiohs is logical. since oral presentations are often re-
,

ired. Most of the suggestions about oral presentations

ply to other oral activities as well.

The well-prepared speaker Usually follows a logical

a tern in- constructing a prese'ntation. Although authorities

ha e a little trouble agi ng on the, order of the following

Ste s, most list these as im ortant:

Page 4/TC-07
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1. Select a subject.

2% Detei-mi2he the purpOse.

3.. Analyze.t14 audience and the occasion.

4. Gather and, select material.

5.4> Prepare an outline.

6. Practice aloud. .

Selecting the subjeCt may be the easiest step, if the

subject .is assigned, rather than chosen by the speaker. Even

if the general topic is set, the speaker usually has some

control over how the topic will be approached.. For example,

if Jill Samuels-.were asked to suggest some energy saving- tips

to a. local PTA, she might ask hersgif these questions:

A. Which aspects are interesting to me?

B.
4
Which-aspects will be interesting to the audietce?

C. What is the audience comprehension. level of the energy
1-

field? .

D. How much can be covered in the time allotted?

Jill s questions could be'asked anytime a suitable subject

is be ng sought:

To determine the purpose, the s eaker generally aims to

inform, persuade,or entertain,the au ence: The purpose of

most technical presentations is to inform and/or persuade;

therefore, the humorous or entertaining presentation will not

be discussed, since it is so seldom needed.

After the sp6aker decides that the general purpose of

the presentation-will be to inform, then a specific objective

must be,determined. If the general'purpose of a presentation

:is to help the audience understand the concept of Ohm's law,

the specific objective can be to teach istendnk participant's

to work simple problems._ Or-the specifit objective can be to
1111

equip' listeners to pass a performance exam involvxng

207
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calculating the correct resistance necessary to drop 1.00 volts

in a specific sophisticated circuit. The more complicated
.

the specific objective, the more the 7peaker must analyze the

audience.
I

Analyzing the audience is always necessary,,even in in-
.

formal situations. The speaker or leader should know as

much about the audience as possible; the language, visuals,

technical level, and many other aspects must be adapted to

listeners. The following fators should be considered when

analyzing'an audienCe:

A. Gompositon This includes age level, size, sex, voca-

tional interests, edUCational .level, 'professional gem -,

berships, cultural and ethnic background.

B. Beliefs and' attitudes 7 ,These include the audience's,

attitude, toward the speaker, the audience's. attitude

toward the subject, and the audience's attitude toward

the purpose of the - speech.

Analyzihg the occasion means answering some questions.

What is the purpose of the occasion? Who will precede and',

follow the presentation? What physical conditions will exist?

'Is 20 minutes set aside? Is the preceding speakei known for

not following schedules? Are slides a part of the presenti-

tion?,' Can the room be darkened?

Gathering and selecting material is the next step in

preparing a presentation., In many cases, the technician hash

much more material available than'can be included in the pre-

sentation. The job then becomes how to limit or select from
,

the available information. If more details are they

must be sought from helpful sources. These sources are:

interviews, journals, libraries,' and othel= areas (in Module

"Conducting and Reporting Research").

Page 6/TC-07
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rreparing an outline culminates the analysis of subject,

purpose, situation, audience, and self. Sometimes, a pre-

sentati.ohpay,be memorized. Sometimes, the presentation may

be'read. Hopefully, these Acasions will be few. The most

interesting-presentation to h r is one that is delivered

extemporaneously - which means that the presentation was

carefully planned, but is not memorized or read.

An extemporaneous presentation will never be delivered

t'he same way twice. The speaker uses a well-planned outline,

but does not write the entire speech. This method does have

some disadvantageS, which are the following:

1. The speaker may leave out something: This is not as sig-

nificant as it sounds, because the audience probably.
J' will not notice.

2: It is difficult to keep track of time. If the presen-

tation can only be 15 minutes long, then the speaker

must limit his speech to the time allotted.

Disadvantages are offset by advantages in most cases.

Adyantages are the following:

. 1. An extemporaneous reporvis more flexible. If the audi-

ence wants more, material.can.be expanded. If the audi-

ence is bored, a report can be shortened.

1 .2. A speaker-tan maintain better eydC-ontact with the audi-

ence, which ;;ceps listeners more interested.

3. The extemporaneous presentation usually-sounds more

enthusiastic.

The point is,that, unless there is a special reason for

memorizing or reading a presentation, the oral exercise can

be deliVered extemporaneously from .an outline.

209
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How should an outline be constructed? Like'any other

piece of communication, the putline has a beginning (intro-

duction), a middle (body), and an end (conclusion):

Some suggestions fo; the introduction; body, and conclu-

sion are inorder.

The introduction has three objectives: (1) to catch the

audience's attention;(2) to state the purpose of the presen-

tation; and (3) to list the main points in the organization

of the presentation.

The speaker can catch the audience's attention in one 5:0E.

several ways, such as: (1) asking a question and then.pro-

viding an answer; (2) mak'ng a startling statement; (3) tell-

ing an illusratiwe stor ; (4) making a reierence-to"the

speaking situation; (5) making a reference to the subject;

(6) stating a quotation; or (7) relating a humorous anecdote,

Fallowing the attention-getter, ptirpose is stated either

directly ("The purpose of my presentation ...") or indi-

rectly ("Tkere are' several ways to apprOach this problem.").

The main Points are listed: "Threewdys of attacking the

problem are hiring a consultant, running the tests suggested

in:the manual, or eliminating that section ofthe procedure."

This list becomes the audience's roadmap of what is to follow

in the body of,thd presentation..

A,typical introduttion might sound something like the.
.

following:
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The company's main problem (Reference tothe subject)

at this time is saving energy.

That is why we are all (Reference to the occasion)

gathered here today.

Did you know that three
simple changes could save
the company 37% of the cur-
rent expenditures?

Today I want tolook at
these three changes in de-
tail.

The key changes are to
condense more operations
into fewer areas, to buy
only vehicles that will
average 23 miles per gal-
lon, and to'reduce operat-
ing hours.

(Question and startling

information)

(Statement of purpose)

(LiSt of main points)

The body of the presentation is the bulk. of the material.

that the technician wishes to offer- The body should be pre'

pared first; the introduction is prepared second. The con-
.

clusion.i4.prepared last. Since the body is an outline, the

student should follow the suggestions:from Module TC-03,

"Writing Outlines and Abstracts" especially the ideas on

'brainstormi'ng and arrangipt th order of points.

The speaker should not 447lly try to discuss more than

five points in a presentation. This does not mean that msre*

than five steps,cann6t be presented. However, if several

items must be mentioned, they,should be grouped under five or

less major headings In the body:- The outlining module ex-

plains how to select and arrange ideas.

Main ideas can be develdped both verbally and visually.

The latter pottion of this module will suggest 'visual

211
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,supporting methods. Points can be developed verbally using

methods such as the following: (1) explanation; (2) restate-
4

ment; (3) hypothetical and factual illustrations; (4) statis-

tics; and (5) quotations. The easiest methods are explana-

tion and restatement, because .the speaker is,usually well

versed in the subject and can accomplish this-without k.lch

preparation. Spending extra time.to gather statistics and

the opinions of others can add support and create interest

in the topic.

The conclusion need not be elaborate, ,but it should
\d

definite. When the speaker indicates "this is the end,"

should be. A rambling, drawn-out conclu§ion. is distracting
_

and takes away the good effects of the body.
41
The.presenta-

tion could end with: (1) a summary listing the points again;

(2) a quotation; (3) a story; (4) the speaker's. personal

intentions; and/or,(5) a further inducement by the speaker.

If the presentation's objective is to inform, the conclusion

shold include a summary, in addition to any other techniques

employed.

Constructing the outline is not difficult,, but does re;

quire time and thought. The fadt that the speaker is well-

acquainted,with the subject may not be advantageous. One ,

must decide what aspects to cover and must assess the audi-

ence's ability to 'understand the topic. One must make the

information interesting. ,One may have to explain am oi)era-

tion in several ways. Each oyhese tasks may require extra

time:

Practicing aloud is the last step in preparing for the

preseritation. ttis part of preparation, the speaker works

on developing eye contact bplooking at an imaginary audience.

The speaker should'stand'elaxed, but.equally'on both feet,.

310
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and should not leant on the speakeT:s stand. Although the

presentation should be timed, length can be expected to vary,

since the format 'is extemporaneous.
, ,

Some authorities suggest practicing in front,of a mir-

ror; other suggest picking a friend to' be the audience.

Still others :think practicing aloud alone -="is the best

preparation. Ond should adjust the methodAo personal

taste. Also, during practice, corrections, de,letions, and

additions can be Made to the presentation., Each practice'

session will net new ideas. .

Delivering the presentation will be easy if all'

ratory'steps are followed. Preparatioh al(o give the speaker

a feeling of_confidence which hellis eliminate stage fright.

isual aid should be used Whenever
'1
Possible. The speaker

.44

shoul remember' four'siMple suggestions: (1) Make visuals
. , ,

simple;(2) make them large enough to be seen; (3) do not

,
stand in -front of the visual; and LA).make sure -the visual is

directl related.to fhe subject.

,LEADI G CONFERENCES AND GROUP DISCUSSIONS

L

Any person may be called upon to lead or participate in a,

group discussion .of'some type. 'Therefore, .although liading

a group may seem unrelated to eiectronies, solar energy, or

other technical ardpas,it is likely that the technician will,

be involved ;in such activities.

Gropp communication can be classified two. ways. _If clas-
.

Isified by purpose; group "discussions are either learhing or

decision- making discuisions. If classified by form-and'for-

Imat; group coinmqnication's are usually called conferences or

. A
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meetings. This module will-approachgroup communication from

the standpoint of'purpose, 'the '1.10 basic fOrmats will be

addressed., briefly..

Conferences are usualfy busineSS briefings andare called

to solve problems: Meetings are mare formal, and may include

speeches and entertainment. A meeting usually follows/an

agenda, which may include these

1. Secretary's minutes of the last,meeting.

2. Treasurer's report lc. 1-

3. . Committee reports 4!

4. Old business

5. New business

6. Program.

Meeting pa*icipants-follOw the rues of parliaMehtary

procedure in- handling main"mgfions; ,subsidiary motions, and

others. The student shouldperuse'acopy of Robert's Rules

of Order or dny other good source on parliamentary procedure.

As stated previously, the pOrpose of group communication

can be either to learn new, information or to make decisions. ,
- \

In a qearnips, discussion, participants exchange inforvaliltion

to increase ,their understanding of a,subject. Structure .of
%
a"

group discussion may not be very rgid. 'Group discussions

occur when clubs, company departments, civic groupg-, and cth-

'er 'meet to exchange'ideas 'or to seek facts. b.

In a decision-making discussion, the purnose,ts to agree--x

on a future policy'or course FOr example, the
. .

.supervisorS of.a.company may try to,agrte on a' new safety

policy; the Club4s executive committee may stggest,modifica-

tions to the constitution;.orthb executives of a business

may melt to decide on a new course of action.

.0

1
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Thereare several essentials for group communication.

A participant should: (1) have. as much knowledge of the subs

ject as possible; (2) be acquainted with the other members of

the group; (3) pay close attention 'to the discussion; and

(4) Make meaningful contributions to the discussion. Essen-

tials for.the leader are: (1) to effectively express results'
ea.

through - summarizing; (2) to maintain impartiality; and (3) to_

sustain an'encouragirig or permissive attitude toward part 'ici -

pants

0- The steps in leading 1 group discussion pf-any type are:

(1) investigating subject.group; (2) preparing a'plan; and

(3) leading.disckussion. A preliminary, investigation requires

that the leader learn as much about the Subject and the group

as possible. The leader ,y have to gather extra information,

inte.rvie ers froi a tefitative viewpoint, and decide what

effect is vi wpoint,will have on others in group.

To tin est 4,te tRe group, the 'leader needs to know the

participants' background, their knowledge,of ,the subject, and

how each may react to -the ideas.or proposals to be, presented.

This information May be gathered in a number of ways:

(1) talking with key members; (21 asking those unaffected by

,the grOup's actions; and (3) attending other meetings that

involve some Or all of the members.

Steps in preparing.a plan depend. on thersj.tuation), as

well as the results pf the preliminary investigation. An

agenda must be prepared a'nd,,Tenhaps, distributed to the

participants. If the ; ituation is a conference, the agenda'''.

May loojc like a list ,of questions to be-answered. .If tie

situation is.a Meeting, the agenda will have'a formal format.

The style of the format will have been -set by previous customs

or practices. Theplari maybe simple, such as when a
*

I '0
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conference is called to apprise progress of a modification

project. The plan may be-more complex if the tonference's

purpose is to solve a safe-ex or budgetary problv. If the

purpose of the confereAce is to.make a complex decision, the

discussion plan might be as follows:

1. Definition of the problem
2.' Analysis of the problem

a. Evidence of problem
b. Persons affected 4

c. Causes of problem
d. Aspects that must receivt immedie

attention
e. Criteria by which solutions must be

judged
3. Suggested solutions
4. Evaluation of pfoposed solutions
5. Methods of putting solutions into operation

After conducting a preliminary investigation and making

a plan-, the last'step is leading the discussion.

The leader can start discussion by stating the problem

or question and explaining how it relates to the participants.

Another method of beginning discussion is to call on indiv'id-S

'uals and ask them to give'their opinisns. A third way to be-

gin is to state some extreme points of view on the question

, and ask for,reactions.

Hoiq can the leader keep the group from straying froM the

main issue? The beit techniques are to write'an outline on

the board or to pass out an agenda and stick with it. Such

items provide a visual progress chart, but the leader can let

the discussion digress if this seems logical..The leader

.should also summarize throughout,, and at thes,conclusion'of,

the discussion.
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How an. the leader ensure equal participation? The

leader mi htvoid recognizing d talkative perticip t by

looking the other way. Inviting less talkative melt)

I
rs to

speak is ano4her equalizing technique; although this is not

always successful. The leader might even tactfully say that .

the conference would be more profitable if everyone had a

chance to teak. Certainly; -a- knowledge' of parl iamentary

procedure :is neC ssary. . ,

How does 't e leader.resolve conflict? It is essential

that the leader remain neutral, walk the mi dle line, and -

be able to differentiate between honest .conflict d irra-
.

tional disagreements. If the conflict involves interpreting
e

.

faCts, retracing the reasoning may help. When the conflict

becomes overheated or, irrational, the leader may allow only

'r-facts and rational reasonl.ng to be introduced. In extreme
( -?

cases, the leadei may adjourn the meeting until a later time.

Leading group discussion is not that difficult if the

leader will investigate the question and -the group,-and plan

the approach in order to lead in an effective manner. A good vo,
. ,

.
..

leader is neutral, summarizes often, is organized, and is not

threatened by conflict.

INTERVIEWS AND OTHER PERSON-TO-PERSON TRANSACTIONS

Person-o-person communication makes up most ofanyone's

verbal transactions; the technician is no exception. Since'

more planning,usUalfAy goes into fofmal assignments (delivering

-oral presentations,and -leading group discussions) a greater

portion of this moddle has bee'n devoted to-these topiCs, How-) '

ever, this does not lessen the imprtancerof-person-to-person

.4
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the most important requirements during this period. An active

listener must adapt to the conversation, not dominate the dis-'
f

_ cussion, andonot be.defensive when sensitive subjects arise,N

....Respecting and,truSting the other perso=n are essentials, -.

An encounter should be terminated with, the appro.priate
-..

'"thank you"land any-other conventions that tke other person

might expect. The technician may want to summarize the main-

points of the conversation. Listing the pOints of 'agreement

and the un -resolved differences will help assure that both
..,

person's agree On them.
i

transactign_ol-4-nfarmation from individ

ual to indi vidual is a-crucial part of the technician's T-40U-'

tine. ,The technician must interview others to gather infdr-

mation. Sometimes an j.nterviewi is planned; sometimes an in-

terview is unplanned. A casual conversation may be the time

for sensing a worker's attitude toward a company project or

policy, or a customer's reaction to a job performed by the

:technician's company. The interpersonal oral transaction is

the fabric'of the technicia;n'i day-to-day cOmmunication.

Most person-to-person transactions fall into three iden-

tifiable stages. These stages are: an opening period; a

,mutual exchange period; and a termination period. The'opening

period is a time for establishing.rapport. The teshniciallr''

may to get to know the other person bysfinditg a commo

inte,est and showing genuine interest in what the.intervie ee

has to say. Making the other person comfortable js much

easier if the technician is relaxed, open-minded, and sincere.

Dealing with the subject at hand and asking queistions that

require more than a "yes":.Or "no" answer can also help-estab-

lish rapport at the beginning of a conversation.

During the mutual exchange peribd, the,technician attempt's

Ci.:111.aintain interaction. Being an active listener is one of

.Page 16./TCA17
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During an interview there should be an investigation

stage, a planning stage, anf the interview itself.

Ddring the investiga ion stage the informant is selected -.

Then the interviewer asks he informant's Remission for the

interview, sets a time, and explains the interview's purpose.

In the 1.nterim,.the interviewer tries to learn as much about

the interviewer-as possible.

The planning stage is the_time to clarify the purpose,

select the format, and identify specific questions to ask..

What information is actually needed? How structured will the

interview be? What questions can or should be asked to dis-

cover the important information? .

In Landdct ing the interview, the 'interviewer should be

on time, move at a lively pace, and end as quickly as possi-

ble. The interviewer should do adequate homework on the sub-

ject before he interview and should take accurate notes dur-

ing the interview. The' interviewer shobld be neutral and not

reveal,points of disagreement, unless the purpose of the in-

terview is to resolve these matters. The.usual purpose of

an interview ."is to gain'information; therefore, doubts or dis-
f

agreements should be avoided.

The interviewer should end by thanking the.interviewee.

Then, the i,Qterviewer should make final reports and summaries

while the information is still fresh.

VISUAL ILLUSTRATIONS

Even the unskilled communicator can prepare 'illustrations

to assist oral and written presentations. Illustrations make

`presentations'more more conqie, and more emphatic.

219
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Knowing,when and how to use tables graphs, charts, drawings,

and photographs can assista technician in all Thases of the

communicative, job. This section will attempt to show what

must-rations can do, what kind of-.1.1lustrations to use, and

how to adapt them to different situations.

WHAT ILLUSTRATIONS CAN DO

_ ,

A picture may be "worth a thousand words," but the wrong

picture may\ take a thouSand words to explain. An illustra-

tion isa tool meant to help the writer or speaker communi-I,

cate; therefore, the tool must be selected carefully and used

wisely:

An illUstration may be included to add interest, 'to give

emphasis, to\ condense the presentation, or to promote clarity.

A drawing or\picture added for interest should fit the sub-

ject matter 1.1d not detract. This lind of_illuStrAllon should
.__

be in the semi-technical ornontecNnical material sectioh.
I

If'an illustration is added:to give emphasis, it shoi4d

be
I

arefully Ilselepted, since thereader or audience will re-

member it loh er than other items. The cover illusAration

shown in Exam le A shows such use. The reader's attention

will be.drawn\to the pictured aspects, so they should be the

most important ones.

Illusira ions may be added to make the presentation more

concise. If his i's the, mrpose, the technician should exper-

iment A bit. Bar or circle graphs may not always be concise,

but tables, drawings, and photographs'usually are.

Illustrations can increase clarity, for tables can show

mathem4tical r lationships and drawings s Ow s apes better
,

.,-+,
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EXAMPLE A. COVER ILLUSTRATION USED FOR EMPHASIS.

than words. Even simple,,rather rough, .illustrations can

enhance a presentation by showing items rather than just

describing them.

TYPES OF ILLUSTRATIONS be"

Alithorities index illustrations in various ways. How-

ever, most sources agree that illustrations fall into two

general categories: tables and figures. A table is two or

More parallel columns of,data. A figure can be a graph, a

chart, a drawing,
pr

a photograph. Each has advantages and.

diadvantiges, and' most information can be illustrated in

several ways. The technician must analyze purpose and

4
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audience andthen select the best illustration. A good rule-

of thumb is: Use- tables when brevity is important, when a

large amount of fnfo.rmation must be presented,,or.when pre-
,

cision is more important.than emphasis or interest.

Tables

Tables axe ,classified as formal .and infoTmal. An infor-

mal table is fitted into the ,text much like a paragraph. It

probably has no bOrders, is not listed in the list of illus-

trations, and is not numbered. The informAl table may be as

simple as the one in Example B.

EXAMPLE B. INFORMAL TABLE.

In 1978 we hree energy audits

1. April 23 lant B. Replaced boiler 4

'1. June 30 - Plant C Added three-phase motors
to bay 4

3. September 20
t

Plant A $No changes

Most tables in written reports dre formal. Tablets in

written reports are usually.: (1) bordered; (2) giveri,a,spe-

cific number and title; such as "Figure 5, BtU Ratings of

Units"; (3) indexed; and (4) placed on separate pages. The

\ following are suggestions for constructing formal tables:

Page 20/TC-07
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1. Every formal table should have aAhumber and a title.

The title, or caption', should be brief and descriptive.

Tables are usually numbered consecutively; but may be

coded to chdpters.

2. Each column-shouldhaire a heading that indicates the con-

tents of the column. Quantities should be expressed.zin

similar units. All measuremeuts 9f current should be

stated in either amp.s.or in milliamps, diameters -C.-an be

expressed in inches or centimeters, but not mixed within

the:same 'list. However both expressions (such as both

inches and centimeters) may be used together if con-
.

sistency is maintained throughout the list.

3. Standard symbols and abbreviations should be used, but

they should be suited to the audience's comprehension

level.

4. The table may or may not be explained in the text, but

should always be mentioned.

The table should be horizontal, unless it is too

long to fit on the page.

6. Spacing will usually separate coiumns adequately. Use

grid lines sparingly.

7. A table should be Placed in the main text if the reader

needs to know the information in order to. understand

the material. If the information is simply nice to-'

know, the table should be'in the appendix. If there

is me doubt about the data's applicability, the table

shoUld'g in the main text. The following three tables

(Example C) are examples of formal tables.

S
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EXAMPLE C. FORMAL TABLES

TABU 1. TROUBLESHOOTING OF FANS AND BLOWERS.

'TROUBLE' .CAUSE CORRECTIONS,,

Low Output

.

.

(

(a) Dampers closed

.(b) Loose belts
(c) Dirty'f4ters
(Ottlower hose plygged
(d) Variable pitch or

0
....

speed control mal-
function ,

.

(a) Open dampers; clean
`and adjust damper
assembly

(b) Tighten belts
i(c) Ci.ean or replace

(d) Clan out those

(e) Inspec* and repair
system as required

Bearing
Failure

.

(a) Bearingnot
lubricated

() High-temperature
lubricgnt not,..-uvedi

in hot conditions
(c) Pillow block on

shaft misaligned
(d) Belts too tight
(e) Dust enters bearin

from arqund shaft
.

. (a) Lubricate properly

'(b) Use hig-temp.

e
lubricant and heat
flidgers

(c) Align .

(d) Loosen belts
(e) Use shaft seal

a

:TABLE 2. ESTIMATED NATIONWIDE EMISSIONS, 1968.
(in millions of tons per year)

Source
Carbon'

monoxide
Partic-
Oates .

Sulphur
.oxides

ilydru-

carbons

. .

Nitrogen
oxides focal

Transportation 63.3 1.2 0.3 16.6 . 8.1 90.5

.Fuel combustion in .

stationary souFces 1.9 1.9 21.1 0.? 10.0 45.9

Industrial proesses 9.7 7.S 7.3 4.b 0.2 29.3

Solid waste disposal 7.3 s..,1.1 0.1
.

1.6 0.6 11.2

Forest fdces. Asti-
cultural burning.

-
, .

coal waste fires 16.9 9.6 0.6 3.5 1.7 37.3

Total 100.1 _ 28.3 13.2 32.0 20.6 214.2
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Example C. Continued.
1 .1 1 I.

TABLE 3. A SUMMARY OF THE:ERDA PLAN GOALS.
.

... .

. ,

United States energy
conversion goals

(1015 BTU)

Energy Source 1985 2000 .

. '

Coal: gasification and liquefaction 0 0
. .

'Direct coal utilization 6 9

4i1 'shale 2.0 4

Enhanced oil and gds recovery 6 9

Figures

The secpnd category of illustrations' figures includes

all illustrations that are not tables, such as graphs of all

types, charts, drawings, and photographs. Obviously, figures

are extremely varied.

Selecting the appropriate figure depends on the situa-
,.

non, the information to be communicated, and the intended

audiente. If the figure,s purpose is to compare sizes graph-

ically, perhaps a bar` graph' is the best illustration. To

show how a whole is divided into its parts, a circle graph

mightbe selected. A line graph is 'a good figure to show

fluctuations (sqch.as'temperature or voltage) over a pe'tiod

of time. A flow chart is a clear way of showing a. process,'

such as how a television 'works. A line drawing is ideal for

showing how something looks. Each figure type can be con-
.

structed by,an amateur with minimal equipment.

A bar graph is one of the easiest figures to construct.

Bars usually are.drawla vertically because
VdiffereneS in

TC-07/Page 23
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height are more strikingy however, there may be reasons for

using horizontal bars. Bars should be no higher than a half-

page, making maximum bar:length about five inche's. Bars are

arranged from longest to shortest%or from shortest to longest.

To show even more information, the bars can be seg-

mented. For instance, notice that in the following horizon-

tal bar graph (Example D), the use of different fuels is

,shown by segmenting bars as- to various users.

EXAMPLE D: HORIZONTAL BAR GRAPH WITH SEGMENTED BARS.

COAL

OIL

4.11 2.10 .t7

7 .86 3.32 8.47

GAS `41111111UMMBEW

HYDRO

NUCLEAR

.37 .0

4
ELECTRIC L GENERATION E3 9.35
INDUSTRIA 10.09

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL 7.27

TRANSPORTATION S 8,85
TOTAL 35.56

5.11 3.78 .3/3

6.38

16.27

11.12

1.39

.40
35.56

Figure 1. Pattern of U.S. Primary4 Fuel
Use (1973) (oil equivalents- millions

of barrets per day.),

Page 24/TC-07'
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Horizontal graphs Can contain line.drawings, as in.Ekample E:

EXAMPLE. E: HORIZONTAL BAR GRAPH WITH-UNE RAWINGS,

O

6 0

140

130

120

110

100

90

80

70

80

50

40

30

20

10

0

130

4! '

I

,4

e

9 0
INCANDESCENT

8-22
MERCURY

28-88
FLUORESCENT

30-83
merm. SAUCE

87.715
HIGH- PRESSURE

SODIUM

- 74-132

1c3H7 SOURCE

Figure.2. Efficiency of Various Light Sources.
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Thecircle graph, also called ai14t chart, isa conve-

nient way of sho ing a whole dividedAnto parts. A protrac-

tof 'a. Pencil, a c Oss, and a ruler, are -the only tools

needed to construct circle graph. Slices need tbb.e fairly

large, and there should be at least Ahree slices but no

fore than seven. Small slices can be grouped tagether'under

"other," since more thin twd slices of less than two percent

will weaken the circle graph's impa&. 'All'],ettering sholuld

be done horizontally, soy -that it can be read as part of the

page. Notice that in-ExamplO, 'wo-rdS too large. .to fit with-

inir* gre either extended out of ,the chart or :placed

entirely out of the circle with lines connecting words to

the appropriate space. Percentages should usually be stated:

although there are exceptions.

V

EXAMPLE F: PIE-CIIARTS.

1114TRANSPORTATION

BUSINESS ANO
GOVERNMENT 13%

Page 26/TC-47
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PERSONAL

HOT WATER
6%

COOKING
4%

IMPRIGERATIFON 4%

UGHTING

MISCELLANEOUS 3%
. HEATING AND

AIR .CONDITIONING 40%

Figure 3. Today's Epergy Use.
or
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Example F. Continu'ed.

r.

.REFRIGERATOR

T.V., WASHING
MACHINE,
DISHWASHER

4

UGHTS AND SMALL
APPUANCES CLOTHES DRYING, COOKING,

OTHER SMALL. GAS
APPLIANCES

Figure 4. 'Average 6,. and EleEtric

Uses Gas/Electric Hoirle.

t

C

. . ;,,.
_

line graphs aTe moie.variable in'forni th'an bar or cirdie.

..(

,
r

graphs. They alsO vary in complexity, depending 'on the.wilt-.,

r's knowledge and the knowledge level of the intended audi-
.

ence. However, line graphs have some things in common with

bar and circle graphs..

A line g9ph usually charts two variables: the con -`

trolled variable, which is predictable; and the uncontrolled

variable, which is unpre'dictable. '11e line chart is con-

structed to (show how the uncontrolled variable fluctuates

with changes-in the 'ontrolled variable. Usually thecon-

trolled variable is plotted horizontally and the nsdntrolled

variableAs plotted vertically, with the common oint (which

does .not have to-be zero) hi. the lower left-hand corner.

Fluctuations appear vertically,.as shown 'in Example G.

TC-07/Page 27
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The controlled variable is often time, as.shown in Example G,

Figure 6.

IP

EXAMPLE G: LINE GRAPHS.

w

O

0

0

7c.

O

1

I I I 1 I 4- I 4 -I I 'I
CONTROLLED VARIABLE

Figure 5. Line Graph Format..

A
40

GALLONS DAILY PER PERSON

30
2.5 2.7 ' 4.5m WW

ENDw -20
0

1

Figure 6. Historical U.S. Energy Consumption
in Oil.Pluivalent Units.

.

b

7-
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Several lines may be plotted on the samegraphlfor easy

comparison; one line can be a broken'(or dash) line and the

other 'solid.. Too many lines can be confusing; three lines is

usually the, limit. -A key must be ikcluaed on the line 'graph

to identify variables.

In Example H, the key is part of the graph. The grapH

shows two cantrolled variables, one on the left and one on

the right.

ENAMPLE H: LINE GRAPH, WITH KEY (SHOWING
4. TWO. CONTROLLED VARIABLES) .

z
4.-

CUMULATIVE PROOUCTION
THROUGH 19742

3 12.3 an.uoN BARRELS

m
110,

O co

z
0

z.J
m

ACTUAL.

0
1920

a

PROJECTED

WITH ENHANCED RECOVERY

ALASKAN
mioarm
SLOPE OIL

REMAIN1,10 RECOVERABLE
AFTER 11974s 142 BILLION BARRELS

- +40 8ILUON BARRELS
182 BILLION BARRELS.

1 1 1

1930 1940" 1960 1960, 1970 1980 , 1990 2000 2010 2020

WITH, ENHANCED RECOVERY
TOTAL 2

Figure 7. 0.S. Crude Oil Production.

o

Flow charts and organizational charts arp similar. Rec-

tangles are connected to show
,
either'how a process moves from

,

one stage to the next; or-.to Show the organizational structure
k

of a large, organizgtion. Flow charts usually begin at the

N.

. 231
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upper left of the page. An organizational chartnormally

has the chief officer of the organizatiOn-at the top of'the

chart with other officers delineated below. The flowchart
,

is connected by arrows, to show movement; whereas, the orga-
.

nization4 chart is connected by lines, as the organizational

chart represents a static situation: In Example I, the flow

chart shows the areas a person musk master to bcoMe an energy

technician.

V
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EXAMPLE 1: FLOW CHART.

I
M h

ICI

Fuel

Combustion

Fluid 6
Thermal

Prin,

Math

UTC

FluidFluid 6
Therm
Prin

Boilers
Mechanical
Principles

Power Plant ENERGY
.

Turbines...0-1

(Water)

Chemistry PRODUCTION

(ELECTRICAL

POWER
PLANT)

11*

Generators!

mechanical
_ If Electro-

DevicesElectrical
Transmission 6
Distribution

Systems Electrical
Principles

Mechanical
Principle*

--__---.
Electrcmech.
Devices

IUTC

t

Figure 8. ,Progression of. Student' Through Technical Courses

for Energy Production (Electrical Power Plant)
Job Requirements.,
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Example J is a typical organizational chart.

EXAMPLE J: HEADINGS IN A TYPICAL ORGA ZATIONAL CHART.

PRESIDENT

PRODUCTION MANAGER INSTALLATION MANAGER SERVICE MANAGER
I ,

FIRST SHIFT
FOREMAN

SECONI SHIFT
FOR MAN

INDUSTRIAL
FOREMAN

RESIDENTIAL
FOREMAN

PARTS
TECHNICIAN

WORKER 1

WORKER'l

SERVICE
TECHNICIAN

--(
WORKER 2

WORKE 2

WORKER 3

WORKER 3

SERVICE
TECHNICIAN

SERVICE
TECHNICIAN

SERVICE
TECHNICIAN

WORKER 4

WORKER 4

SERVICE
TECHNICIAN

Page 32/TC:07
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cA line drawing is any drawing from a simple ketch:

Line drawings range from a simple two - dimensional, sketch

showing how to attach a handle to a lever to a three-dimen-

sional sketch scaled by a draftsman. Many line drawings are

diagrams of m9hanical parts, procedures, or schematic and

wiring layouts! -.

.

A usable line drawing does no/ have to he beautiftY How-

ever, one should remember the following:

1. The drawing should be neat.

2. Items should either be drawn to scale or be proportional.

3. Remember: rectangles and square can represent almost

*anything; a line drawing does not have to be 'complicated

to achieve its purpose.

4. A poor drawing may be better than no drawing.

Line drawings shown in Example K are simple and could be

easily accomplished by a careful amateur:

EXAMPLE K: SIMPLE LINE DRAWINGS.

NO
VOLTAGE

SPRING

VALVE STEM
,.

a. Solenoid Energized b. Solenoid De-energized

Figure 9. Electrical Valve Actuators.

235
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Example K. Continued.

is

S.

41

I,

LATHE It 1

SUPPLY
CABINET

COMPUTER
ICEIWMR

ILATHE # 2

[ MILLING MACHINE 1

Figure 10. Proposed Shop Layout.
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More compl ated line drawings are illITsfi"rated by

Example L. Complicated line drawings are not normally

tackled by a technician.
1

EXAMPLE L: _COMPLICATED LINE DRAWINGS.'

Figure 11.

Belt-Driver-Setup.

ct

BEVEL RING GEAR
MOUNTED ON

DIFFERENTIAL CAGE
111-44 AXLE

usU

,s\DIFFERENTIAI. GEAR
(SIDE GEAR)

DIFFERENTIAL PINION1 w,,:i %. f ..2,4,4 4`\`%k,,
BEVEL- . PI IONIOVERMft .1>111W.7= 1U

:1 ---------= AI.IPI.V.e 6- / rhz , 111:-
,,14:

0
11

-_,-.! is
Nts -4.-", wiz.--.4 --
.. 4 lbr, DRIVE \SHAFT

N.,-,. k.. -1- STUD
wi 6rDIFFERENTIAL GEAR.,,'1DIFFERENTIAL PINION

(SIDE .GEAR)
DIFFERENTIAL CAGE

. AXLE

jigur_e_12- An_Autmobile Differential.

.
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Photographs may be the first illustration.one thinks of

when the term "illustration" is mentioned. Photographs are

hard'to 'take, more difficult to repioduce than line drawings,

and may not show as much-detail. In some cases, photographs

' get too much detail. SoMetimes, the illustrator, may Want to

use only selected details; .if a' photograph is used, air-brush-

ing or similar touch-up techniques may stie necessary. The

technician should be sure that .such exacting detail is nec-

essary; otherwise, a drawing May be easier, clearer, and

cheaper in the long run than a photograph.

General Suggestions For Using Figures

Each type of figure has special characterisitcs. To
, -

end this discussion of visual illustrations, her are a few

suggestions that fit illtypes of figures:

1. All figures should be in the main text, unless they

are simply nice to 'know in which case figurqs should

be, placed in the appendix.

2. All figures should be at least mentioned, if not dis-N

cussed,-in the text before they appear.
,

3. All figures should be as simple as possible. .

401, 4. Most .figures should fit' in a half-page or less.

5. Figuies should be as neat and appealing as, possible.

-b. Each figure should have a number and descriptive title.

7. Headings, legends, Ieys notes, and titles should be

used to make each figur* self-explanatory; The readir

should be able to understand the figure without reading
/

the related text. .

Page 36/TC-07
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8. Symbols'and abbreviations should be used, but only

'those that are familiar to the reader.

9. The writer) or speaker should look for opportunities

to use figures.
1

.
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EXERCISES

J. Prepare and deliver a five-to ten - minute informative

oral report on how something works or how to do some-

thing. ,Prepare visuals for the class, as well as hand-,

buts to distribute to the audience.

Prepare a five- to ten-minute taped interview with an

instructor or employer. The objective will be to dis-

cover the most interesting aspects of the person, such ,

as background, hobbies, family, occupational specialties,

and so-forth. --4

3. Lead the class in a three- to,five-minute le7rning dis-

cussion. The purpose will be to discover the class'

opinion on a current world, nationalor local problem.

4. Research some aspect of school (class makeup, home area

of fliNhMen, majorOf class, etc77 and presentthe

formation to the class in three different visual forms.

Explain the advantages and disadvantages of -.each form.

5. Select a report done for an earlier assignment And pre-

pare three or more visuals for it. 1

1

6. Prepare three rough vsisuals fOr a classmate's earlier

report.

. 7. Prepare a flow chart that illustrates Ztechnical opera-,

1'tion.

. ;

(
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TEST

1. List four situations im.which a technici'an will have

to use oral skills.

bi

-t

2. List six, steps in constructing an oral presentation.

46

.

3. List two questions to be as by,the speaker when se-
e

lecting the subject for a oral presentation.
( . P'

242
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4. List four aspects that should be examined when analyz-f
ing an audience. elot

5. Which method of delivering an oral presentation -is

best?

6. List.two ways of beginning and ending an oral.presenta-
tion.

7'. List three ways of verbally developing a main point in
the-body of a presentation. -

Page 42 /TC -07
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11. ,List three suggestions for handling the m ual exchange

period of a person-to-Person transaction

12. List three squggestions fp-r handling -s/interviewi-

ompar formal and informal tables.

14.- pefine bar graph, circle graph, line graph, flow chart,

organizational' art,.and line drawing. Give two sug-
.

gestion for c nstructing each.

244
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8. List two suggeAtions for using visual'aids in an oral

presentation. -

9: How can group communication be classified?

10. Litt steps in prepaTing to lead a group discussion.

ti
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MODULE TC-08

. PUTTING SKILLS INT\O PRACTICE:

FORMAL laEPORT AND PRESENTATION
w,

'ORD CENTER FOR OCCUPATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT'ler
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INTRODUCTION

Technical Communications has examined each kind of

writing exercise a technician may be asked td complete.

This' module, TC-08, "Putting Skills Into Practice: Formal

eport'and Presentation," attempts to link the student's

writing accomplishments.

Rather than presenting cew,information, this module
-reviews previous material so that the'student can have an

opportunityto apply'the knowledge. In some cases, previous

modules are listed'as a reference; in others, suggestions

are repeated.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed TC-01, "Introducing

Technical Communications"; TC-02, "Conducting and Reporting

Research"; TC-03, vWriting Outlines and Abstracts"; TC-04,

.
"Writing Definitions"; TC-051 "D- scribing Mechanisms";

TC-06, "Desscribinva Process " -; -and TC-07, "Performing-Oral

and Visual Presentations."
4

,

I.

OBJECTIVES

Upon comRletion,of this module, *the student should be

able to:

1. List aspects of a report topic ove' which a writer

has control.

2: List ramificationsof selecting the purpose for a

report.

247
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3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

3.

14.

1S.

List characteristics to be considered in an ,audience

analysis.

Know possible legal ramifications of a yeport.

List and explain three steps in developing a plan for

a report. -

C
List four itemsitof information that should go on a

note card".

List items a forinal report usually contains, index-

ing them under three general headings..,

Explain the puliplpse of each of the three major sections

of a formal report.

List and define four objectives an introduction should

accomplish.

Know how to construct summaries, conclusions, and
1, .

recommendations. . .

List same suggestions for revising rough copy.

Know the advantages of presenting a written report ,

orally.

Understand the statement, "A report will never be

perfect."
1

.

Select a topic suitable
.

for a formal report.

Conduct preliminary research:. .

a

!.,

16. Construct and adapt an outline.

17. Take notes for a report. 1 -

1.8. , Write ea rough draft of formal report.
:

.

19. Present all oral report that includes .a defense and ,

a question-and-aiiswer period. .

;k

Page 2/TC-08
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SUBJECT MATTER

PUTTING SKILLS INTO PRACTICE: FORMAL REPORT
AND PRESENTATION

Modules in this course have tried to equip the student -

to handle the communication situations normally encountered

by a technician.

Subject matter has touched on the techniotues acrd assign-

ments that may become job assignments:' writing definitions

and descriptions, adapting communication to a specific audi=

"ence, researching a topic aid reporting the findings, pre

parin an oral presentation°, and other such tasks.

ow that the student has studied key areas that may

later be assigned duties, this module assimilates previous

topics intoone integrated assignteni the formal report.

A formal report can, and usually-does, involve most

aspects of techfiical communication, such as analyzing the

audience, identifying objectives, developing a plan, writing

and rewriting, reporting results orally, and revising rough

copy. The technician is expected tobe-able to handle report

writing as methodically'as an energy audit, a laboratory

experiment, or a diagnosis and repair:

SELECTING THE TOPIC

A technician normally does not-choose the subject of

a written repo t. Usually management or aspects of the

job controls what subjects must be researched. This does-,

not mean that the technician has no control, for the subject

must alWays be narrowed, defined, and clarified. The point

of view,.the level of language, the organization, the objec-

TC-08/Page 3
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tives, and the specific aspects to be covered are all illus-

trations of areas over which the writer has control, even

when the subject is'assigned.

The technician rarely chooses the topic. Sometimes,

however, the technician makes suggestions for company improve-

ments to management through writing a formal report. For

example, if the technician discovers that_more efficient

lighting Can save the company money or thatia new heatin

unit could' pay for itself in five years a 'formal report

sgtesting changes is in order.

The.writer should look carefully at the objec Ives

of the report. As stated in earlier modules, "no pur ose,

no plan.", A report written to convince management to change

its policy differs,from.a report written to inform manage,

ment.

In considering the report's purpose, the technician

must consider the report's ramifications. Objectives should

be realistic and not more extensive than necessary.' More

extensive, objectives ghtbe set for a report that affects

a $100 million budg than a report that affects a $10,000

expenditure. If report must be written in a week, the

writer should'av id objectives that requite extensivetesearch

or experimentati n. The technician must first ideterMine

what the'aiudience needs to know,and then reveal only that

informatioffto the audience.

ANALYZING THE AUDIENCE . r

Alhoommor

When the subject has been selected and narrowed and

the purpose 'specified, the next step is to analyze the pro-

spective audience. The module on oral,presentations discussed

Page 4/TC-08.
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some key aspects to consider when making an audience analysis.

The technician must remember that the. audience can be-either

readers for a report or listeners to a presentation. In

either case, procedures are about the same. The technician

must 'determine
:
the audience characteristics,so that all -

aspects of the report can be adapted. Many times,_ management

assigns the report; the report would be aimed, strictly for

management.. At other times, howeyer, the audience maybe'

quite varied. .

Obvious audience characteristics to be determined are

sex, age, knowledge of the subject, and relation to the

subject. Other items that sometimes play a part are cultural

background, vested interest in the company or project, in-

. come level, occupation,. political preferences, and educa-

tional level. To find these out, the technician may need
,

to do a bit of research: On the other hand, simply reading

or hearing other reports prepared for the same audience

may answer all the important questions if the technician

is perceptive.

In some instances, the communicator.may need to adapt

the report to the reading level of the audience. If this

is required, the technician must first determine the reading

level of the audience. Next, the report must be tailored

. to the necessary level.. Experts, like Rudolph Flesch, and
Robert Gunning, have suggested formulas for analyzing the

reading level of a piece of writing. (

,In actual practice, such a scientific approach would '

seldom be attempted, but Flesch's and Gunning's idetsmight

be applied to technical report construction. Both men base

their readability formulas onjlYsentence length and (2)

nimber of syllables, since longer sentences and big words
. -

sometimes make writing and speaking harder to understand.

. , _

.
.
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Technical communicators can pick up a few suggestions

from readability formulas. First, sentences should be

mpderately short, but length should be varied. Second,

the common- familiar word should be chosen. whenever possible.

In some cases, technical words that would confuse readability

experts are simple words to a technically-oriented audience.

The longest word may actually be the'simpl-e-stdescription

of intended mean4n1-: In some instances, a simpler word

may not bgavailable. Howevel-, unnecessaty words should

always be eliminated. Economy and exactness contribute

to reading ease.

The technician should remember that any part of any

report can have legal ramifications. Recent litigations,
A2

especially in the automotive industry,' exemplify thht a

technician's report.ntay later become legal evidence. If

a technical report diagnosed inadequate safety factors that

later resulted in an accident, the report might be the main

evidence in a lawsuit. If the technician is careful to

be specific and exact, no problems should arise.

DEVELOPING k PLAN, k

After selecting and narrowing the topic. and analyzing

the audience, the next step in preparing a formal report ,

is to develop a detaifed plan. -Three possible stages dn

developinga plan are (1) gathering preliminary information;

(2)!kopreparing an outline; and (3) compiling specific materials.

Gathering preliminary information can be tackled several

ways. The up-to-date technician keeps a file of information

that may be of future use; this file should be.consul/ted.°

"What could be included in an information or idea file?
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Current technical developments should be indexed, such as

new techniques, improved dcMces, results of experiments,

and hints forimproved operations. This file is also a

good place for the technician to keep ideas for future re-

ports, improvements, and proposals.

If the report requires any research, the technician's

first j-oh after narrowing the subject and identifying the

objectives is to make a list of possible sources. Module

TC-.02gives suggested methods and possible sources that

can help in assembling a preliMinary bibliography or list

of sources. The extent of this preliminary search depends

on the purpose and complexity of the problem.

Suggested ways of conducting a preliminary search.liste,1

in Module TC-02 are not, directed toward a particular tech-

nical discipline. A technician's idea file,should include.

specific indexes, dictionaries, bibliographies,' and abstract

services that have been helpful. No general disCus.sion

can take into account the many helpful sources that the

well-versed technician will find. After sufficient develop

,ment, the technician's idea file may become the most treisu

resource in the office.

After conducting the preliminary research and before

making the outli*e, interviewing others can add additional

ideas, if done sel'ectively. Usually, the technician has

acquaintances or access to others who can provide input

and, save time. A knowledgeable person'may know shortcuts

or recent sources that q short interview canuncover. Several

suggestions for conducting interviews are jisted in the

module about oral communications. The interview need not

be formal; a few brief questions may be sufficient.

Preparing an outline follows gathering the information.

Tge module on outlining contains some suggestions for devel-
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loping a tentative *outline. The, first step is usually brain-

storming during which the technician should (1) list all

subjects that might be included and then (2) try several

arrangements. The suggestion of placing the topics randoMly

on a page)atid experimenting with their order should be tried.

Which topic's should be-included,? Which items should be

main topics and which should.be subtopics? What order should

be followed? These questions .can best be answered by using

a preliminary outline.

The writer should remember that a tentative outline

is an educated guess, but.it is tentative. Changes are

inevitable; however; the more brainstorming,, the more the

final outline will resemble the rough outline.

As suggested in the butlininimodule, a key element

in any tentative plan is a cooling off petiod. The tentative

outline should be constructed and then allowed to cool.

Putting the outline aside gives the technician's subconscious

a chance to work. A mriter or speaker should.alwiys work

on a project, put it aside, and then work on it again. In

this type of4taskc the goal is not to be finished in one

effort.

The last step in developing a plan is compiling specific

information. After-gathering preliminary information and

preparing an outline, the communicator must assemble, the

specific documents and materials necessary for the final

report. Module TC:_().Z.,; "Conducting and Reporting Research,"

contains suggestions for compiling information. df

1. Notes should be taken on note cards.

2. Four items of informtiog ,should be. on each card: the

topic, the source, the page or pages from which the

information came, and the notes themselves. Since

a Preliminary outline tas.been made, the topic at the

Page 8/TC-OS 2
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--top of_e.aeh-card should be the division of the outline

under which the information fits.

3. Information from two sources (or inftimation from one

'source that covers two different subdivision of the

outline) should always be put on separate cards not

combined on one card. ,

If systematical y followed, this simple note-taking

method can be used o compile information for a short report

or for a series of jlengthy reports. This method of taking

--Thre.tg-s_ca):Opel.1sedlor a report that will be completed in

a month or for a research project that will cover several

years. If the researcher (1) does not mix information from

different. sources or deal with different subtopics pnone

card and (2) if all four pieces of. information are Qn each

card, this basic note-taking system is an excellent way

for the average technician to store information for future

reference.

In addition to.notes, the technician must also locate

or piloduce actual tables and figures that will be included

in the report. At, this stage;.rough sketches may be con-
.4
structed, but the information for each item should be com-

piled. Requests should be gl.de to publishers befgre repro-

ducing any previously published illustrations if the report

is to be distributed. The module on visual' illustrations

contains suggestions for preparing various charts and figures.

WRITING A4ROUGH DRAFT
,

.

. ,
The rough draft of a formal technical report is approached

Only after much careful, preparation has been completed.

When this step is begun, the technician will have chosen

ii
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a subject or narrowed and refined the5ubject given him.

The report's purpose will have been defined. A preliminary

search will have been conducted to determine what informa-

tion is available.

MAKINGANOUTLINE:

.The preliminary search leads to the plan, inipiscase,

the outline. Using the outline as a guide, the writer Makes

notes over the portions of the, s4irces that provide informa-

tion on the topics of the outline 'Sometimes, the outline,

will be expanded as new'important information is discovered;

sometimes portions of the outline will be 'eliminated when

the writer sees that no information is availablo. or that

the available information does not contribute significantly

-o purpose of the report. When note taking is completed,

the informatiOn and the outline will match, usually because..

both were modified somewhat from the writer's original intent.

A gOod researcher must approach each research project

with an ope mind, which means that the end result may not

match the original plan. Each person who plans and writes

a formal report sets out-with a-tentative-purpod,i)lan,

and conclusion in mind. However, the technician should

approach the taSk scientifically and objectively. Seldom;

is'the objective to prove a preconceived idea. Usually, .

.the report is the result of research and is, therefore,

the vehicle for tracing a study of some type, drawing logical

conclusions, and perhaps making recommendations. The report
A

is A scientific document that has legal ramifications, and

it should be treated as such.

Pag' 10/TC-08
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ASSEdBLING°THE ROUGH DRAFT
.0

When the technitian finally sits down to assemble the_

rough draft, rthe hard work is finished if the previous

suggestions have been followed. Writing the rough draft

'consists of putting the notes and illustrations into the

form and format relumiredbyth,ecompany for_which the report .

is being prepared. The writer should attempt to'produce

a complete copy. Hbwever, polishing should be undertaken

only after a complete copy is,,Q.nished". Careful editing

must be done after a complete copy is polished.

'As'has been said So many times in this course, there

is nothing magic about any format. The secret is not to

memorize one style, but to be sensitive to whatever style

the company expects. Style and format should be treated

as a formula:, just as mixing certain chemicals produces

the ideal chemical reaction, j'oiing well-phrased thoughts

with.thelasSigned format evokes praise, success, and the

appropriatveward.

Regardless of the format dictated',

book, most foipal reports (see___fo_r a

'module on research) contain appro

which are the fbIlowing:

'Title page

',Transmittal correspondence

Table of contents

List of illust 'rations

the company style -'

orts section of the

he same items,

List of definitions and symbols

Abstra

Introdt.d on

Detailed in rmation,

v
Conclusions or summary
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Recommendations

Bibliography

Appendix

114 1,

41;4

V
Some of these items are called by different names, A

and the 'order:may vary, but most are included within a formal

report in some way.,

Prefatory Pages

One way to.categorize-the parts Of a formal report

is to consider the first portion leading to the introduction

as prefatory pages or pages that precede the body. These
/

pages are often called the front matter. The introduction,

the detailed information, the conclusions or summery, and

the recommendations are usually considered the body.' The

bibliography, the appendix, and the lossary are normally

called the appendix, or the back ma ter..:These portions

of a report ar/ supplementary item lthough the fOrmal

report may ha e many parts; a form ort can be thought

of as having only three major.divi

The prefatory pa es, or front .tier, of a tyical

formal rport include e followin items:

Title page

tter of transmittal

Table of contents

List of figures

Abstract.

The purpose,of prefatory pages is to prepare the reader,
1414,

so each company ha$ slightly different requirements. The-
.

second module suggests ways of constructing prefatory

Page -12/TC-04,
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pages, but a brief review of some points may be helpful.

The writer should follow the company's prescribed for-.

mat for the title page. If no sample is available, the

ti4ke, the writer's name and title, the company; and the

date should be distributed evenly on the page.

The letter of transmittal, also referred to as the

transmittal correspondence, should usually be a conventional

business letter. The bodyifoula- stateTI) the- titre-75-f,

the report; (2) when the report was requestef (3) the re-
,

port's purpose and scope; (4) problems encountered; and

\\- (S) any assistance received.

The table of contents lists the contents of the report

nd where to find each part. It should match the outline

t t the writer used to organize the notes, but the table

of.antents usually contains items an outline wouldjyt:

'far instancett-lists of figures, abstract, page numbers,

and appendix. Farinats vary; the writer should check the.

company stylebook carefully. The illustration in Module

TC-02 is'typical, but displays only one style.

Headings and subheadings on the outline appear in the

body of the report as' headings. All headings in the body'

'do not have to appear in the table of contents, but headings

listed in the table of contents must, of course; appear

in the body of the formal report. /flaying headin s appear

bath places prpvides guideposts fat the reader t roughout

the report.

Most reports index visuals separately. The list of

figures.folloiws the table of-contents. Some authorities

Suggest separating lists of tables-and it stratiqns.

-To the reader, th6 most helpful pref tory page is usually

the abstract, "which is a 'short objective summary of the

report. Although the abstract appears,early in the report,

s

r.
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it should,be written last to re ct changes in the writer's

original plan. An abstr d be informational and

should.summarize therep ey ideas. A reader whd might

have trouble with the technical aspects of the body 'should t)
be able to understand,the abstract. Thy abstract will

4
help-

a busy.manager determine whether to read the entire report

Or iot.

r

A

Body of the Report

The body of-the repo t usually contains the introduction,-

detailtod information, conclusions, and recommendations. a,

The body is sometimes called the discussion section. Com:

panies may call these par ts-different names.

The first section of the body is ,called the intrdduc-

tion. The introdgstion '(of the body) should dcomplish".

four ob/eCtiVes: -(1) State the subject of the port; (42

state the.putpose,of the report; (3) the scope of the pur-

pose; and (4) state the plan for development of the pody.)71

In stating the subject, theliriter should not only state

the topic, but should also clarify any prerminary'aspects

-rwe'ssary for reader understanding. The writer may need

to discuss theorNhistory, definitions, or background.

The writer's job.i`to analyze the audience well enough

to deterMine which aspects of the subject need prelimina

expdanitiom or elabordtion.

Stating the purpose- should be east,. since the writer
ew

has spent so much time refining the purpose duripg prep4:ory

stages. Clarification of purpose results in a-better re ort

for the reader and a clearer path for the writer.' Althou fi

the purpose does not alway have to be as-obvious as "The
.

Page 14JTC -08
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purpose f this report is ...," there is nothirig wrongwith

stating a purpose in this way. If the writer does not say,

"The purpose is 'then the purpose should be stated in

an equally clear way. 'There should be no doubt in the reader's'

. mind as to what the writer was attempting. 'Verbs like "to

'dAscuis" may detract rather than help: Direct verbs such

as compare, ahalyze,determine, and recommend.should be

used.

The scope sets limits for the purpose. The purpose

may be "to compare three heat puMps." If so, the scope\

Might be;,"This comparison will include only.the operating

`'characteristias," or "This comparison will be based on a

three-week laboratorifestlinder Simulated Operating Con-

ditions."

The plan for development can be constructed by stating

. the main points from the table'ofontents in one sentence.

The writer.does not elaborate oh Main points points are

simply listed in this introductory portion.

Detailed information, although constituting eighty '

to ninety percent of the report, is eally the easiest part

of the formal report to yrite, If the writer has (1) developed

.a good outline, and (2) Organiied the notes around the. outlinp

writing the discussion is relatively simple.

Notes should be ce.ssembled into a readable, logical

report that is adapted to the target audience. Organisation

should be.automatic,'since each note card coded

by the division of the outline under which it fits. ,The,

writer's task, at this point, is td-arrange notes with the

same heading at the
1
top.into aclogicaf sequence.

As,the notes, which Are usually summaries, are expanded

and explained in the report, the Writer must make the final

product a smooth, flowing report not just an aiSprtment

4
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of facts and figures. This quality of 'smoothness, or the.

evolution of one idea .into another, is called transition.

Even when incorporating transitionary elements, the writer

t

should be concerned with directing,the report toward a

specific audience. Transition should be developed during'

the preliminary,rough draft; refinement of transition usually

takes place during the work on the final draft.

Two aspects of the-body deserve special attention:

headings and footnotes. As discussed both in this module

and in TC-02, titles and subtitles from the table of con-

,tents appear within the body of the 'report) to serve as guide-

posts for the reader. They allow th'e reader to find topics,

as well as divide the report into manageable segments.

There are several mays of including headings Within

the body. Usually no'more than thre'e levels ar e used 7

first order, second order,, and third:order. As in the out,

line, heaidings should not stand alone, but should be organiz,ed

in twos. For example, if there is one third level heading,

there must be another third level heading placed with it...

First order headings are. the major divisions of the.table

of contents. They are usually' considered section titles

within the body; therefdre, they appear_at_the top of a. .

new page in all Capitals.

Second order headings are subdivision of major divisions.

They are usually flush with the left margins and on a line

by themselves in,the body. Third order headings are usuajly

'indented in the body, are followed, by a period, andthave

text on the same line. The three levels would probably

appear as in Example A; lbwemer, rules for capitalization

and placement sometimes vary between companies.

Page 16/TC-08
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EXAMPLE A: DIVIDING THE FORMAL REPORT WITH HEADI-NGS.°.

FIRST ORDER HEADING

- .

Text begins here and the first order heading is always pladed

at the top of-new page. There must be iex4 bet*een the first order

and second order heading,

Second Order Heading

Text begins here.

Second Order Heading

I

3

Text begins here.

Third order'hading: Text begins here.

Third order'heading. Text begins here.

. 4
Footnotes are also-an importArrt aspect of the body.

'Footnotes mayicontadn explanations, additional information,

or references. Footnotes may be identified with an asterisk,

- but usually footnotes .are numbered and a, corresponding num-

ber placed' in the,body.to identify the word, sentence,

or section to which the footnote refers. '

Footrietes must contain references 'or documentation

for all material that is summarized,-referred to, or' quoted

from another source.' Again, style depends-on'what is "requied

by the company. Example. 13 contains four style guides, as

follOWs:

C,

A
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EXAMPLE B: FOOTNOTES CITING APpLICABLE,STYLE GUIDES.

1. CBE Style Manual. Third edition. Washington,
D.C.: ,American Idititute of Biological
Sciences, 1972.

*2. MLAHandbook for Writers of Research Papers,
Theses, and Dissertations. New York:
Modern Language Association,' 1977.

3. Style Book and Editorial Manual. Fifth edition.
Chicago:- Scientific Publications Division.

' American Medical AssOciation, 1971.

4. Style Manual for. Guidance in the Preparation.
of Papers. Second edition. New York: ,
American. Institute of Physicls, 1967..

Footnotes can be at the bottom of the pages at.the end

of each section, or at the end of,the retort. The comiany's

. style should be followed.

The body .usually ends with conclu ons, a.summary -

or oth D4pending oh ',the nature of e eport thNe body

can also contain recommendations 'base n the contents'.

It'is often assumed that conclusions, summ. ies, and recoM-
#

mendations will follow deta-iled jpfor owever, some,

companies require that the resuts come fi , so that the

reader can read the conclusions before tadqing_details.

Any of these terminations tonclusionsuftearies,

.reCOmmendaiions call on the writer :to be scientific,' and

accurate. In an informational report, the writer usually
.

ends with a summary.' Th'e sumiarl should identify key ideas

without adding new materral. A tumlry may either 5ei,,,

paragraph form, or. it'may be a numbered list. If the sum-
.

mare is 'a list, it should be introduced with a short sentence,

such as.in'Ex'ample C:

4
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EXAMPLE C: SUMMARIZING THE REPORT.

This study seems to illustrate the following:

1. First summary statement.
2 Seond summary statement.
3. Third summary statement.

Conclusions are based on an evaluation Of the evidence..

The writer must examine data and then point out what the

examination proves. It is better to say, "These tests sug,

gestOhat a new method should be used" rather than, "Thiks

experlWent,was unsuccessful." Positive conclusions are

written asp in Example D.

EXAMPLE D:11WRITING POSITIVE CONCLUSIONS.

1. When used only, for surface water, the McWhirter pump
is more maintenance-free than the Atlas pump.

Under three sj.mulated jungle situations, the McWhi ter

pump cost $.04:per-hour to operate; whereas, the

Atlas puip cost $.01 per hour. However, tests were too

brief to be conclulive.

The deign of the Atlas pump requires less training
for the operator.

Recommendations, which are included in many reports,

are based on"conclusions. Recommendations suggest future

action. -For-instance, following the previous conclusiOns

on the McWhirter and theAtlas pumps, th.e writer might

TC-08/Page 19
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recommend which pump the company shouldYpurchase. This

kind of donclusion is relatively easy to determine. But_
consider another situation: a study is.made to determine

the practicality of installing a solar heating assist unit.

The researcher finds that cloudy and sunny days are about_

equal in number and that conclusions are about even, pro

and con. Under these circumstances, recommendations become

complicated.

Conclusions and recommendatiOns must be based on evidence

and intuition. Conclusions, which usually come first, state

the evaluation of evidence; recommendations present solutions

to a problem.

Recommendations may be written in either second or

third person, depending on the company's (anti the writer's)

purposes.

EXAMPLE E: WRITING RECOMMENDATIONS.

SECOND PERSON:

You must provide adequate ventilation when
mixing chemicals.

.THIRD PERSON:

Adequate ventilation must be provided when
mixing chemicals.

Sometimes, conclusions and recommendations are presented

under one heading. If they are-together, care should be

taken to distinguish the two.

Page 20/TC708
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Appendix

The appendix, often called the backlatter, is supple-

mentary material placed at the back of the report. In its

simplest form, the appendix might be only a bibliography

or some specifications sheets. Four items may be included

in the final section: (1) a bibliography; (2) an appendix;

(3) a glossary; and (4) an index. Some authorities cate-

gorize all this information under the term "appendix." Others

call only the additional information that could have been

placed in the body, but which was considered non-essential

by the writer, the appendix. Usually, a technical report

does not have an index. This is because management does

not usually expect aforMal report to be widely distributed,

or used as a reference. Therefore, tly'index is not' neces-

sary nor is it worth the required investment of timeand

money

The key to understanding what appears in the appendix

is the word; supplementary. Anything that would be helpful,

but does not fit into the main text, should go in the appen-

dix. If the reader must read the appendix to understand

the main text, the material should be moved from the appen.-

dix into the main text. It is not unusual, however,'for

the appendix to contain more information than the body.

The appendix may be divided into several sections: "Appendix

A Transistor Specifications," "Appendix B Possible

Applications," and "Appendix C Tube BaseDiagrar," for

example.

267
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POLISHING THE FINAL COPY

The final copy is simply a poli hed rough draft. This

f step gives the writer a chance to 10 for omissions and

breaks in 1,ogic, as well as mistakes. Certainly, this is

the time to look carefully for errors'of all types. Do

numbers correlate? Are there contradictions? Is each illus-

tration explained? Are.heading correct? Do headings

match the table of contents? Does the report follow the

original outline or was the outline changed?

The writer must also check the lebgic and flow of the

report. Do the parts fit together well? Are transitions

smooth? Are notes from different sources woven into a read-

able whole? Some authorities suggest reading the body alo6d

to search for logic and flow.

Polishing ofthe final copy must also include such

items as checking for misspei'led words,, comma errors, and

other mechanical slips. Letting sometime elapse between

completioli of the rough draft and the revision is helpful.

An unbiased reader can usually find errors that the writer

cannot.

PRESENTING THE REPORT ORALLY

The technician is lucky if the report is to be presented

orally. This is because of two benefits. The first benefit

is that organizing to give the report orally is an excellent

way to determine key points, If the technician must present

the report from an outline or rough draft rather than from

the final copy a second benefiaccrues. The second bene-

fit is that the techniCian can rely on audience input to

point out the report's weaknesses.

Page 2MC-08
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The module on ora presentations gives suggestions

on.preparing an oral report. The written report and the

oral report follow the same plan, with some exceptiOns.

The oral introduction may contain illustrations, quotes,
*

questions, or-other types of beginnings suggested in the

oral presentation module; Whereas, the written report tends

to begin more tersely. The-oral conclusion-may be only ,

the written report's summary, conclusions, and recommenda-

tions of it may also contain quotes, personal intentions,

or other types of endings, as mentioned in TC-07, "Per-,

forming Oral and Visual Presentatiohs."

Other than the introduction and the conclusion, .the

oral and written reports should be almost identical. Depend-
.

ing on the formality of the situation, the oral presentation

can .be read or delivered extemporaneously. However, the

audience will be more interested in the extemporaneous re-

port. Only a few situations require that the report be

read, since this is usually boring to both the reader and

the audience.

Visuals in the report should be adapted to the audience,

A large chart or drawing, a handout, a transparency, a slide

-oi all of these techniques can be used to present the

visual infortation in a report.

One advantage of presenting a report orally is that
. .

the preparer can get feedback as to which areast.need clari-

.
fication. The writer misses an excellent opportunity if

the oral report is not followed by a question-and-answer

period. The remarks., the questions, the digressions

of these give the'perCeptive communicator clues as to which

areas are clear, which areas need clarification, which areas

need amplification, and which portions of the report are

Over-simplified. 4

st.
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FINAL REVISIONS

Each stage, in the preparationof a formal report is

an opportunity to revue, refine, clarify, 'and amplify the

material. The write oes not save all revisions.until

last, although it'is ften best to complete the rough draft

before careful editing is attempted.

Nevertheless, the writer does try to incorporate as

many improvements into the final copy as possible. Changes

should be *base& on editing principles, the results of any

oral presentations in whi6 the report has been used, com-

ments by other readers, new information discovered since

the report °was begun, and s\imilar sources.

On the other side of-he picture,- the reportMay never

be perfect. This module has treated the formal report as

if it were the technician's-only project. In reality, the

report will probably be only one task in the scope of th'e

technician's duties. When the report meets the project

objectives, the technician may stop writing so that, time

can be devoted to other duties.

To help students prepare a formal report, portions of

a student.paper are,included in Example F. One should remem-

ber that styles and format vary; these examplespresent

only one style. Other examples appear in th6 discussion

of formal reports in the research module.

Page 24/TC-08
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41;v,EXAMPLE F: COMPILING \ INISHED PRODUCT.

List of Illustrations'
Abstract

TABLE OF CONTENT

iv

V

17 Introduction
II. Treatment

Purpose
Methods

Composting
Other

1

2

2

2

2

) '2

III. Wastes Disposal 4

Choosing Land Site 4

Agricultural Concerns 5.

Costs f--5-

Transportation 5

Application Rates 5

Application Methods 6 -

Yields 7

Cr..teria 8

Cadmium restrictions 8

Pathogens 8

Other 8

IV. Effects 9

Environmental 9 AV
Disease Transmission 11

V. Public Acceptance 14

VI. Conclusions 17

Appendix 19 .

Bibliography 20

Glossary 21

EPA Standards I 22

.4.
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Example F. Continued.
1.0

ABSTRACT

Sludge is an e'er present thing and muA be disposed
of in some way. Sludge used as an agricultural aid is a
useful and direct_means of returning nutrients otherWise
lost to .the food chain. With proper and careful treatment
of the sludge, none of the associated dieases will haye
been spread to the public. Heavy metal and nutrient con-
centrations must be calculated and monitored to avoid toxic
build up which will affect plant growth and can legch4into
ground water strata, thus becoming a public health concern.
Public education-of the desirability of sludge use in agri
culture is an important step toward solving present sludge's

disposal problems.
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Example F. Continued.

Tr7TREATMENT

In this paper, the dispose,/ of residual wastes from\

a sewage treatment plant is being discussed. These residr

ual'wastes are the settled solids, sludge, from the treat-L

ment process.

Purpose

The purpose of treating sewage is to remove as much

of the solids as possible from the carrier water before
the water is discharged from the treatment plant.

The purpose of treating kludge is to inactivate the
disease organisms present and prepare it for some sort of

disposal. In present day sewage treatment methods, such
as activated sludge, 3000 gallons of sludge is left for

.every one million gallons of sewage treated. With the

advent of tertiary treatment, this amount of sludge. will

increase sixfold.'

Methods

There are many avenues open for sludge treatment.
Each one must perform a sterilization process and, since
sludge is about 95% water, concentration or dewatering
to some degree is necessary.

Digestion. Either aerobic or anaerob digestion

will reduce volatile solids content satisfactorily. It

has been found, however,,that anaerobic digestion is most
efficient at reducing BOD and pathogen levels. Aerobic

digestion is the most costly of the two.

Composting. Composting has been accepted by the EPA
as both PSRP and PFRP (see appendix). Properly composted
sludge teduces a sanitary humus-like material. Composting
converts 20-30% of the volatile matter to CO2 and water
producing an overall volume reduction of 30-40%. Because
the composted material reaches thermophilic temperatures,
it is practically'free of pathogens.3

2
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page 5

of money spent for the aequisition of land t`to be used in
waste water disposal systems.2° tentlythe EPA has
given this grant money to help co costs of leasing'Jand
as wel1.21

Agricultural Concerns

Municipal sludge, being a human waste by- produc',
has all the nutrients and trace elements that people con-
sume at one time or another and do not use. This makes
it an excellent fertilizer because it can supply any --

nutrient that a crop need The crop should be considered
as to its abilities to a orb nutrients that are prevalent
in the sludge. Oorl'has been found to be a good crop t8
crop in sludge treated s is because orite high uptake

4

. rates of nitrogen,22 thus emovingsit from.the and

retaining it,to the food c in.23 ,

It is usually good to follow the normal crop patterns
of the area., These patterns have become establishedjpe-
ayse oflavorable soil, climatic, and economic patterns .

and will probably maintadn thes% advantAes in a sl4ege
application system.24

Costs. The EPA has determined that on an average in
1976 it cost $61/dry ton to dewater sludge and $24Adry on

to transport and spread this dewed sludge for a total
cost of $85/dry ton. The total .cost of transporting and
spreading wet sludge was $32/ton.25 4

Transportation. A tank truck is the most common
method of transporting liquid or dewatered sludge. Trucks

are the most energy consumptive but are more reliable and
more flePible than other alternatives. Other alternatives
often use trucks as an initial or final step in transpor-
tation. Other alternatives include barges, pipelines, and

railroads.26

Application Rates. Sludge application rates recommended
for crop production are calculated in much the same manner as j
commerciak fertilizer application rates. -The main limiting
.factor in sludge application is heavy metal contenttatiOn. ,

The following formula has been worked out to determi the .

drton/acre limitations for a given sludge. -

Page 28/TC-08
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Example F. Continued.
.

,
IV. CONCLUSIONS

From this paper it can be concluded that:

1., Sludge is a.necessary evil.

0.72. ,Careful conscientious treatment and management of sludge
are essential to a successful' sludge use program.

3. Sludge treated soil can increase crop yields above the '
yielas achieved by commercial fertilizers. '

A. 'Sludge use, can lower or eliminate commercial fertilizer
use oncrop,lands.

5. Sludge cag:be used to reclaim marginal lands.

b. Sludge can be. safely used frorri both environmental and

health standpoints`.

_ Composting,'neat. drying, and digestion offer the best

stabilizationresuIts:°'

8. Couiposted sludge,offets the advantage of organic- content.

9. Buying land ouirightAs probably the best method of
obaining disposal sites because of the 75% reimbursement
cl'use'in the EPA law. .

10. Nel.Pstringent laws will force chang3 in municipal dis.7.,

thargepractices.
e
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American, 1975), p. 24. C. "16,
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4Water treatment varies in Spain. Key differences
are discussed in John Lear's "The-Rain in Spain" and Where
It Gods (New York: Falls Incorporated, 1974).
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. Example F. Continded:P °

/

. GLOSSAR1- ,

$

1.- Aerobic with tt Presence Of'air.

2. Anaerobic without the presence of air.

Ci

3 BOD five day Biochemical'Oxigen Demand,

4. Chemical formula. and 'names" .

-4 -

NO3 Nitrates
NO.2--'Nitrites

NHa Ammonia
Ni Nickel
N Nitrogen
Cd Cadmium
Cu -- Copper
P --Phosphequs

°Zn Zinc ,

a

5. PSRP Processes to Significantly Reduc Pathogens:*
:- ..

. ., ....;

6. PFRP Proce'sees to Further Reduce Pathogens.* ,

7. SS Settleable
,

e Solids. ,

:.
, \

.
.

, . ..

8. Tertiary treatment a.third stage of treating wastewater
making it-of cqnsumable quality,. -

4

9. Thermophilic'.temperaturei rangitfg between, 45°-60°C.

i .

* Set neTt page. r

.
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EXERCISES

Uhlike exercises for previous modules, all exercises

for thismodule concern one project the formal report.

''`Each-exefcise is part of the final report; exacting comple-
.

I' `tinn of..each exercise is important to thereport's success.

,Exercises may be completed in a brief.period.of time toward

the ena'of the 'course; .or tact ed task by task thr ,ghout.

, the course, if the instructor wishes'to incorporate student
,

practice.of'the skills from,each module as the material

1. Select* three possible topics'that meet the followihg

Theeport will:

a, Contribute to the student's knowledge.

13: Dtai with.the student's majOr area and one other .

.

A

.area on .campus.

c.. _Result in the 3re rt length that is assigned

by the. instructor.

d. If'n'ecessary, invol both'library research'and

.pd-l'sonal.'experiments but must be.thoioughly

researched

e. Be.diverse, CinPlex, or cerrt enough' that no

'9. ,sil),gle.snurcethoroughly discusses .the subjeot,.

, f., Be'-based 'on an a6pCiute numbe,f of references': /

t.ThP minimum number will be set. by the instructor.) '''

After criteria con'sideratj.ons,
,
turn in three topics

'. in order of preference.
,

N .

,

1:
\ 2. Cohau a preiiiinary search'forpotential sources.

.n.
.

...
, .compil. the list into a formal bibliography.. M inimum

A .

I

, s
numbei f refererices and blb14-81kraphical style 'will

,

t' b ,setby the instructor,. Pltacethe tentatiVe.title

.

,
.o. the f rural report on:the .top line instead oi. the'

P

word-"Bib iography,"
. f

N I,,,

I

4

A

S
:

.. '

e a a
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3. Construct a tentative outline for the rep6rt, placing

the tentative title on the top line.

4. lising the outline as a guide, take notes on the sub-
.

ject selected. Follow the format,shown in the module

on, research.

S. Write an introduction of 100-20kwords. Be sure to

include'the four :Sintlials. .°

6. Construct a rough di:aft of the body of the report.

Pay special attention to (1) assembling the notes in

a smooth fashion, (2) inserting headings correctly,

(3) utilizing visual illustrations,land. (4) correctly

documenting or footnoting all borrowed information.

.7. Revise the body of the report.

8. Construct front matter and back matter.

9. Present a five-minute oral presentation. This should

be followed by a defense and question-and-answerses-

sion With the'clas.s. The instructor' may ask that others

who might be affected by the formal report be guests

during the oral presentation.

Page 34V'th-08
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TEST

List four aspects of a report topic over which the

writer has control..

I r

2. 'List three ramifications of selecting a purpose for

areport.

\\)
. .

,
I

. .
.

..

3. List eight characteristics that can be considered

in an audience analysis. ,

4.' How may a'report have legal ramifications?

11'

282.
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5. List three steps in.developing a plan for a-report.

Give three suggestions for each step. At

6.

7.

0

Lis-tithe four items of information that should go on a

note card.

4

List the items, or piiqs, a. formal report usually cell-

tains, indexing, parts unclerthree general headings.

/dr..Page'38/TC-0+ 4
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8. Explain the purpose of each of the three major sections

of a formal report.
I

II

.4

9. List and defin6 four objectives an introduction,

should ,accomplish.

- -10. Compare sumaii4es, conclusions, and recoma
,

o'i'''.

,:-'

What is the key to writing conclusions an&:r ..,,k.

1- ,- -.."

tionS/ . - :sq .i

,
.... e.. , 4

1-4. a7'

.I.; \..
l'ILt.

,,:; .

'

4

,

(I it
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11. List five suggestions for revising the rough ,copy.

A ti

12. Explain two advintagesof wr,itten

report orally'.

-ww

I

4

e

4
\ 13. Explain the statement; "A report will never be perfect."
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